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Last month, while driving to work, I had a heart 
attack.

I’ve always thought a heart attack would feel 
like being kicked in the chest, so I didn’t realise 
what this strange lump-in-the-throat feeling and 
mounting sense of anxiety was at all. In fact, I 
managed to park my car, buy a bottle of water, 
drink half of it, drive five more kilometres, park 
the car and get to the office before I realised this 
wasn’t going away. 

I’m 55, swim regularly, eat a healthy diet and 
my only real vice was the odd cigarette, so 
that’s another reason why I wasn’t prepared. 
I'd thought I’d be like my granny, who smoked 
well into her 70s, and I conveniently managed to 
forget that my three other grandparents had all 
died of heart attacks. 

Anyway, since that Friday I’ve seen the inside of 
a couple of ambulances, a helicopter and three 
wards in Las Palmas’s excellent Dr. Negrín 
Hospital; I’ve eaten a lot of hospital food and 
taken more pills than I’ve ever seen in my life 
before.  I've watched a surgeon place a stent in my 

aorta live on screen and I’ve been inundated with 
messages of support from family and friends.

A brush with death is humbling; it makes you 
feel smaller and weaker, and it alerts you to the 
fact that we all have a  clock that never stops 
ticking. But it also makes you feel how important 
all the connections in your life are, as well as the 
community that you live in.

I can't start to to express my gratitude to everyone 
at the Canarian Health Service, from the dashing 
helicopter pilot and the skilful surgeon to the 
cheerful paramedics and the drily funny night 
nurse at Las Palmas. I also can't begin to thank 
everyone who offered support, best wishes and 
concern throughout this time.

A couple of weeks after the attack, I found 
myself looking out at the high tide on one of 
those gloriously calm and peaceful days when 
Lanzarote seems to hold its breath in awe of its 
own beauty. Then I got up and I walked down to 
that beach. 

There's a lot of living left to do, and I can't think 
of a better place to start 
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MARINE scientists in the Canary Islands are calling for 
a world-wide ban on the use of military sonar following 
a study which links mass whale strandings to naval 
exercises.

A recent study highlighted a connection between the 
use of sonar and strandings which have accounted for 
the deaths of dozens of whales.

It is now understood that a whale’s navigational senses 
could be severely impeded by the use of underwater 
military pulses which, according to marine biologists, 
may confuse the creatures.

Scientists say evidence points to the mammals 
attempting to escape the source of the sound in a 
panic, becoming disorientated and then, in certain 
circumstances, beaching themselves.

In some species – such as the beaked whale used in the 
study – the need to ‘take flight’ from the sound forces 
them into a deep dive, the following ascent from which 
can be too fast and lead to severe decompression 
sickness.

This, coupled with mass strandings, leaves the already-
distressed mammal unable to survive the stress of 
becoming stranded, even if they are returned to the 
water after only a brief spell of being beached.

The researchers behind the study, from the University 
of Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, focused entirely on the 
beaked whale population around the Canary Islands.

Canarian scientists 
call for ban on Sonar

Their evidence suggests that a 2004 ban on sonar in 
Canarian waters had proved effective in combatting 
the number of average strandings each year. However, 
the Canarian marine biologists are urging further action 
be taken where beaked whale numbers are dwindling. 
In particular, they point to the Mediterranean where 
the species is classed as ‘vulnerable’ and where many 
military vessels operate.

In the report, published in the ‘Proceedings of the 
Royal Society’ journal, the team from the University of 
Las Palmas de Gran Canaria called for action across 
the globe to reduce the use of sonar.

“Mass stranding events (MSEs) of beaked whales 
(BWs) were extremely rare prior to the 1960s but 
increased markedly after the development of naval 
mid-frequency active sonar (MFAS),” the report stated.

“The temporal and spatial associations between 
atypical BW MSEs and naval exercises were first 
observed in the Canary Islands, Spain, in the 
mid-1980s.

“Further research on BWs stranded in association with 
naval exercises demonstrated pathological findings 
consistent with decompression sickness.

“A 2004 ban on MFASs around the Canary Islands 
successfully prevented additional BW MSEs in the 
region, but atypical MSEs have continued in other 
places of the world, especially in the Mediterranean 
Sea, with examined individuals showing decompression 
sickness.”

Scientists held a workshop in Fuerteventura two years 
ago where they reviewed current knowledge on mass 
strandings of beaked whales associated with sonar 
activity.

“Spatial management specific to BW habitat, such as 
the MFAS ban in the Canary Islands, has proven to be an 
effective mitigation tool and mitigation measures should 
be established in other areas taking into consideration 
known population-level information,” the report added.

“Animals may respond to stressful situations by 
exhibiting the ‘flight or fight response’ with increased 
heart and metabolic rates, often accompanied by fast 
movement away from the perceived stressor.

“We recommend a moratorium on mid-frequency active 
sonar in those regions where atypical mass stranding 
events continue.”

By Darren Parkin

“Reports show evidence 
that military vessels may 
be the cause of mass 

whale strandings.”
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The Cabildo and the European 
Space Agency (ESA) have signed 
an agreement that will see 
Lanzarote continue as the base of 

the PANGAEA (Planetary Analogue 
Geological and Astrobiological 
Exercise for Astronauts) project until 
2022. 

A parents’ association in Costa Teguise 
has protested against the conditions at 
Costa Teguise’s primary school, which 
they claim have worsened over recent 
years. The parents are demanding 
“basic, minimum conditions” to be 
fulfilled.

Among their complaints are the fact 
that classes have been amalgamated, 
which the parents believe has affected 
academic performance. They also wish 
to see the premises renovated, claiming 
that there is no air-conditioning in several 
classrooms, where temperatures can 
reach 30 degrees Celsius. 

The parents also complain that 
classroom roofs leak when it rains; that 
there are no shaded areas in the outdoor 
playgrounds and that bathroom facilities 
could be improved.

Sort our school

Lanzarote leads tourism 
Lanzarote and Tenerife were the only Canary 
Islands to see a rise in tourism in the first 
four months of this year, according to recent 
statistics from the Canarian Government. 

Lanzarote saw an increase of 4.2% compared 
to the January - April period in 2018. Of these 
tourists, German arrivals saw a 9.9% rise and 
British tourists a 5.3 % rise, bucking trends 
on other islands. Irish (6.4%) and French (6%) 
tourists also increased.

Another important rise was also seen in the 
amount of domestic Spanish tourists, signalling 
that the recovery may be well under way.

Open All Hours
The Canarian Government has agreed to declare Arrecife 
a “zone of high tourist affluence”, and this status will allow 
businesses in the capital to open and close when they wish.

This will allow businesses in Arrecife to open during the 
hours when cruise tourists are out and about in the capital, 
whereas previously many have been forced to close during 
the afternoons. 

The ESA has claimed that 
Lanzarote offers the “perfect 
conditions” to improve efficiency 
on future expeditions to the 
moon or Mars.

The geological conditions of 
Lanzarote, in particular, are 
valued by space researchers, as 
it is thought they closely mirror 
conditions on lunar or Martian 
landscapes. The last time 
researchers came, in November 
last year, they spent a lot of time 
at an area in Tinajo where the 
configuration of the earth’s crust 
permitted many simulations. 

The ESA will set up a “class” on 
Lanzarote, and use it as the base 
for future research projects. 

Mars simulation
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Wine Run
Local runners Albi Cedrés y Aroa Merino won 65 and 50 litres of 
wine repectively, after triumphing in the Lanzarote Wine Run in June. 

As usual, the winners were weighed and presented with their own 
body weight in wine. For Aroa, it was the ninth time she had won 
the first prize, while Albi Cedrés took the top spot on the podium for 
the first time after finishing as runner-up last year. 

Bienvenue á 
Bordeaux
Easyjet has launched twice-weekly 
flights to Bordeaux in France, which 
will continue until the end of October.

The route commenced in mid-June 
and flights will leave Lanzarote for 
the French coastal city on Mondays 
and Thursdays.

The swimming pool at the Islote de la Fermina in 
Arrecife has been renovated and should be open to 
the public shortly.

The Islote, which lies in the sea next to the capital’s 
Gran Hotel, has a swimming pool complex designed 
by César Manrique, but has long been closed to the 

public due to neglect and vandalism. For years the 
island has been known to locals as “Love Island”, 
as it was a popular place for romantic trysts. 

Now, however, the Islote is being fully renovated 
and will become one of Lanzarote’s network of Art, 
Culture and Tourism Centres.

Off their trolleys
Two men have been arrested after 
stealing 95 shopping trolleys from an 
Arrecife supermarket.

The men, one of whom ran a scrap metal 
business, were arrested and charged 

with theft and receiving stolen goods 
after the supermarket manager spotted 
various trolleys at a scrap metal business, 
and reported them to the police.  

The supermarket estimates the trolleys 
to be worth a total of €10,260 – just over 
€100 a trolley. 

Love Island renovated
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A team of firefighters from Lanzarote won first place in an annual contest 
held in Alcaniz on the Spanish mainland. The contest was designed to test 
response to serious traffic accidents, and, as well as winning the overall 
prize, the local lads came first in terms of command, equipment and a 
complex casualty manoeuvre.

SARA’s Summer Gala will take place at Highlander 
Too, Calle El Toscón, 7, Puerto del Carmen, on 
Thursday, 25th July from midday until 6pm. There’ll 
be a Bouncy Castle, Face Painting, the Raffle of 
the Year, a mini market for all your shopping needs, 
Steve and Daragh will perform live from 12-2pm, 
followed by a Quiz and Bingo with our John 2-4pm. 
Ricky Lee will be live from 4-6pm

Entry is free but we do ask you to dig deep to 
support SARA’s charity. As many of you may already 
be aware SARA is on the brink of closing its doors 
after all government funding has been stopped. As 
a result, the shelter needs the help of the general 
public more than ever. 

Raffle tickets are available from The Highlander 
Too. Spread the word and get this date in your diary.

EFPT Lanzarote 2019 Pro & Juniors, 3rd  
- 6th July
The European Freestyle Pro Tour (Surfing competition) will take place 
in Costa Teguise from the 3rd to 6th July, and the prize money is 
10,000€. For more information, contact Antxon Otaegui by email on 
info@procenterlanzarote.com.

Travesía Museo Atlántico, 14th July
The unique Museo Atlántico 5k open water swim departs from 
Papagayo Beach in Playa Blanca at 10am and passes over the Museo 
Atlántico statues, taking in other superb views such as the Castillo del 
Aguila. There is also a young person’s race open to swimmers aged 14 
and upwards.

Registration can be done online at www.tripasioneventos.com/event/
museo-atlantico and for more information contact info@b15active.com.

Lanzarote Summer Challenge 
qualifiers, 15th - 28th July
The International CrossFit Championship is to be held on Playa del 
Reducto in Arrecife, on 28 and 29 September 2019. Athletes have to 
complete demanding tests combining the harsh environment of the 
beach with aquatic tests and many other surprises.There are several 
different categories including mixed teams. To sign up for the qualifying 
events during July, visit https://games.aimharder.com/lanzarotesummer

SPORT

SARA Summer Charity Gala

Lanzarote Firefighters Win National 
Championships
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Direct Flights To La Palma
If you fancy discovering one of the most spectacular 
Canarian islands, Binter Canarias has announced a 
new service offering direct flights to La Palma from 
Lanzarote. There will be four departures per week, 
all connecting Lanzarote directly with La Palma’s 
airport just south of the capital Santa Cruz. 

Report cruelty online
There is now a website where you can make an online report 
about animal cruelty, including violence, abandonment and 
inadequate living conditions. It has been developed by PACMA, 
Spain’s Animal Rights Party, with the goal of ending animal 
abuse across Spain.  Go to www.yodenuncio.pacma.es

Skatoons Charity Gig update
After a really successful charity gig at La Grulla Bar de Cosas in Arrecife Marina on 31st 
May, The Skatoons were thrilled to donate €315 to Arrecife homeless charity Calor y 
Café and would like to thank everyone for their ongoing support.

Murder, Mayhem and Moonshine

Electric Scooter 
Update

After a number of complaints and 
issues with the electric scooters 
that have recently popped up 
around the island, the transport 
department (DGT) has issued 

information to clarify how they are to be regulated.  

Electrical scooters and bicycles with a push-start 
button and which do not require pedalling are classified 
as motorised, so now need to adhere to the following 
regulations.

• They must have a number plate

• They must have compulsory insurance

• They must have an ITV when they are four years old

• Riders must wear a helmet and have at least a
moped driving licence

These rules do not apply if these vehicles are used on 
private land.

‘E-bikes’ are bicycles which need to be pedalled but 
have an electrical motor to make travel easier.  They can 
continue to be treated like normal bicycles because they 
are speed-restricted so that the motor assistance cuts 
out at speeds of 25km/h or more.

Electric mobility aids are also classified differently as they 
should not be driven on the road.

LADS (the Lanzarote 
Amateur Dramatic Society) 
presents a Murder Mystery 
night at Decades Bar in 
Costa Teguise on the 19th 
and 20th July.

Curtain up at 7:00pm. 
Tickets cost €7.50 and 
include nibbles.
To book your tickets phone 
Tina on 630 790 867 or Olivia 
on 606 971 853.
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Notre Dame’s first mass
Exactly two months since the devastating fire 
that ravaged Notre Dame Cathedral on 15th April, 
the first mass took place, led by Paris Archbishop 
Michel Aupetit, in a side-chapel. Only 30 people 
were in attendance, mostly priests, canons, church 
employees and some people involved in rebuilding 
the iconic building, all wearing hard hats. Other 
worshippers were able to watch the Mass on a 
Catholic TV channel. 

Limited attendance was in part due to concerns 
raised by environmental campaigners around 
potential lead pollution, and protective nets were 
strung above the nave and choir to protect them from 
possible falling debris. French President, Emmanuel 
Macron has set a five-year target for completion of 
the cathedral’s restoration, but the French Culture 
Ministry confirmed that as of 14th June, only 10% 
of the €850m pledged by individuals and business 
leaders for reconstruction has been paid.    

According to research done by UNICEF based on 
available data from 31 countries, the UK is one 
of the worst in Europe when it comes to parental 
leave and affordable quality childcare. 
Sweden, Norway and Iceland were the highest 
ranked countries and the only European countries 
worse than the UK were Cyprus, Greece and 

Switzerland. Ranks were given based on length 
of full-rate maternity and paternity leave pay, 
plus quality childcare services for children aged 
between 0 and 6-years-old.

The report is part of UNICEF’s ‘Early Moments 
Matter’ campaign that aims to support families 
so they can provide a nurturing environment 

and stimulating experiences which are vital for 
healthy brain development in young children. They 
believe that family-friendly work policies such as 
a minimum of six months’ paid leave strengthens 
the bond between parent and child, and this is 
a key element, not only to positive developments 
within a family, but in relation to societal cohesion. 

The study highlights that working parents or 
caregivers in the UK face major difficulties around 
balancing work with care-giving responsibilties. 
When it comes to paternal leave, UK fathers are 
entitled to two weeks statutory parental leave at a 
rate of £148.68. 

In relation to maternity leave for new mothers, 
the UK doesn’t measure up very well either, only 
offering eligible new mothers six weeks at 90% of 
their average weekly pre-tax earnings, 33 weeks 
at £148.68 per week or 90% of their average 
weekly earnings, if lower (both under the National 
Minimum Wage) and a further 13 weeks unpaid. 

In comparison, Estonia offers 85 weeks of fully 
paid maternity leave, and Sweden and Norway, 
who are in the top slots overall, offer the equivalent 
of 35 and 45 weeks at full pay. 

Continued Chaos
Spain’s Supreme Court has temporarily blocked 
Catalonia’s jailed former vice-president, Oriol 
Junqueras, from leaving jail to take up his seat in 
the European Parliament, to which he was elected 
on 26th May. The court said that he must remain in 
prison until there is a verdict in the trial over the failed 
bid for independence. Junqueras is facing a number 
of charges including rebellion for his part in organizing 
a referendum and declaration of independence that 
were deemed illegal by Spain’s Constitutional Court. 
He denies the charges but a conviction could result 
in a 25-year jail sentence. 

Two other Catalan politicians won seats on the 
European Parliament, but will be detained in Spain if 
they return to collect their MEP papers. The region’s 
former leader Carles Puigdemont and local council 
member Antoni Comin are currently living in self-
emposed exile in Belgium after fleeing the country 

when arrest warrants were issued for the 12 
separatist leaders. 

The four month trial concluded recently. It 
involved 400 witnesses and the verdict is 
expected to be delivered in the Autumn.

UK failing on family-friendly policies
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Overall, the Socialist surge 
that brought Pedro Sánchez 
victory in the Spanish general 
election in April was maintained 
throughout the Canaries, with 
the party finally winning not 
only the most votes, but also 
the largest amount of seats in the Canarian parliament. However, 
once the results have been counted a lot of work has been 
required to create majorities in several institutions.

Central to these pacts has been a firm determination on the side 
of both the Socialists and the People’s Party (PP) to dislodge 
the Coalición Canaria (CC) from power. The CC has ruled the 
islands for over 20 years, but finally saw it’s power broken in 
May’s elections.

The key to control is the Canarian government, where the 
Socialists won, giving their leader Ángel Víctor Torres the option 
to form a government. However, they came 9 seats short of 
winning a majority and, at the time of writing, are still  attempting 
to form a pact in which a tiny party from La Gomera who won 
just 6,000 votes may act as kingmakers. Should the Socialists 
arrange a pact, Torres will take over as Canarian President from 
Fernando Clavijo.

nThe Cabildo 
The alliances made in the Canarian Government, and the 
apparent determination to remove the CC from power wherever 
possible, are likely to affect Lanzarote’s island government, the 
Cabildo, where Pedro San Ginés (CC) was defeated by the 
Socialist Loli Corujo, ending almost ten years of his presidency. 
Corujo became one of two women leaders in Lanzarote’s eight 
institutions, but she has also faced a delicate balancing act in 
constructing a majority.

   All Change!

nArrecife
Eventually, an agreement was reached in which the 
PP’s leader, Astrid Pérez, would become Mayor of 
Lanzarote’s most densely populated municipality, 
Arrecife – despite the fact that the CC won the 
most seats and their candidate Echedey Eugenio fully expected to be 
clutching the Mayor’s sceptre by June. 

The unlikely prospect of eternal rivals from the PP and the PSOE pacting 
in order to freeze out the CC could mean real change in Lanzarote, 
although there is also the very real possibility of pacts breaking up.   
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Loli Corujo, Cabildo President

Astrid Pérez, Mayor of Arrecife

Ángel Víctor Torres, Canarian President

The Canaries and Lanzarote will  have 
new Socialist Presidents following the 
regional and local elections on May 
26th, while Lanzarote will also see at 
least three new 
Mayors. 
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nTías
No such pact took place in Tías, however, where 
Pancho Hernández lost his job as Mayor despite 
winning the most votes. Hernández’s PP tied with José 
Juan Cruz of the Socialists on nine seats each, and the 
role of kingmaker fell to Lanzarote Avanza councillor 
Mame Fernández who backed Cruz in return for some 
juicy positions in the new council, including that of 
Tourism councillor.  Mayor “Pepe Juan” will be well 
known  to older Tías residents, and served as Mayor 
for the municipality for several years in the 90s and 
2000s

nThree majorities
In Teguise, Oswaldo 
Betancort (CC) won an 
outright majority and 
will continue as Mayor 
of the island’s largest 
municipality, while Jesús 
Machín (CC) will also rule 
Tinajo without having to 
seek support. These are 
the only two remaining 
CC strongholds on 
Lanzarote, although 
Haría also remains 
under the precarious 
rule of Marcial Acuña, 
who was appointed 
Mayor of the northern 
región without gaining 
a majority or forming a 
pact.  Acuña could be 
toppled at any time.   

In San Bartolomé, Alexis Tejera (Socialist) won 
a majority and Óscar Noda of Lanzarote Avanza 
will continue as Mayor of Yaiza after agreeing to a 
governing pact with the CC.

Spain and the Canaries aren’t the only places under new 
management following recent elections.  The European Union 
has also seen important changes, while a new British Prime 
Minister plans to take the UK out of the EU by October 31st.
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The EU elections, which took place at the 
end of March, saw increased representation 
for Green parties and right-wing populists. 
However, centrist parties are still likely to make 
the important decisions.

In the UK, the big news was Nigel Farage’s 
Brexit Party winning 29 seats, while both the 
Conservatives and Labour lost heavily due to 
dissatisfaction on their Brexit policies. Farage’s 
party is the largest in the EU parliament, 
but is likely to be rapidly sidelined by larger 
groupings and alliances for as long as the UK 
remains within the union.

Among those larger groupings, the centre-
right EPP and the centre-left S&D groups 
remained the largest in the parliament, despite 
both losing several seats compared to the 
2014 elections. The Liberal ALDE group was 
bolstered by Emmanuel Macron’s En Marche 
party in France, while the Green and Nationalist 
groupings also increased their representation.

Meanwhile, in the UK, Theresa May’s 
resignation triggered a seemingly endless 

leadership contest in the UK, with more than 
10 candidates originally hoping to step into 
her leopard-print shoes.

Boris Johnson remains the strong favourite at 
the time of writing, while the revelation of the 
campaign has been Rory Stewart, the opium-
smoking alleged ex-spy whose honesty about 
Brexit has been in marked contrast to the bluff 
and bluster of other candidates.

The winner will find themselves in precisely the 
same situation May was left in in March this 
year, facing a European Union that is unwilling 
to change the deal it already approved in 
November last year and a hung parliament 
where absolutely nothing can be guaranteed. 

Under pressure from Nigel Farage, most 
Conservative candidates have stated that 
they are willing to take the UK into a no deal 
Brexit scenario by the end of October, but this 
could easily be opposed by parliament.

Once again, the only thing we can say with 
any confidence is that anything could happen 
in the next few months.

Reform likely?
The issue of seat allocation in the Canaries is 
likely to return now that the Socialists hold more 
power. In the last elections in 2014, both the 
Socialists and the PP won considerably more 
votes than the CC, but received fewer seats due 
to the way smaller islands receive more seats per 
vote.

In these elections, for example, the tiny Socialist 
Grouping of La Gomera (ASG) won three seats 
with just 6,215 votes, while the centre-right 
Ciudadanos party won only two seats, despite 
receiving over 65,000 votes, over ten times more 
than the ASG.

The Europe
Dimension
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F E L I C I T A S   H O F A C K E R

AVDA. DR.  RAFAEL GONZÁLEZ 17,  1ºA (OPPOSITE THE GRAN HOTEL TA XI RANK) – 35500 ARRECIFE DE L ANZAROTE ISL AS CANARIAS

T E L  9 2 8  8 0 1  3 5 1               F A X  9 2 8  8 0 1  5 2 6

i n f o @ k a n z l e i h o f a c k e r . c o m

L I C E N S E D  B Y  T H E  B A R  A S S O C I A T I O N S  O F
L A N Z A R O T E  A N D  S C H L E S W I G - H O L S T E I N
E S T A B L I S H E D  I N  L A N Z A R O T E  S I N C E  1 9 9 7

R E C H T S A N W Ä L T I N  ·  L A W Y E R

S P E C I A L I S T  I N
H O U S E P U R C H A S E ,  I N H E R I TA N C E  ( D I S P U T E ) ,
W I L L S ,  A L L  K I N D S  O F  C O N T R AC T S ,  
A S S I S TA N C E  W I T H  L O C A L  AU T H O R I T I E S

This week the British Consulate and the University 
of Birmingham launched local coverage in 
Lanzarote of their support website for older and 
more vulnerable British residents. An information 
session took place on 17th June at the Hotel Las 
Costas, Puerto del Carmen, to raise awareness of 
the fantastic online resource that could potentially 
save lives with the aim of preventing British 
Nationals from falling into social exclusion whilst 
living abroad. Below are extracts from the press 
release from the meeting that took place on island.

The website, Support in Spain (www.
supportinspain.info), contains useful information 
on how to get extra support and help on a wide 
range of topics, such as health care, disabled 
services and benefits, as well as a directory of 

local support organisations. It seeks to help tackle 
the challenges of an ageing foreign population 
and was launched this week at networking events 
for voluntary groups on the Canary Islands.

Jackie Stevenson, British Vice-Consul – Las 
Palmas, said ahead of the launch, “It is exciting to 
see this website expanding into Lanzarote after a 
successful start in mainland Spain.” 

“Our message from the British 
Consulate to UK residents is clear: 

Plan ahead for the future. Anyone can 
become vulnerable at any time and it 

is better to be prepared.”

ONLINE 
LIFELINE

“There is some incredible work carried out by so 
many volunteers across the islands to support foreign 
residents who are in need. As the Consulate cannot 
be in all areas at once, we hope that this website is a 
useful support tool for voluntary groups in their work 
and for residents as well.” 

“We have compiled the site in Spanish, as well as 
English, so that social workers, medical staff and 
Spanish-speaking friends can, for the first time, access 
information on English-speaking support available.” 

Jackie continued, “Our message from the British 
Consulate to UK residents is clear: Plan ahead for the 
future. Anyone can become vulnerable at any time and 
it is better to be prepared.”

At the well-attended event, different charities and 
voluntary groups from the island presented their 
services and also launched requests for more English-
speaking volunteers to help them grow their work into 
foreign resident communities. Giving their interesting 
talks were AFOL Cancer Care, the Lanzarote Business 
and Residents Association, AFA Alzheimer’s Support, 
PerpetuARTE (cancer support) and Flora Acoge (social 
& welfare support).

The meeting was led by Neil Hesketh of the Support 
in Spain project and Caroline Sproule, Consular Officer 
for the British Consulate Las Palmas. 

The meetings were also an important opportunity for 
those present to meet with a Consulate representative 
and network with other people working with older and 
more vulnerable people in Lanzarote.

>>> cont: p.17
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The Support in Spain website is the result 
of a close cooperation between the British 
Consulates in Southern Spain and the 
School of Social Policy at the University of 
Birmingham. 

The original project set out to research the 
issues older and vulnerable British people 
face while living in Spain and to suggest 
possible solutions to help prevent them 
becoming socially isolated in the future.

One of the conclusions of the study was 
the need to develop a website that included 
all the contact information of the different 
voluntary groups and Spanish statutory 
authorities available locally, as well as 
helpful advice on common questions, such 
as how to secure extra social care, help for 

a disability or assistance with paperwork in 
Spanish.

The project was funded by the UK’s 
Economic and Social Research Council and 
the Foreign and Commonwealth Office.

The content of the website currently covers 
the Costa del Sol, Almeria and the Canaries, 
where there are high numbers of British 
residents. It is published in Spanish as well 
as English and has had over 35,000 visitors 
since it was launched. 

Website address: www.supportinspain.info 

More information: Neil Hesketh, 677 688 
427, info@supportinspain.info

SUPPORT IN SPAIN 
<<< cont: p.14
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and iconic

British women made it three in a row at this 
year’s Ironman Lanzarote race, as Nikki 
Bartlett stormed to victory in the women’s 
event. Belgian Frederik Van Lierde was the 
men s winner  adding another rst to his 
impressive list of honours.

Stiff winds on Lanzarote promised a tough race for competitors 
on 25th May, but the athletes stepped up to the challenge in a 
race that revealed some huge future promise.

Frederick Van Lierde is no stranger to the top step of the 
podium – the 40-year old Belgian has won five French Ironmans 
and in 2013 was the Ironman World Champion in Hawaii. He 
emerged from the brutal swimming stage just behind Emilio 
Aguayo before taking the lead on the cycling stage. German 
competitor Christian Kramer briefly took the lead at the start of 
the marathon, but Van Lierde ran him down to win in a time of 
8:51:16.

British women Lucy Charles and Lucy Gossage were the last 
two winners of the womans’ race, and this year it was Nikki 
Bartlett who continued the tradition, with the biggest result of 
her 4-year professional career. Nikki also established a lead 
on the bike and managed to hold off Danish rival Maja Stage 
Nielsen and finish in a time of 9:59:10.

Nikki tweeted: “It’s not often I’m speechless. My first ever win 
and to do it on this brutal iconic course is a dream come true. 
Thank you everyone who’s a part of this. Those crowds and 
volunteers thank you.”     

Overall, it was a terrific day for British competitors, with Brian 
Fogerty, Corrinne Clark, Lucy Biddlestone, and racing couple 
Jennifer and Graeme Stewart, who all managed podium finishes 

in their age group. 54 year-old Gill Fullen also 
conquered her age group and will be off to 
Hawaii. 

Several hundred competitors also crossed the 
finishing line with no hope of ever stepping 

onto a podium, but that does not diminish their 
efforts in any way. The Ironman is more than 
a race, it’s a contest – against the elements, 
against Lanzarote and against yourself, and 
everyone who completes it is worthy to be 
called an Ironman.
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Logic Financial Consultants is a trading style of Tourbillon Limited. Tourbillon Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Commission (Gibraltar).
Licence Number FSC1118B. Registered Address Trinity House, 1-3 Ocean Village Avenue, Ocean Village, Gibraltar.

Malta remains as one of the world´s 
leading jurisdiction for pension 
business and the jurisdiction, its policy 
makers and industry, are determined 
to maintain that position by offering 
well regulated, compliant and prudent 
pension products.

There have, however, been a number 
of legislative changes to Maltese 
pensions since the start of 2019, 
ranging from tighter investment due 
diligence to full disclosure of 
commission. For advisers and clients, 
one of the most important measures 
introduced is the requirement for 
advisers to have greater regulation 
than ever before.

Email: info@logicfc.com - www.logicfinancialconsultants.com

Ian Whitby DipPFS   634 706 748
George Whitby DipPFS   618 905 560

Joe Whitby   965 020 444

Family Run Business

Why not call for a free no obligation consultation?
Guiding you to a future of financial security

With over 40 years experience, fully regulated Logic Financial Consultants offer Clear Independent Financial Advice on:   
• Modelo 720 ‘Asset declaration’   • Cross Border Tax Planning   •  QROPS   •  QNUPS  

 •  Inheritance and Succession Tax   • Pensions   • Investments

Clear Independent
Financial Advice

Investment advisers, in 
addition to having to be 
licensed/authorised to 
provide investment 
advice in the country 
where the adviser firm is 
established, must also be 
duly authorised and 
regulated to provide the 
investment advice being 
given to the member, in 
the member´s respective 
jurisdiction.

For European based 
investment advisers and 

members, the rules require that the 
adviser will need to be duly regulated to 
give investment advice in their 
European country of establishment, and 
where the advice is provided to a 
member. If the member is based in 
another European jurisdiction, the 
adviser firm must have pass ported their 
services under the Markets in Financial 
Instruments Directive (MIFID II) and the 
Insurance Distribution Directive (IDD) in 
the case of insurance based investment 
products, to this EU jurisdiction.

To put it simply, advisers now need to 
have access to both the IDD and MIFID 
II licences, which will essentially allow 
them to advise on both direct and 

Pension Legislation Changes - Malta

Joe, Ian and George

indirect investments. Indirect 
investments are those via a life 
assurance bond or wrapper. 

I am pleased to say that whilst many 
other advisory firms are now rushing 
around to make sure they have 
licences in place ahead of the 
six-month transition period, Logic 
Financial Consultants already have 
both the IDD and MIFID II licences, so 
it is pretty much business as usual for 
us. 

The new rules also state that every 
member of a Maltese pension must 
have an appointed investment adviser, 
unless they can categorically class 
themselves as a “professional 
member”.  

At Logic, we see the introduction of 
these new regulations as a positive 
move made by the financial and 
pension industries. Increasing the 
protection for clients both from a 
regulation and due diligence stance 
can only be considered a good thing 
in our opinion.

If you have a Maltese pension or have 
ever thought about transferring a 
pension overseas, we would welcome 
the chance to discuss your options 
with you. 

IRONMANIRONMAN

ERARDO FERRER QUINTANA    Lawyer

erardo@lanzaroteabogados.es  •  www.lanzaroteabogados.es  • Arrecife – Calle Senador Rafael Stinga González, 2 - of. 2 • Tel. 928 816 513

�  Unfair Spanish mortgage clauses.
�  Mortgages “�oor clauses”.
�  Refund mortgage costs.

� Family Law
� Criminal Law
�  Spanish Wills

� Conveyancing
� O�cial  Translations
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Logic Financial Consultants is a trading style of Tourbillon Limited. Tourbillon Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Commission (Gibraltar).
Licence Number FSC1118B. Registered Address Trinity House, 1-3 Ocean Village Avenue, Ocean Village, Gibraltar.

Malta remains as one of the world´s 
leading jurisdiction for pension 
business and the jurisdiction, its policy 
makers and industry, are determined 
to maintain that position by offering 
well regulated, compliant and prudent 
pension products.

There have, however, been a number 
of legislative changes to Maltese 
pensions since the start of 2019, 
ranging from tighter investment due 
diligence to full disclosure of 
commission. For advisers and clients, 
one of the most important measures 
introduced is the requirement for 
advisers to have greater regulation 
than ever before.

Email: info@logicfc.com - www.logicfinancialconsultants.com

Ian Whitby DipPFS   634 706 748
George Whitby DipPFS   618 905 560

Joe Whitby   965 020 444

Family Run Business

Why not call for a free no obligation consultation?
Guiding you to a future of financial security

With over 40 years experience, fully regulated Logic Financial Consultants offer Clear Independent Financial Advice on:   
• Modelo 720 ‘Asset declaration’   • Cross Border Tax Planning   •  QROPS   •  QNUPS  

 •  Inheritance and Succession Tax   • Pensions   • Investments

Clear Independent
Financial Advice

Investment advisers, in 
addition to having to be 
licensed/authorised to 
provide investment 
advice in the country 
where the adviser firm is 
established, must also be 
duly authorised and 
regulated to provide the 
investment advice being 
given to the member, in 
the member´s respective 
jurisdiction.

For European based 
investment advisers and 

members, the rules require that the 
adviser will need to be duly regulated to 
give investment advice in their 
European country of establishment, and 
where the advice is provided to a 
member. If the member is based in 
another European jurisdiction, the 
adviser firm must have pass ported their 
services under the Markets in Financial 
Instruments Directive (MIFID II) and the 
Insurance Distribution Directive (IDD) in 
the case of insurance based investment 
products, to this EU jurisdiction.

To put it simply, advisers now need to 
have access to both the IDD and MIFID 
II licences, which will essentially allow 
them to advise on both direct and 

Pension Legislation Changes - Malta

Joe, Ian and George

indirect investments. Indirect 
investments are those via a life 
assurance bond or wrapper. 

I am pleased to say that whilst many 
other advisory firms are now rushing 
around to make sure they have 
licences in place ahead of the 
six-month transition period, Logic 
Financial Consultants already have 
both the IDD and MIFID II licences, so 
it is pretty much business as usual for 
us. 

The new rules also state that every 
member of a Maltese pension must 
have an appointed investment adviser, 
unless they can categorically class 
themselves as a “professional 
member”.  

At Logic, we see the introduction of 
these new regulations as a positive 
move made by the financial and 
pension industries. Increasing the 
protection for clients both from a 
regulation and due diligence stance 
can only be considered a good thing 
in our opinion.

If you have a Maltese pension or have 
ever thought about transferring a 
pension overseas, we would welcome 
the chance to discuss your options 
with you. 
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Antonio Cedrés delivered the mail in Mácher for 38 years 
before retiring in March this year. Born and bred in the village, 
he’s seen the way it’s changed, got to know the locals and 
handed over hundreds of thousands of parcels, letters, bills 
and Christmas cards.  

The last

Has this always been the post o�ice here 
in Mácher, Antonio?
No, it used to be another building on the hill over 
there, but there’s been an office in the village for 
over 100 years. This was an important area for 
the tomato packaging industry on Lanzarote – 
women used to come up from Puerto del Carmen 
to work in the packing plant, and onions were also 
important.  

Is this a job that runs in the family?
Not really. My father delivered the mail for a while 
during the Civil War when the postman was called 
up to fight, but it wasn’t his official job.  He and my 
mother ran Mácher’s general supplies shop from 
this building, selling everything from groceries to 
fabrics, hats, cleaning products and even petrol. 

In 1965, we installed Mácher’s first public 
telephone in the shop. You had to call the 
exchange in Arrecife to place every call, and the 
operator would tell you how much each call had 

cost at the end. Every month my mum would go 
into Arrecife to settle the bill, and we’d keep 20% . 

This also meant that we’d receive telegrams. My 
father would note down the message on a piece 
of paper – for example, “ The tomatoes sold in 
Barcelona for 6 pesetas a kilo”, then he’d type it 

up and tell me to run out and deliver it. 

I liked doing that. I still remember who’d give me 
tips I got when I delivered the telegrams, and one 
local man had a very attractive daughter, so I 
always wanted to go there. 

How did you get the job of o�icial 
postman?
The postman who worked here asked if I was 
interested. He used to take the mail around on a 
donkey, but was retiring. I said I’d love the job, and 
so he went into Arrecife to have a word.

On the 23rd March 1981, a van stopped, the 
driver threw a bagful of mail outside the shop and 
he told my mother “Tell the boy he’s got the job 
and he has to deliver these.” 

I didn’t have a clue what to do.  So I went down 
to Yaiza and talked to the postman there. Finally, 
I delivered the letters. My first wage packet was 
10,621 pesetas. 

Do you have problems with lack of 
numbering on houses?
It’s total chaos. People change their house 
names, they don’t display the number and the 
Ayuntamiento hasn’t sorted things. I usually go by 

Post

I’ve been bitten by dogs 
3 times in my 

40 year career. 
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the name on the letter– if I went by the address 
I’d only confuse myself. 

I was delivering in La Asomada, Mácher and 
Puerto Calero until the year 2000, when I 
complained that my route was too long, so 
Correos sent an assessor to follow me and 
note down the distance, time and amount of 
letters. That day, 828 letters arrived, and it 
took us three and a half days to deliver them 
all, over a distance of 150 kilometres. They 
appointed a postman in La Asomada and in 
Puerto Calero shortly afterwards. 

Any problems with dogs?
I’ve been bitten three times and have fallen off 
the motorbike a couple of times, too, but it’s 
not a dangerous job.

Did you find you were the bearer of 
good news or bad news?
Not really. People get really bad news by 
telephone, not post. The day-to-day bad news 
is the bills and fines. I once told a German 
woman who lived here about the death of 
César Manrique and remember her bursting 
into tears, but that wasn’t to do with the post.

But you must have known a lot of 
people over the years.
Oh yes. Often I was the first visitor people 

who’d moved to Mácher would see. I liked 
to chat and talk to everyone – sometimes 
older people get lonely and you have to give 
them some time. My son did the route for me 
recently and completed it much faster, but 
they don’t know him. 

Who’s taking over now you’ve retired?
They’ve appointed a stand-in for a couple of 
months, but then the office here in Mácher 
will close. There’ll still be home deliveries, but 
if people need to pick up a letter or send a 
parcel, they’ll need to go to the office in Puerto 
del Carmen. That’s a problem, because there’s 
no bus and if they take the car they have 
trouble parking. 

How are you finding retirement, 
Antonio?
I’ve been working on my finca, and have lots of 
stuff to do in my home, so I’m busy. But I have 
to admit I don’t have as much enthusiasm 
for the day when I get up. People say “Come 
around and see us any time”, but it isn’t really 
the same. The job gave me that excuse to 
meet everybody. But I’ve got plenty of plans.

“Here’s your new postman”
This is the photograph that Antonio sent to his wife, 

who was studying off the island at the time, shortly after 

starting his job in 1981. The old grey uniform and caps 

worn by postmen have long been replaced by the yellow 

livery adopted by Correos. 

Antonio delivered the mail on foot and in a car for a month 

or two before investing in a Honda 70 moped, and the 

sight of him buzzing around Mácher will be missed by 

many locals.

Good luck,  
and all the best. 

Arrecife Main Office
Calle Ginés de Castro, 12 - 3°
35500 Arrecife - Lanzarote

By appointment only
Playa Blanca Office
Calle Correillo nº30, Portal 10 - Puerta 37
35580 Playa Blanca - Yaiza - Lanzarote

By appointment only
Puerto del Carmen Office
Calle San Carlos 1, Nº. 26 Local 2 - Pto. del Carmen
(Opp. Lidl beside Hiperdino Express and Tias Land Registry O�ce)

Tel: (+34) 928 815 262
Fax: (+34) 928 802 200

English Speaking Solicitors
Jorge De La Cueva Terrer
Eileen Izquierdo Lawlor
Mario Izquierdo Lawlor

� Spanish Wills and advice on English Wills
� Conveyancing and transfers of lease 
� Personal Liability � Litigation � Family Law  
� Specialists in Holiday Letting Law
� Company Law � Assistance with Local Authorities

info@lanzarotelawyers.com
www.lanzarotelawyers.com
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On the occasion of the new MILANO 
HOME FACTORY store opening, last 
Saturday July 15th, Milano presented the 
new line of kitchens with a cooking show 
by the prestigious chef from Lanzarote Jon 
Pérez, owner of the NAKAI restaurant in 
Playa Honda, where all the people there 
enjoyed the live preparation of different 
dishes from the Asian cuisine, the specialty 
of the well-known chef. 

The tasting of these exquisite dishes was 
accompanied by dry malvasia wines from 
the island.

The administration of MILANO HOME 
FACTORY, is setting up another cooking 
show for November 2019 with another 
prestigious chef. We will keep you informed 
in future editions.

Drop In, Drive Through, get 
your ITV Sticker
If your car is over four years old, it’ll need to pass 
the ITV test every two years – every year if it’s 
been on the road for more than 10 years. Luckily, 
at the ITV centre in Playa Honda, it couldn’t be 
easier. You can book an online appointment at 
www.itvplayahonda.com or just turn up. You’ll 
need the relevant documents (ITV certificate, 
driving licence and insurance) plus the fee, 
and the test should take less than an hour. 
Technicians can even do it for you while you wait. 

To enjoy a €5 discount, take the voucher with 
you which can be found on page 115.

Royal Kookabura
This interesting store in Costa de Antigua, 
Fuerteventura, offers a unique combination 
of modernism with exoticsm. It has a great 
reputation and is the end result of over 10 years 
of experience in furniture and interior or exterior 
decoration. They sell high grade pieces of 
furniture made from teak (plantation or recycled), 
bamboo or resinated mango wood with a 
commitment to respecting the environment and 
non-destruction of forests. 

Every month they have new products which can be 
viewed in their 1000m2 showroom and are carefully 
selected from their best craftsmen across Asia, 
the Indies and Europe. They also offer a made-to-
measure service for custom furniture, guaranteeing 
high quality specifications and customer service at 
every step of the way. 

For more information and/or contact, visit their 
website www.royal-kookabura.com.

La Rustica - 
Playa Blanca
Are you in Playa Blanca and fancy 
a pizza? La Rustica, the most 
famous artisan pizzeria in the south 
is your first stop. Perfect Pizza 
in great surroundings opposite 
the church on Playa Blanca main 
street. Offering free delivery in Playa 
Blanca from 12:30pm to 1.30am.  
 

Call 928349390 or order online at 
www.restaurantelarustica.com

Also NEW opening in Playa Blanca -  
La Rustica Grill Parrilla - specializing in 
Grilled Meats. Coming soon and worth 
waiting for.

Mario’s Around the World
If you’ve been to Mario’s Restaurant in C.C. 
Montaña Tropical, based in the Old Town of 
Puerto del Carmen, you may be one of those 
people who has, ‘been there, done that, got 
the T-shirt’, but have you joined in with the 
Facebook blog, ‘Mario’s Around the World’ and 
had your photo taken with it on? The T-shirt 
was made to celebrate the 25th Anniversary of 
the incredibly popular restaurant and has the 
phrase, “Mario’s is not a destination. It is a way 
of life” on the back.  

There are some fantastic photographs of Mario 
fans wearing their T-shirts in Bratislava, Costa 
Rica, Madrid, Norway, Seville, Uruguay, Ubrique 
and the on top of Mount Teide in Tenerife. Why 
not join them? 

MILANO HOME FACTORY &  NAKAI Cooking up a Feast
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Send your letters to Facebook @Gazettelifelanzarote, our email 
editorial@gazettelife.com or WhatsApp us on +34 642 485 645.

Readers are reminded that views and comment expressed within the 
g-mail pages are those of the contributors and may not necessarily reflect 

the opinions or standpoint of our staff. It should also be noted that we are 
an independent publication free from political persuasion or governmental 
censorship.

n CHASING THE PAPER
Dear editor

As an old (by age 76) expat who has been given 
a smartphone to drag me into the 21st century, 
I find it anything but smart! And not very user 
friendly like my old Nokia.

However, for millions of people throughout the 
world, the smartphone is their utopia of how 
they control their lives – or does it control them?

For many years as a reader of the Sunday Times 
newspaper, I was concerned to read recently of 
a fee-paying girls’ school where close friends 
only communicated by their smartphones. 
The headmistress found their relationship so 
shallow, they really knew nothing about each 
other, family backgrounds, relatives jobs etc. 
So much so, the headmistress was setting up 
a week’s course off site, where mobiles were 
banned, so that pupils would complete a 
course on face-to-face verbal communication. 
Before Silicon Valley took over the world, this 
was a natural life skill.

Which really brings me to the point of this 
(concerning) preamble. Lanzarote has gone 
back to the 1990s as the Sunday Times is now 
virtually unobtainable. My local newsagent, 
Coronas in Costa Teguise, used to sell 15+ 
copies each Sunday and now they receive none!

Having to go in that direction, on a recent 
Sunday I called into the Airport Librería, and 
was astounded to be told that they only receive 
two copies per week!

What’s going on? Is there a total loss of this 
newspaper throughout the island? Are the 
wholesalers in dispute or just too apathetic to 
provide a service that is required?

I look forward each week to the Sunday Times 
as my weekly additional brain exercise, as its in 

depth articles provide much more than TV and 
radio news. 

Yes! I hear you techno junkies shouting, “You 
can get it on an iPad/Pod thing!”, which, like the 
‘Kindle’ was never a book, and this big bit of 
plastic will never be a newspaper.

The even more grumpy, old, expat, Costa 
Teguise.
Peter 

n Vulture watch
Good morning all,

AI was interested to read in your June 
issue the article on pages 12/13 regarding 
environmental issues, in particular the final 
section regarding the campaigns aimed at 
saving Shearwaters/pardelas and Egyptian 
vultures.

I’ve lost count of how many pardelas I’ve 
rescued along the coastline, always taking 
them to the local police station in Teguise 
where they have specific containers supplied 
by Medio Ambiente, and there they await 
collection and return to their nest sites. 
However, after having read the article on page 
9, I do wonder as to their fate! 

In the last six months or so, when walking our 
two dogs we have also spotted the vultures, 
sometimes as many as five together. I’m 
reluctant to say exactly where because I’m 
aware of birdwatching groups that visit the 
island and the fewer people that see and 
possibly disturb the birds, the better. I have a 
few photos taken at a distance which appear 
to show rings on some of the Vultures so it 
appears that some conservation efforts are in 
place. Now to my question, have you any idea 
as to who I might contact to give information 
as to where I’ve seen these birds? 

Best regards,
David Thurlow

Ed: Hi, David. We’re not sure if there are 
actually any programmes for monitoring 
Egyptian vultures on the island, but it’s 
certainly worth contacting SEO/Birdlife, 
Spain’s ornithological society, to find 
out. They run various census projects 
throughout the country.   Oh, and don’t 
worry about leaving pardelas at the police 
station.

n Grapple fans
Dear G Life,

Thanks for your article on Canarian wrestling 
last month. It’s not easy to find out when the 
matches take place, but we followed the link to 
the Federación de Lucha Canaria you provided 
and ended up enjoying a great evening out in  
Haría.

Thanks
K & J. Morris 

n Clean it up
Dear Editor

The elections have been over for weeks, so why 
are several of the political posters still up? This 
happened last time round, too, and I understand 
it’s actually illegal once the vote has taken place.  

I’m taking a personal note of all the parties and 
candidates who can’t be bothered to take their 
publicity down, which I think says rather more 
about their commitment to the island’s image 
than anything they might say or promise on the 
campaign trail. 

Yanne-Marie Huntours
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ACROSS
1. He won the Golden Ticket to the 

Chocolate Factory (7,6)

8. 1897 Bram Stoker novel (7) 

9. Chocolate substitute made from the 

locust bean (5) 

10. Town in Yaiza, Lanzarote (3)

11. Occurring in turns, one after the 

other (9)

12 Abominable snowmen (5)

13. A pill or medicine with no active 

ingredient (7) 

15. Greek island in the Ionian Sea (5)

16. Juliette, star of the film Chocolat (7)

17. The capital of country music (9) 

20. Village in Teguise, Lanzarote (3)

22. Cult leader and convicted mass 

murderer who died in 2012 (7,6) 

DOWN
1. Birmingham chocolate family who 

built the Bournville estate (7)

2. Soft, white mineral used for carving 

busts or ornaments (9)

3. Mexican author of the novel Like 

Water For Chocolate (5,8) 

4. Precise (5)

5. Unsure (9)

6. Mild curry containing yoghurt or 

cream (5)

7. Triangular Swiss chocolate bar (9)

13. Fred and Wilma Flintstone's 

daughter (7)

14. Attempts to justify or explain bad 

behaviour (7)

15. A disbeliever, a critic (5) 

18. Australian singer of Chandelier and 

Titanium (3)

19. Estimated time of arrival (1.1.1)  

21. Possess (3) 

It's World Chocolate Day on July 5th, so 
this month's crossword has a choccie 
theme. Just fill in your answers and you 
could win a bottle of Lanzarote wine.

Last month's winner was: Nicola! Well 
done and get in touch for your prize! 

Please send your entries to: 
editorial@gazettelife.com 
See our addresses on pg 5 

CROSSWORD

Last months answers:  Across: 1. Champagne 6. Rev 8. Italian 9. Equal 10. Nirvana 11. Nueva 12. AGM 
13. Lambrusco 15. Bodega 17. Cellar 21. Odour 22. Avocado 23. Malvasía 24. Cava Down: 1. Crianza 2. Anagram 3.Prima 

4. Gendarme 5. Eleanor 6. Rouge 7. Volcano 13. La Geria 14. Sultana 15. Bloom 16. Droll 18. Ewok 19. Rioja 20. Saki

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8 9

10 11

12 13 14

15 16

20

17 18 19 20 21

22
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Every working day of my life involves requests 
for advice on whether diet can cause or 
cure disease and/or affect behavior in our 
furry families’ lives, and what is best to feed 
them. And yes, diet can indeed cause or 
seriously exacerbate many life-threatening 
conditions. And whilst it may not cure, it can 
be manipulated to help, rather than hinder, 
disease problems.

Overfeeding certainly causes serious illness and 
suffering in our pets. Obesity is a human-caused 
epidemic. It is not caused by “hormones”, 
their genetic make up, or even increasing age. 
Obesity is really, really serious and completely 
avoidable. It is always, without exception, due 
to overeating relative to size and activity levels. 
And that is caused by overfeeding or failing to 
control family or neighbours from doing so.

Obesity can lead to and exacerbate heart 
failure, liver disease, kidney failure, chronic 
cystitis and disease of the urinary tract, arthritis, 
rheumatism, diabetes etc., etc. It will cause a 
reduction in life span and a lot of unnecessary 
suffering.                                          

It is a sad sign of my antiquity that I qualified in 
a world in which dried complete dog and cat 

first priority is your pet’s health rather than 
selling you stuff.

A recent extensive American veterinary 
research project on dogs and rheumatic/ 
arthritic pain control was performed over 
a six-month period and the results used 
to compare the pain relief from opiates, 
ibuprofen type steroids, and simple weight 
loss. Thousands of dogs demonstrated 
irrefutably that opiates provided no significant 
relief at all; NSAIDs gave significant pain relief 
in 30% and some relief in 50%. But loss of 
10% of body weight produced some pain 
relief in 100% and serious pain relief in 70%! 
These figures tell the whole story very clearly 
- and they apply to people as well as pets.

My message for this month is simple. 
Protecting your pets from being overfed is 
extremely important. While hugely expensive 
diets can be invaluable for delicate, diseased 
or recuperating animals there is little if 
any evidence to show that they are of any 
advantage to normal healthy pets. 

I rarely see a case where vitamin or mineral 
supplements are required, and if they are 
it should be your pet’s diet as a whole that 

food did not exist, and veterinary surgeons 
could be struck off for selling pet food of any 
kind.  Whilst the convenience and science of 
the former has changed all our lives largely 
for the better, I remain uncomfortable with the 
conflict of interest combining pet shop stores 
with veterinary practices, and I’m convinced 
that a great deal of obesity problems are 
due to a failure of the public to grasp that a 
handful of dried food equals five handfuls of 
wet food.

I spend a lot of my life trying to explain the 
dangers of dried food and wishing that it was 
labelled ‘concentrated’ so that the realities of 
quantity control could be better understood 
and the enormous problems of pet obesity 
less prevalent. Everything we eat is 70-80% 
percent water (as are our bodies!). Dried 
food, by definition is less than 8% water. So 
one bowl full of dried food contains the same 
amount of nutrients as five bowls full of real 
food.

The only way to monitor your pets’ weight is to 
weigh them. And get an independent opinion 
(from someone prepared to be honest!) on 
his or her bodily condition, preferably from 
someone trained in animal health and whose 

To adopt, sponsor, donate prizes or to help in any other way contact the charity of your choice
• SARA: 928 173 417  • P.A.L.S: 928 830 298  •  DOGGYS DEL SUR: Tel: 679 453 803 Facebook @DoggysDelSur

• THE KENNEL KLUB: thekennelklub@outlook.com  •  HUELLA A HUELLA: Email: huella.a.huella@hotmail.com  
• FREDDY’S CATHOUSE: www.freddyscathouse.org - Email: FreddyLeon@gmx.de

Dogs and cats don’t need nearly as much food as you think 
they do, and they hardly ever need special supplements. 
Lanzarote vet Jane Burke advises pet owners how to 
keep their pets lean, healthy and happy.   

Slim
they do, and they hardly ever need special supplements. 
Lanzarote vet Jane Burke advises pet owners how to 

Keep them
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is reconsidered (I believe these are mega-
industries based on fake science, and hugely 
successful with a human population that 
actually do need supplements because they 
themselves eat such restricted chemical 
laden rubbish).

It is truly very rare for me to see a pet that 
is deficient of anything except time and 
exercise! I have seen many a cat (and a few 
dogs) crippled with arthritis from being given 

cod liver oil or liver itself on a regular basis 
(hypervitaminosis A causes irreversible arthritis 
throughout the body in cats and dogs). I have 
seen bitches with eclampsia because some 
fool gave them calcium supplements during 
pregnancy, and a litter of magnificent Alsatian 
puppies that all died before puberty because 
the breeder injected them with vitamin D. I 
have seen litters of kittens with horrendous 
thyroid problems due to supplementing their 
mum with seaweed, and pets die of diarrhea 

resulting from iron supplements. There are 
too many cases to mention where, with the 
best of intentions; food supplements have 
resulted in disastrous effects. Too much is 
often just as dangerous as too little.

Let's make sure they have clean water in 
spotless bowls 24/7, and monitor their 
waistlines. In fact let's raise a toast to 
reducing veterinary costs and our pet’s 
aches and pains by keeping them slim.

PAZ, born in July 2017 is an incredibly 
handsome Podenco mix who has been 

in Sara since August 2017 when he was just six 
weeks old. If canines were Royal, Paz would be the King. 

He’s lots of fun, very affectionate, easy to handle, loves 
interaction, is keen on hunting but easy to rein in and walk 

and is so gentle. His walkers say he’s a smart, intelligent boy and 
would be easy to train. Paz would be a loyal, head-turning companion.

With over 150 dogs in Sara at any one time and only half a dozen employees caring for around 400 animals, volunteer 
dog walkers are desperately needed.  Why not come along to Sara in Tahiche from 10.30-13.00 Monday-Saturday plus 

17.00-19.00 on Tuesdays.  The dogs would love to see you

GINA who was Sara’s dog 
of the Month in March has been 

adopted.  After seven long years of 
waiting in SARA Protectora, GINA can finally 

enjoy the warmth of a home and the company of 
her new human and dog family. Thank you very much 

to her new family who tells us that Gina is adapting 
very well, that she is fantastic and very affectionate.

SARA  ANIMAL AND PLANT PROTECTION ASSOCIATION

A slim dog is 
a happy dog

”
“  
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Health fixes

Want to stay healthy? Well there’s more to 
it than just diet and exercise. It’s all about 
mental attitude and lifestyle, too. Here are 
just a few accessories that will ensure your life 
is fitter, healthier and more satisfying. 

A good friend
As long as it’s not too excessive, 
a social life is also guaranteed to 
improve your mental and physical 
health. On your own, you can 
plan to go for a jog every evening 
or join a gym and swear you’ll 
attend, but you’ll lack the feeling of 

commitment that you’ll get by 
arranging to do it with a 

friend.

Team up with 
l i k e - m i n d e d 
folk and get fit 
together, but 
don’t forget that 
exercise isn’t 

everything. We 
are social animals, 
and getting out, 

meeting up, chatting and 
sharing is what we do, and it’s 

a lot more rewarding in real life than 
it is from behind a screen.  

The right bed
A decent night’s sleep is one of 
the most important things you can 
do for your health. Even if you’re 
not aware of being insomniac, 
the wrong bed can still leave you 
feeling tired, tetchy and low in 
energy. 

This is one of the most important 
health investments you can make, 
so be prepared to splash out. Test 
several mattresses, get expert help 
and make sure your bedroom is a 
cosy, quiet and peaceful retreat. 
You spend far more time in your 

bed than in your car, and look how 
much you paid for that.

A new tune
Turn to a different radio station, 
download some new music 
or get out and see some live 
performances. It’s all good for your 
mental health.

Prof. Ben Fletcher, a psychologist 
at Hertfordshire University, points 
out “Deeply engrained habits of 
thinking and behaviour keep us 
doing things that are bad for us, 
like smoking, eating and drinking 
too much or becoming stuck in 
negative thought patterns – all of 
which impacts on our health.” He 
says, “We can make our lives much 
better with very small changes.”

The most important discovery we 
make as we get older is that we 
never stop learning, so keep your 
mind open and stay enthusiastic 
with new experiences.  

A doctor
Sorry to go on about cars, but 
how many of you take yours for a 
service more regularly than you get 
a medical check-up? 

A doctor is not just a mechanic 
who’ll help keep you ticking over 
correctly; he or she also offers 
peace of mind, good advice and 
ideas that may never have occurred 
to you. The older you get, the more 
important your relationship with 
your doctor will be, so make sure 
it’s a good one.

‘‘
’’

Social 
commitments 

can reduce 
stress and act as 
an incentive to 

live healthily

A dog
If you want to get healthy, get a hound. 
Studies show that dog owners are 
23% less likely to suffer from heart 
disease than dogless folks, and 20% 
less likely to die of any other causes. 

Why? Well walkies are an important 
part of it – a dog needs exercise, 
and that also means exercise for its 
owner, but dogs also bring important 
benefits for mental health. A dog is a 

a companion, something to get out 
of bed for, something to look 
forward to coming home 
to – and these effects 
are hugely important 
on our lust for life.  

Cat lovers will be 
pleased to learn that 
cats also improve 
well-being, although 
not to the same extent 
as dogs. 
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www.emporiocanario.com  |  info@emporiocanario.com  |                /emporiocanario 
Av. el Marinero, 20, 35560 La Santa

www.emporiocanario.com  |  info@emporiocanario.com  |                /emporiocanariowww.emporiocanario.com  |  info@emporiocanario.com  |                /emporiocanario

A brand new store dedicated to Lanzarote in so many ways; an 
emporium of local goods and souvenirs, unique pieces of art 
and jewellery handmade in the Canary Islands, and eco-friendly 
products that help us maintain this precious environment.   

THE HEART AND SOUL OF LANZAROTE 

Visiting the brand new Emporio Canario in La 
Santa is an absolute pleasure. It’s clearly a labour 
of love for owners Rui and Diana, who also have 
the BioMeco store in San Bartolomé; an eco shop 
selling organic food and products aimed at a more 
sustainable and low environmental impact lifestyle. 

They have such a passion for this island, The 
Canaries and the enviroment in general, and when 
talking to them about their products it truly is an 
educational process, in addition to an exclusive 
and special shopping experience. Although it has 
only recently opened, Emporio Canario has been a 
work in progress for over a year, and every item you 
see has been carefully selected, paying attention to 
authenticity and ecological sustainability. 

On entering, the first thing you notice is the large 
image of César Manrique smiling and at work in 
his art studio. This gives the first indication that this 
store has Lanzarote at its very core, and as you 
continue to explore, there are so many local goods 
to discover, such as wines from the bodegas in La 
Geria, craft beers sold by the bottle, not to mention 
a fantastic selection of Aloe Vera products and salt 
from the island’s salt fields. 

There are a number of elements which make 
Emporio Canario unique. On the one hand, it 
almost feels like an art gallery because of the 
beautiful, handmade products, including for 
example, the stunning collection of jewellery made 
from recycled cds and the sensational bowls etc 
that are made from olive tree roots. They also sell 
clothes, hats, sunglasses, and bags, plus they 
have a great T-shirt selection with brilliant, quirky 
designs made in Tenerife and hand-printed onto 
organic cotton, which are incredibly soft to the 
touch. They have a number of wooden children’s 
toys that are beautifully made, and suitable for 
very young children. 

It’s the perfect place to buy a different class of 
souvenir to remind you of your holiday, or for a 
special present if you are a permanent resident on 
the island. There’s definitely something for everyone, 
and for every occasion. Onstreet parking is available 
so it’s a perfect stop-off point whilst exploring the 
rest of this incredible island.     

As in their BioMeco store, they have a fantastic 
eco-friendly range of feminine hygiene products 
which avoid waste and chemicals, organic, 100% 

biodegradable plant-based detergent, plus reusable 
stainless steel or bamboo straws. They also have a 
food section dedicated to 100% organic products 
including cereals and superfoods.

The inside and outside of this store are so 
thoughtfully designed. There is a metal loop on the 
wall where you can safely tie up your dog whilst 
you have a leisurely browse, plus they have a large, 
handcrafted wooden box for recycling plastic 
bottle tops. 

Future plans include offering practical workshops 
with local artesans in addition to having QR codes 
in store that you can use to access information 
about the artists whose work you are going to 
buy. They are also looking to link with local 
schools to increase awareness and education 
about ecology.  There is an online store in the 
process of being developed, so that even when 
you’ve gone home, if you run out of your favourite 
product or simply want to buy something beautiful 
that will make you smile every time you look at it, 
you will be able to contact Emporio Canario and 
have a piece of Lanzarote shipped to your door, 
no matter where you are. 

‘‘ Every item has been carefully selected, 
paying attention to authenticity and 

ecological sustainability ’’
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Looks
S
ummer

Sun, sea, sand...and style. Lanzarote has its own vision of  beauty, and 
it’s one that you can rock on any beach on the island this summer. 

Hot hair
Sun, salt water, chlorine and warm breezes are bad 
news for your flowing locks, so make sure you give 
them plenty of tender loving care. Preparing your 
hair at a salon is a must during the hot long days, 
choosing a style that’s both low maintenance and 
funky will take the pain out of sundried hair. Using 
a kind shampoo to preserve natural oils and comb-
in conditioner at home will keep those locks extra 
hydrated. Remember to give your hair a break by 
tucking it into a hat, or just tying it back

The skin you're in
We’re not going to lecture you about sun protection 
here – you should know all about that by now – but 
your skin will benefit from some TLC before you hit 
the beach and poolside. For sleek, smooth legs, 
make sure you get a waxing at least two days before 
going out, allowing your skin to get used to its new 
state. Even better, book a beauty treatment and let 
the professionals nourish and pamper your skin, 
leaving you with a fantastic, visible glow and loads 
of confidence.

''With ten daily hours of blazing 
sunshine that’s reflected from 
water and blinding white 
buildings, sunglasses are a 
must on Lanzarote. They’re 
a stylish and comfortable 
accessory that are worth 
spending good money on.  ''
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Spirits are designed for sipping on their own, 
but wine is unique among drinks for its eternal 
and famed partnership with good food. A good 
meal is wonderful, and a fine wine divine, but 
when the two come together new heights of 
culinary pleasure can be reached. 

The link between wine and food is no 
coincidence. Hundreds of years ago fresh 
water was far more difficult to get hold of 
than it is today, when all we have to do is 
open a tap. As a result, wine became the 
standard drink in countries where it was 
produced. In Britain and other northern 
countries where grapes don’t grow, small 
beer served a similar purpose and was the 
main liquid drunk by many. 

Choosing a wine to accompany your 
meal is by no means the high art that 
many like think it is. All you really need is a 
basic appreciation of different wine types 
to find what you like. The way a wine can 

make a meal even better also has to do 
with the setting, the company and your 
mood, but some basic ground rules hold 
true. Simply put, stronger flavoured food 
is generally paired with robust red wines. 
Lighter reds are perfect with lamb and 
poultry dishes, and reflect the everyday 
wine drinking habits of huge portions 
of Europe. White wines are traditionally 
taken with fish and white meat, but a light 
red or rose may, in fact, be equally good. 
More importantly, the choice of wine that 
you make with a meal will depend on 
your own perceptions and tastes. The 
best way to find your favourites is by 
experiencing as many as possible. 

Disfrute!
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Mind Matters
When dining, your most important organ is your 
brain. Before you swallow a single mouthful, 
you’ll already be digesting delightful sensual 
input: the aroma of cooking food, the sound of 
sea and clinking cultery, the sight of blue skies, 
ocean horizons and gorgeously presented 
dishes and the feel of the breeze on bare skin. 
A drink will bring more enticing fragrances, ice-
cool sensations and flavours into play, and once 
your order arrives, you’ll be perfectly prepared 
to enjoy textures that are crisp, crunchy, smooth 
and buttery and flavours that speak of the sea, 
the soil and the beautiful island you’re lucky 
enough to be on. 

Health Matters
Lanzarote’s outdoor lifestyle lends itself to 
light, healthy eating, and there’s no shortage 
of that on an island where fresh fish, crisp 
vegetables, ripe fruit and locally made cheese 
are available everywhere. 

But current trends in dining are also well 
represented here. No longer do vegetarians 
or vegans get blank stares when they state 
their preference; and if you’re lactose or 
gluten intolerant, an increasing amount of 
establishments will also cater to your needs. 
Taking a seat at a table is always a pleasure, 
but somehow that joy is enhanced when you’ve 

come from a good stroll along a beach or 
promenade, a bracing swim in the sea or just 
an outing to one of Lanzarote’s attractions. Your 
appetite is sharpened, and you feel like you really 
deserve the pleasures that lie ahead of you.  

Celebrate In Style 
On Lanzarote, food was associated with 
celebration long before tourists arrived looking 
for that unforgettable dining experience. This 
is an island where locals have never needed 
much of an excuse to break out the wine, fire 
up the barbecue and laugh, talk and simply 
enjoy being social. If there’s a guitar around, 
so much the better. 

Soul
Dining in Lanzarote is an 
experience for the body and the 
soul; a sensual delight that feeds 
your mind as well as your stomach.

Food
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Just visit the Charco in Arrecife on any Friday or Saturday evening and 
you’ll see what it’s all about – the buzz, the chatter, the music, the smiles 
and laughter, the drinks and, of course, plate after plate of delicacies to be 
savoured, shared and commented on.

Exactly the same thing happens in the resorts, as holiday makers head out 
to dine – every one of them anticipating much more than just a full belly.  

Adventure And Comfort
Lanzarote rewards adventurous eaters. Generations of tourists have 
tried dishes that they’d never consider at home, and begun a lifetime 
of discovering new and fascinating flavours. And that continues today, 
with brilliant chefs who are creating new combinations and expertly 
reinterpreting old classics. The influences here are global, from India to 
South America, from Japan to Africa which lies just 100 miles away, but 
they’re also local, part of a cuisine that has always welcomed the new. 

Comfort eating is also well catered for. Whether it’s a taste of home, 
something sweet and consoling, or just the sort of cheerful fast food that 
fits into your busy day, there’s plenty to warm the cockles here.  

You really deserve the pleasures 
that lie ahead of you.  
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  Ingredients 
     (For 4 servings) 

1 kg of squid 

4 garlic cloves

1 bunch fresh  parsley

1 lemon

Squid made on the plancha 
with a Parsley Mojo

Method:
1. Clean your squid by 

separating the head and tentacles 
from the mantle and fins. From the 
head you should remove the eyes 
and the beak (a parrot like beak that 
you can pull out). From the head, you 
should empty it from its gills, the ink 
sac and everything that its inside the 
squid. You can also remove the skin 
from the mantle and fins ( this is not 
mandatory. If you keep it your squid 
will have a lovely pink/ purple colour!)

2. Wash the parsley and chop it finely, 
set aside. Peel the garlic and dice 2 
garlic cloves into a small brunoise 
(small cubes), set everything aside.

3. In a mortar, start mashing 2 of 
the garlic cloves with some rock 

salt. Once you have a puree, add 
the parsley and mash everything 
together. Add the olive oil little by 
little, stirring constantly with the 
pestle. Finish your sauce by adding 
the juice from a half of the lemon 
and by adding the garlic in brunoise.

4. Add some regular olive oil to 
your plancha or griddle, Heat to 
the maximum level and once you 
see some smoke, its time to start 
cooking your squid. Cook it both 
sides (it’ll get a golden crust) and, 
1 minute before serving, add part of 
the sauce to both sides.

5. Serve it while it’s hot, add the 
rest of the lemon juice to bring more 
acidity if needed.

150 ml of olive oil

Salt

Pepper

A grill or plancha

R E C I P E
o f  t h e
MONTH
by Antonio Chicón of

Cook In Lanzarote

Squid made on the plancha 
Chef’s Tip:

Try this recipe on 

the BBQ, your squid  

will get a lovely 

smoked taste.
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Food for thought

So many of us return time and again to old 
favourite restaurants where we order the 
same meal that we’ve enjoyed plenty of times 
before. There’s nothing wrong with that, but 
when you’re on an island with so much to 
offer it’s worth widening your horizons a little.

So why not think about ringing the changes? Try 

that place that a friend recommended recently, or 
simply follow your nose or your instincts. Once you 
take your seat, why not look a little bit closer at that 
menu and see if there’s anything else that takes 
your fancy.

If life is a culmination of all the experiences we 
have, then surely it makes sense to increase the 

range of those 
exper iences .  
You’ll learn, enjoy 
and perhaps find new favourites, which can be 
added to your tried and trusted meals.

There’s a whole world of flavour out there, so why 
not explore it?

On  
Lanzarote, 

it pays to be a  
little more  

adventurous when  
it ’s time to  

eat.
’’

‘‘
Lanzarote dining has improved immensely in recent years and is being 
taken seriously as a place where fine food and highly professional cooking 
can be found. Discover the culinary wonders of a small island, where a 
wealth of food is waiting to be celebrated. 
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MALVASOUL LOVE FEST MEETS PINK 
FLAMINGOS
20th July, 12pm - 11pm
DJ Party
Costa Teguise, Sands Beach Resort

Entry: 20€

AIRES DESDE LA OTRA ORILLA
20th July, 8:30pm
Classical concert with violin, viola, cello and bass
Arrecife, Casa de la Cultura Agustín de la Hoz

Free entry

LA NOCHE BLANCA
26th July, 8pm till late
Street party with live music: Wear white!  

Teguise

ALGO MÁS QUE ÓPERA
27th July 8:30pm
Classic concert with soprana, baritone and 
piano
Arrecife, Casa de la Cultura Agustín de la Hoz

Free entry

LANZAROTE BIG BAND
27th July 
15 piece orchestra with the fantastic voice of 
Collie Farrell.
Venue to be confirmed 
Entry: 10€

What’son
THE SKATOONS
5th July, 9pm - 11.30pm
Costa Teguise, Decades Showbar

EXODUS SUMMER WHITE PARTY
6th July, from 3pm
With DJ Aitor Alonso and DJ Luca
Puerto del Carmen, Sala Ocean

Entry: From 25€

THE GATHERING
13th July, 4:30pm
Puerto del Carmen, Mulligans Bar, Old Town. 
Doors open at 3pm.

Entry: 5€

BANDADA MUSICAL EN LA CALLE
13th July, 8:30pm
Banda Municipal de San Bartolomé
Arrecife, Casa de la Cultura Agustín de la Hoz

Free entry

MACEO PARKER
CANARIAS JAZZ & MÁS FESTIVAL
19th July, 8.30pm
Arrecife, Plaza El Almacén
After the concert, Jazz Session in the Gran 

Hotel Arrecife from 11.30pm 

JAMEOS MUSIC FESTIVAL
19th July, 9.30pm 
Osunlade, Phil Asher, The Mighty Zaf and the 

local DJ Checha Tambo, Jameos del Agua

THEATRE

EXHIBITIONS

ENTRE ISLAS - ILDEFONSO AGUILAR
Until 13th July 
On the 6th (12pm) and 9th (8:30pm) of July there will be 
additional projections of audiovisual art.
Arrecife, El Almacén

INSULARIA – 60 YEARS OF ART
Until 28th July
Arrecife, Lanzarote Cabildo
Free entry

EL PRÍNCIPE HAMLET
5th July, 5.30pm
Musical for kids
Tías, Teatro
Entry: 8€

LAS BODAS DE FÍGARO
5th July, 7pm
Arrecife, Teatro El Salinero
Free entry. Collect tickets from 1st to 5th July at the CIEM 
office in Arrecife between 9am and 1pm.

RECUÉRDAME – TRIBUTE TO
“COCO”
15th July, 6pm
Tías, Teatro Municipal
Entry: 15€

MUSIC

El Príncipe Hamlet
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S ...EVERY MONDAY...
9am - 2pm: Market, Caleta

de Sebo, La Graciosa 

...EVERY TUESDAY...
9am - 2pm: Farmers Market,

Pueblo Marinero, Costa Teguise
 

9am - 2pm: Market, Puerto Calero

9am - 2pm: Market, Caleta
de Sebo, La Graciosa 

7.30pm: Jameos Nights, Dinner and 
Live Music, Jameos del Agua

Entry: 39,90€ (concert only: 11,50€) 

...EVERY WEDNESDAY...
9am - 2pm: Market,

Playa Blanca, Marina Rubicón 

9am - 2pm: Market, Caleta
de Sebo, La Graciosa 

6pm - 10pm: Handicraft Market, 

Pueblo Marinero, Costa Teguise

...EVERY THURSDAY...
9am - 2pm: Market, Caleta

de Sebo, La Graciosa

...EVERY FRIDAY...
9am - 2pm: Market, Puerto Calero

9am - 2pm: Market, Caleta
de Sebo, La Graciosa 

10am - 2pm: Market, Old Town, 
Puerto del Carmen

5pm - 10pm: Market,
Pueblo Marinero, Costa Teguise

...EVERY SATURDAY...
9am - 2pm: Market,

Playa Blanca, Marina Rubicón

9am - 2pm: Market, Arrecife,
Plaza Iglesia de San Ginés

9am - 2pm: Market, Caleta
de Sebo, La Graciosa 

9.30am - 1.30pm: Market, Uga 

10am - 2.30pm: Market & 
Handicraft Market, Haría, Plaza

7.30pm: Jameos Nights, Dinner and 
Live Music, Jameos del Agua

Entry: 39,90€ (concert only: 11,50€)

10pm: Asadero Macher,
International Live Music, 

Mompas Duet

...EVERY SUNDAY...
9am - 2pm:  Market, Teguise

9am - 2pm: Farmers & Handicraft 
Market, Mancha Blanca, Tinajo

9am - 2pm: Market, Caleta
de Sebo, La Graciosa 

1pm - 5pm: Cuban music, 
El Patio Creperie, Teguise

3pm - 5pm: Jazz session with 
Intrinsic at the Costa Sal, Matagorda

8am - 2pm: Lanzarote 
A Caballo Car Boot Sale

1pm – 3pm: Sax on the Roof 
session at the Biosfera Shopping 

Centre

OTHERS
ORIGINAL PALS CAR BOOT SALE
Every Sunday, 9am 
Lanzarote A Caballo. Sellers arrive 8-8.30am. No booking 
required.

Price per stall 10€.

GREAT KENNEL KLUB SALE
7th July, 10am – 2pm
This month and the first Saturday of every month. 
C/Las Puntas 6, El Cable, Arrecife

FARMERS AND ART MARKET
7th July, 10am
San Bartolomé, Plaza, Leon y Castillo

CAR BOOT SALE IN AID OF SARA ANIMAL 
CENTRE
13th July, 9.30am - 12.30pm
Tahiche Garden Centre

Call 646 838 749 for more information or to volunteer.

MURDER MYSTERY NIGHTS - “MURDER, 
MAYHEM AND MOONSHINE”.
19th and 20th July, 7pm
Presented by LADS (Lanzarote Amateur Dramatic Society)
Costa Teguise, Decades Showbar
Entry: 7.50€ including nibbles. Call Tina on 603 790 867 
or Olivia 606 971 853 for tickets.  

SARA’S SUMMER GALA
25th July, 12 pm-6pm
Bouncy Castle, face painting, raffle, minimarket, quiz and 
bingo. Livemusic from 4-6pm. 
Highlander Too, Old  Town, PDC
Free entry
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100 years of César
Until 31st of October, Casa Amarilla Arrecife

In April 2019 the legendary island 
artist César Manrique would have 
celebrated his 100th birthday. 
Throughout the year there are a lot 
of different events, conferences, 
concerts and exhibitions to 
honour his legacy. One interesting 
exhibition, called “100 años: 
Lanzarote y César” can be viewed 

at Casa Amarilla, the former Cabildo 
situated on the Calle León y Castillo 
in Arrecife. “The exhibition shows 
a broad vision covering these past 
hundred years: from wooden mills 
to wind farms, from the saltworks to 
the arrival of tourists, from camel to 
electric bicycles, from fishermen to 
surfers”.

Estrella Morente

Afro Grooves
19th July, Jameos del Agua

American DJ and producer Osunlade will be the headliner 
of the second night of the Jameos Music Festival 2019. His 
music combines African grooves, Soul, Jazz and Funk in a very 
danceable mix which will light up the dance floor of Jameos del 
Agua.

During his career, Osunlade has worked with musicians including 
Candy Dulfer, Patti Labelle, Roy Ayers and Cesaria Evora, to 
name but a few. 

In addition to Osunlade, DJ Phil Asher, The Mighty Zaf and the 
local DJ Checha (Tambo) will guarantee another great disco night 
in an absolutely unique surrounding.
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Experiences and handicraft workshops
Daily, Casa-Museo del Campesino

For a real ‘hands-on’ experience where you can 
make your own souvenir, come and enjoy the 
handicraft workshops offered on a daily basis at 
the Local Sustainable Market in Casa - Museo 
del Campesino.

Basic experiences take between 20 and 30 
minutes at a cost of €3 per person, and can be 
carried out at different times of the day during the 

centre’s opening hours (from 10am to 5pm).

You will learn about long-established handicraft 
skills with local artisans, such as loom weaving, 
roseta embroidery, plaiting and making traditional 
pottery. You can also make your own mojo sauce 
and try gofio recipes plus many other experiential 
workshops to top up your visit to this emblematic 
spot in Lanzarote. 

Estrella Morente

Maceo Parker is one of the most 
famous saxophone players in the 
world. He was part of the James 
Brown Band for many years and 
the Grandmaster of R&B always 
animated him to play his spectacular 
solos with the words,  "Blow Maceo, 
blow".

After he split up with James Brown,  
Maceo Parker played with other 
Funk and R&B legends Fred Wesley, 
George Clinton and Prince. The 

record “Roots Revisited” – released 
in 1990 - was the beginning of his 
solo career and it stayed at number 
1 for 10 weeks in the Billboard Jazz 
Charts.

The Heineken Canarias Jazz & 
Más Festival brings the legend 
to the Canary Islands. Maceo 
Parker will perform on five of the 
Canary Islands, and can be seen 
live on stage in Arrecife on the 
19th of July.

Blow Maceo, blow
19th July, Arrecife, Plaza El Almacén
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But when hotels and pretty white houses 
began popping up all over the hillsides, the 
rough dirt track soon became the bustling 
Avenida de las Playas – known to generations 
of tourists as “The Strip.”  

Now, the resort boasts five irresistible 
beaches and thousands of bars, restaurants, 
pubs and shops. There’s always music and 
laughter  in the air,  shining lights and the 

buzz of thousands of people 
enjoying life in one of the biggest 
and most enduring holiday 
attractions in Europe.

Puerto del Carmen offers so many 
different experiences. Enjoy the 
relaxed, chilled-out atmosphere of the 
Old Town or climb up the hill towards 
the Biosfera for a little more action.

CarmenPuerto del

The heart of it all
Puerto del Carmen was the first tourist resort on Lanzarote, 
and remains the biggest and most popular, with hundreds 
of thousands of visitors arriving each year. It has become 
a legend among millions of holiday makers; the scene of 
countless happy holidays and unforgettable memories.

Or just hit the Strip, stopping where the 
fancy takes you. There are dozens of 
clubs and literally hundreds of bars and 
restaurants here.

There´s just as much 
going on further along 

in Los Pocillos and 
Matagorda, so don´t 
try to do too much 
– take your time.  

Puerto del Carmen 
was the first resort 

on Lanzarote, it 
remains the biggest 

and most popular and 
it still sets the pace for 

Lanzarote. It’s the heart of it all.

It is hard to  
believe that just over 

60 years ago Puerto del 
Carmen was a little village 
called La Tiñosa that made 
its living from fishing and 
agriculture, just like the  

rest of the island.
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Just over a century ago, 200 people lived in 
the village of La Tiñosa. Today that number has 
multiplied to several thousand, and the resort has 
adopted a new name, but the charm remains, as 
well as the opportunity to live well, work, make a 
living, raise children, start a business and fully 
engage with the world.  

The perfect location
Situated on a broad, calm ocean bay where whales 
and dolphins frequently pass by, Puerto del Carmen 
enjoys one of the most privileged locations on 
Lanzarote. Just 10 minutes from the airport, 20 from 
the island’s capital and a short distance from some of 
Lanzarote’s most stunning natural sights, it’s also well 
served by public transport and taxis.

An uninterrupted seafront promenade covers most 
of the resort, and is perfect for strolling and cycling. 
And, of course, there are those magnificent beaches, 
all of them under a fluttering Blue Flag for excellence. 

Always new
Puerto del Carmen has launched an ambitious 
project of renewal in recent years, bringing 
five star hotels, promenades and renovation to 
the whole resort. A resort such as this has to 
improve continually, and Puerto del Carmen has 
risen to that challenge admirably. 

Public spending has been matched by private 
investment, and the resort offers an incredibly 
wide range of shopping, dining and leisure 
opportunities, as well as the island’s best nightlife. 
Nevertheless, the charming essence of the old 
village still persists, and Puerto del Carmen is still, 
above all, a peaceful and serene place. 

Business as usual
Tías Ayuntamiento is fully aware that 
Puerto del Carmen is its largest town, and 
has established an office in the Fondeadero 
Centre in the Old Town where residents can 
get paperwork done. Other matters can be 
handled at the Guardia Civil office next to the 
Post office. 

With several banks, lawyers, financial 
advisors, insurance companies and 
many more essential businesses, 
Lanzarote has become a place 
where you can get all sorts of 
things done on your doorstep. 

And business is vital to this resort. 
It’s a place where thousands of 
people have set up their own 
enterprises, catering to the 
millions of tourists who pass 

Puerto del Carmen has always 
looked outwards, from its 
origins as a little village by the 
sea where locals would set out 
to fish or load up boats with 
local tomatoes and onions, 
becoming today’s modern, 
buzzing tourist resort.

Where lifeCarmenPUERTO DEL
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through, as well as to residents of the island  

A place to grow
Generations of children have already grown to 
adulthood in Puerto del Carmen; children from 
all backgrounds and origins growing up, playing 
and learning together. With a primary school, a 
secondary school and two private schools that take 
children of all ages, it’s a safe, stimulating launching 
point for any young life.  

Feel the zing
The outdoor life takes priority in Puerto 
del Carmen, and sports and fitness are 
a way of life here. Whether you’re taking 
a dip in the ocean, striding along the 
prom or preparing for a gruelling Ironman 
race, you’ll find countless opportunities 
to play, work out and feel the caress 
of the sun on your face and cool 

breezes on your skin. 

With health centres, 
private clinics, doctors 

and denists plus specialists 
speaking all languages it’s 

also a place where you can 
stay healthy, check yourself up, 

eat good fresh food and live life to the 
absolute fullest. A simple life where nature rules.

is lived CarmenPUERTO DEL

Whether you’re new  
here or an old hand,  

it pays to pop into the 
resort’s Tourist Information 
offices on Avenida de las 

Playas or in the Fondeadero 
centre in the Old Town to 

get more info.  
- Gazette Tip
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Fishermen’s rest
The Old Town is the original fishing village around which 
Puerto del Carmen was built. The fishing boats still go 
out, and a large harbour also sees plenty 
of other activities. This is also where 
you’ll find the Friday market and 
several public events, including 
the colourful fiesta in early 
August. Restaurants and bars 
are everywhere, and this is also 
one of the centres of Lanzarote’s 
Irish community. 

Getting around
Puerto del Carmen stretches for 
almost 7 kilometres, and you’ll 
want to check it out. Buses pass regularly 
in one direction, and taxis are cheap and plentiful, but  

if you really want to have fun, hire a bike or an e-bike, 
which allows you to get around quickly and easily. 

There’s plenty of space for cycling on the prom, and 
more experienced cyclists can also use the resort 

as a starting point to discover the charming 
rural routes and dramatic volcanoes just a few 
kilometres away. 
 
Shopping galore
Puerto del Carmen offers pretty much 

everything a visitor could want in terms of 
shopping, from daily supplies to designer gifts 

and souvenirs. 

The Biosfera Shopping Centre above the Old Town has 
four floors of shops, and other shopping centres can be 
found dotted along the seafront all the way to Matagorda.  

“I can give you  
the right bike and 
 sort out any other 

excursion you want. 
If you want to get 
around Lanzarote, 

come and see me” - 
Johan, Bike Sensations. 

CarmenPUERTO DEL

What to do
New in Puerto del Carmen? Take our hand and we’ll 
lead you on a tour of all the best tourist zones and 
activities in the resort. 
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Tee off
Lanzarote’s newest 18-hole golf course, a par-
72 challenge designed by Ron Kirby, lies just 
outside Puerto del Carmen on the hills 
leading up to Tías. With lessons, 
tournaments, a 
bar and restaurant 
and plenty of 
other activities, 
it’s a great 
place to swing 
a club, enjoy 
the spectacular 
views and relax.  

Texas style
Just north of Puerto del 
Carmen, Rancho Texas 
is Lanzarote’s biggest theme 
park, with loads for children and 
adults to enjoy. Wander among all sorts of 
animals, take a pony ride, slide and splash in 

inviting pools, pan for gold, and enjoy a meal 
or snack in deligtful surroundings. The Wild 
West nights on Tuesdays and Thursdays 
are also unmissable, and the brand new 
Marine Mammal Environmental Centre is 

unforgettable, hurling you back millions of 
years to the the birth of the Canary islands. 

The Strip
The Avenida de las Playas, known as 

The Strip, is Puerto del Carmen’s famous 
beachfront boulevard, where thousands 

of tourists stroll to enjoy sea views, 
gorgeous sunshine and an immense 

range of shops, bars, restaurants and clubs. 
This is where you’ll find the Casino, the Tourist 
Information Centre and much, much more. 

It starts at the Hotel Fariones, Lanzarote’s first 
tourist hotel, and extends along the shoreline to 
the end of the broad Pocillos beach. But there’s 
still a lot more to discover in Matagorda after that.

“Don’t miss 
our Special 

Summer Green 
Fee Offers!” - 

Nacho, manager of 
Lanzarote Golf.  

CarmenPUERTO DEL

“I love the 
buzz on the Strip 
– but just a street 

away it’s calm, 
peaceful and 
gorgeous. ‘‘ - 
Martina Kent, tourist 

What to do
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Beaches and beaches 
Puerto del Carmen’s success is 
based around its golden beaches, 
immense stretches of sand 
and sea that have all been awarded 
Blue Flags for cleanliness, safety, access and 
services.

Playa Grande and Pocillos are stunning expanses 
of sand looking out to an endless horizon, with 
plenty of leisure activities on offer. Matagorda’s 
golden beach is narrower and a little breezier, but 
every bit as inviting, while little Playa Chica is a 
natural lagoon sheltered by volcanic rocks where  

 
a snorkel and mask allow you to 

discover another world.  

Need for speed
That dry, parched landscape you saw 
from the plane as you arrived is perfect for 
exploring in a buggy or a quad. Just book a 
trip, strap on your helmet and prepare to 
be amazed. 

Speed freaks will also find Go Karting 
just a short distance away from the 
resort – the best, most competitive 
afternoon of sheer fun you can imagine. 

Sail On
Puerto del Carmen has always been a port, and you 
too can hop on board a boat to get a taste of the sea.  

Take a water taxi to sleek Puerto 
Calero, admiring the cliffs 

along the way; book 
a fishing trip or take 
a cruise or a party 
voyage.  Elsewhere 
in the resort you’ll find 
pedalos and banana 

boats, speedboat rides 
and plenty more. 

“Quote the 
Gazette and we’ll 

give you a free buff 
scarf to remind you 
of your experience” 

- Pete, Buggies 
Lanzarote.

CarmenPUERTO DEL

Life’s a beach

“When I walk 
onto Playa Grande 

beach, I just want to 
take my shoes off & 
run. So much space 

and freedom!” 
- Kelly M. 
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If you’ve got kids or are a big kid at heart, 
the Jurassic Mini Golf Adventure has 12 holes, 
but to complete it you need to battle 15 dinosaurs 
whilst dealing with erupting volcanoes and running 
away from hatching eggs!

When you’ve safely negotiated the dinosaurs, 
you can get your strength back in the Lost World 
Themed Restaurant and Cafe. If the kids have any 
energy left, they can play in the soft play area whilst 
you’re waiting for the food to arrive, and they’ll 
absolutely love the jungle setting, complete with 
rainforest sounds, moving animals, more dinosaurs 
and coral reef portholes.   

The Starlight Cinema is a totally unique, magical 
cinema experience where you can watch a film 
under the stars, snuggled under a blanket and with 
your feet up, pressing a button for table service so 
you don’t ever have to move from your seat.

There are two films per night, with the first one 
starting at sunset. Wireless, comfortable 
headphones are provided.

Movie and Meal Offers are available, as 
are VIP offers where you can reserve 
your seats. The Starlight Cinema is 
really popular, so you need to ensure 
that you book in advance so as not 
to be disappointed. Tickets can be 
booked online by emailing info@
cinemalanzarote.com and prices 
start from 18€.

The Starcaf Restaurant and Cafe is 
situated next to the cinema and is 
open every day, with a varied, family 
friendly menu which also includes 
vegan and gluten free options.

If you’re a music lover, there are three 

opportunities each week for you to relax in the 
sunshine with a cocktail or coffee in the Ocean View 
Cafe. 

Rooftop Lounge Sessions are on most lunchtimes 
with local DJ’s and on Sunday it’s Sax on the Roof. 
Between 12 and 3 you can normally find us playing 
chillout, funk, jazz and mellow house music.

‘Sax On The Roof’ sessions are from 1-3pm on 
Sunday afternoons. 3 course brunch is available 
or you can just sit back whilst listening to Anthony 
Cummins singing your Swing, Rat Pack, and Jazz 
favourites, and playing some stunning sax solos. 

Who would have thought you could ice skate in the 
sunshine? On Saturdays and Sundays from 6-10pm 
the state-of-the-art synthetic ice rink is open to all 
ages and abilities. Located on the 3rd floor of the 

you don’t ever have to move from your seat.

There are two films per night, with the first one 
starting at sunset. Wireless, comfortable 

Movie and Meal Offers are available, as 
are VIP offers where you can reserve 
your seats. The Starlight Cinema is 
really popular, so you need to ensure 
that you book in advance so as not 
to be disappointed. Tickets can be 
booked online by emailing info@
cinemalanzarote.com and prices 

The Starcaf Restaurant and Cafe is 
situated next to the cinema and is 
open every day, with a varied, family 
friendly menu which also includes 

If you’re a music lover, there are three 

GALAXIA, 6D Cinema
Rooftop Entertainment now boasts the only 6D cinema 
on Lanzarote. It used to be located in Arrecife Marina and 
has returned after two years off island. It offers a choice 
of six films giving you an unforgettable experience and 
triggering all of your senses. Each immersive virtual reality 
motion adventure ride lasts approximately four minutes 
and themes include visiting the ‘Great Wall of China’ on 
a rocket-fuelled rickshaw, ‘Meeting the Dinos’ which is 
made especially for children as young as 3-years-old, 
and ‘Penguin Race’ which is a high-intensity race to the 
bottom of a slidy snow trail. The films are on a loop, so 
if you have a favourite, you won’t have to wait long for it 
to come around. The price is €7 per ride or you can pay 
€10 for two rides. 

The 6D cinema also shows a unique virtual tour around 
Lanzarote, either by air or underwater. ‘Skyride’ allows 
you to see the island as you’ve never seen it before, flying 
over the stunning volcanoes, gliding across cliff tops and 

diving down into the sea. The latest Canary 
Islands tour is called ‘Oceandive Atlantic’ and 
allows you an incredible insight into what’s 
going on under the waves here in the Canary 
Islands. You can swim with dolphins, explore 
the caves and ancient ship wrecks, as well as 
marvel at the beautiful local marine life. Each of 
these virtual tours cost €10.

GALAXIA, 6D Cinema
NEW

It’s got to be at the top of your ‘things to do’ list when you’re visiting Lanzarote. 
Based on the top floor of the Biosfera Shopping Centre in the Old Town of 
Puerto del Carmen, the Rooftop Entertainment Zone has so much to offer 
from 10am until 11pm, 7 days a week. You can spend hours here, whatever 

the weather, or keep coming back throughout your holiday.  

high life

July 2019
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Rooftop Entertainment is located on the top floor of the Biosfera Shopping Centre, 
Puerto del Carmen. Movies begin at sunset, every night! (Booking is recommended)

Biosfera, with great views of the ocean, it costs 
€5 for a 20 minute session which includes the 
hire of a helmet, knee and arm protection.  

The Biosfera Shopping Centre is easily 
accessible by car or bus and there is a bus stop 
immediately outside. If you’re coming from Costa 
Teguise, catch the No. 3 or No. 25 bus. From 
Playa Blanca, you can take the No. 6, 161 or 261 
bus. There is some onstreet parking and also a 
free car park underneath the shopping centre.  

For lots more information to help you plan your 
exciting and fun-packed trip, including how to 
sign up to receive the latest What’s On 
at the Starlight Cinema list, visit the 
Rooftop website.

If you’ve got kids or are a big kid at heart, 
the Jurassic Mini Golf Adventure has 12 holes, 
but to complete it you need to battle 15 dinosaurs 
whilst dealing with erupting volcanoes and running 

opportunities each week for you to relax in the 
sunshine with a cocktail or coffee in the Ocean View 
Cafe. 

Rooftop Lounge Sessions are on most lunchtimes 
with local DJ’s and on Sunday it’s Sax on the Roof. 

It’s got to be at the top of your ‘things to do’ list when you’re visiting Lanzarote. 
Based on the top floor of the Biosfera Shopping Centre in the Old Town of 
Puerto del Carmen, the Rooftop Entertainment Zone has so much to offer 
from 10am until 11pm, 7 days a week. You can spend hours here, whatever 

the weather, or keep coming back throughout your holiday.  

high life

+34 928 511 690            info@cinemalanzarote.com            /RooftopLanzarote           /Rooftoplanzarote

Rooftop Entertainment is located on the top floor of the Biosfera Shopping Centre, 
Puerto del Carmen. Movies begin at sunset, every night! (Booking is recommended)

Living the
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For lots more information to help you plan your 
exciting and fun-packed trip, including how to 
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Early each morning, fishing boats 
head out of Puerto del Carmen’s 
harbour; bars and cafés turn on 
their coffee machines ready and 
start preparing breakfasts, and 
restaurant owners head out to buy 
fresh supplies that will be served 
up later on in the day. This is a 
resort that’s made it’s reputation 
on good eating.   

The stroll
One of the greatest pleasures on a warm 
summer evening is just to take a walk around 
the resort, as you choose where you’re going 
to dine. Delicious aromas waft through the 
air along with laughter, chatter and the clink 
of glasses. Take your time, soak up the 
atmosphere and then make your choice, take 
a seat and anticipate the pleasures to come.

Discovery time
If you love food, then you’re in the right place to 
discover exciting new flavours and dishes. All 

of us associate 
holidays with 
u n f o r g e t t a b l e 
meals, and 
Puerto del 
Carmen’s wide range 
of eating establishments o f f e r s 
adventures galore. Open your mind, then open 
your mouth and enjoy! 

Your style
Whether you like to head out for a sit-down 
meal at a classic restaurant, or prefer to dip 
and graze, ordering snacks and drinks at 

CarmenPUERTO DEL

Living the life

“Try cocktails, 
afternoon tea and 
much more at The 
Good Old Days - 

Lanzarote's only 70's 
bar!” - Nolita & 

Charlie

Calle el Toscón 7 C.C. Montaña Tropical, 
Puerto del Carmen. Tel: 928 513 494

Beautiful Sea Views

....
....

....
....

...
....

....
....

..Home made Dishes & Daily specialities
Open Monday to Saturday from 9am till late  -  Sunday from 1.30pm till late

Celebrating

 26th
 anniversary
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CarmenPUERTO DEL

a series of bars and restaurants, Puerto del 
Carmen will suit you perfectly. There’s great 
food to be enjoyed all day, and the choice is 
entirely up to you.
 
Flavours from home
Puerto del Carmen has learnt that British, Irish, 
German and Scandinavian tourists sometimes 
love to enjoy their own favourite meals in the 
Canarian sunshine. That’s why it’s not difficult to 
find a Full English or Irish fry-up , a Sunday roast 
and many other favourites from back home.

And the resort has also discovered that tourists 
love ethnic cuisines from India, China and other 

countries. It’s not 
hard to satisfy an 
urge for the spicy 
stuff here. 

Local heroes
Canarian cuisine is 
far more than just those 
delicious wrinkled potatoes 
and mojo sauces. Puerto del Carmen has fine 
seafood galore, and many restaurants make a 
point of using the finest local ingredients, from 
cheese to organic fruit and vegetables. Any 
questions? Then there’s always a friendly waiter 
on hand to point you in the right direction. 

“The only Stock 
Exchange bar in the 

Canaries, where YOU 
control the prices. Fun 

for all the family.” 
- Wall Street Bar

Living the life
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Dance the night away
If you want to make a night of it, 
you’re in the right place. Nightlife 
in Puerto del Carmen goes 
on until the early hours, and 
sometimes well into the morning 
after! Find your place, pace 
yourself and go for it. 

During local fiestas and carnival,  
there’s also plenty going on out in 
the streets and the squares. 

Take your time
In Puerto del Carmen you can take 

your own sweet time. Stroll along 
the strip taking in the sights and 
sounds, or explore the streets in 
the charming Old Town. You’ll 
often come across friendly types 

who try and hustle you into their 
restaurant, but don’t let yourself be 

hurried. If you like what’s on offer you 
can always come back later. 

You’re in charge here. Take your time and get 

the very best out of dining and nightlife  in Puerto 
del Carmen. 

Raise a glass
Whatever your poison is, you’ll find it in Puerto 
del Carmen, which has been serving drinks to 
satisfied customers for decades. From local wines 
to British beers and Irish cider, from stunningly 
inventive cocktails to tempting liqueurs, you’ll 
find all you ever wanted and more. But if you’d 
rather keep a clear head, this is a resort where 
fresh fruit, soft drinks or even a cup of perfectly 
prepared coffee are never far away.  

“Our clients love 
to join in the 

singing with Johnny 
and guests, the 

the Guinness just 
flies out!”  

Josie at the Bodhran 

CarmenPUERTO DEL

Living the life
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Puerto Calero is a beautiful blue 
flag marina and a firm fa ourite not 
ust among the yachting set, but 
also thousands of holiday ma ers  

 glittering ewel tuc ed snugly 
into protected coast of Lanzarote 
and a buzzing leisure marina where 
you can shop and dine in style 
and watch lu ury yachts, big game 
fishermen, ladies who lunch, and 
perhaps the odd celebrity  

It’s the perfect place for messing around on the 
water, taking an excursion over (or under) the 
waves or booking a fishing trip.  But for most 
visitors, the main pleasure is wandering along 
the harbour, looking at the yachts, shopping, 
or enjoying a relaxed meal and maybe a 
cocktail as the sun goes down. 

Rows of attractive restaurants overlook the marina, 
including some of the very finest on the island. A 
visit to the chic Amura restaurant, for example, is 
probably one of the most luxurious, elegant dining 
experiences available on the island. All along the 
sea front in Puerto Calero diners are certain to find 
something to their taste. And if you just fancy  an 

CaleroPUERTOCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCalero

ice cream or a coffee and a cake, you’ve come to the 
right place. 

Puerto Calero was a daring new project in 1986 – 
a  luxury resort based around a high-class marina. 
Sailing and maritime pursuits are still very much at 
the centre of activities here, and there’s a breezy, 
salty nautical flavour to the whole place. It has 
over the years attracted several famous faces to 
stop over  including Tom Jones, David Cameron, 
Roman Abramovich and Rupert Grint from the 
Harry Potter films. 

A Port of Call
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and much more await you. 

There’s also a supermarket and a 
parapharmacy, where you can stock 
up on essential supplies  

Getting around
Puerto Calero’s small enough to 
discover easily on foot, but if you’re 
coming from outside, part of the fun 
choosing how to arrive. Just a few 

minutes from the airport, it’s easily 
reached by bus or taxi, and is perfectly 
positioned for outings to the dramatic 
volcanoes of the south. You can also 
hire  bikes at the Costa Calero hotel. 

If you like try the delightful clifftop walk 
from Puerto del Carmen’s Old Town, 
and if you really want to arrive in style, 
jump on the regular water taxi from the 
same departure point. 

Puerto Calero is Lanzarote s newest resort, 
where homes and hotels tumble down the hill 
towards a slee  leisure marina where yachts 
roc  gently beneath a Blue lag for e cellence  

A place to set anchor 
Puerto Calero is situated in a large, 
protected bay on Lanzarote’s south 
coast. This makes it an ideal safe 
haven for the scores of yachts that 
come and go, but it also brings its 
own microclimate, warmer and not 
as windy as much of Lanzarote, but  
still with cooling breezes that bring 
glorious relief from the sun.  

Luxury experience
Just wander along the marina and 
breathe in the atmosphere of sleek 
luxury, where lemon trees and brass 
bollards line the walkway, luxury 
yachts bob gently at their moorings, 
and people take their time enjoying a 
coffee or a meal at several splendid 
restaurants and bars. 

If you’re looking for real luxury head 
up the hill to the Costa Calero hotel 

and enjoy a session in one of the 
island’s finest spas. 

Kids welcome
Kids love the breezy feeling of activity 
in the resort; the submarine trips, 
delicious ice cream, and the fat 
fish cruising in the harbour, and if 
they’re a little older there are plenty of 
activities available for them, including 
summer camps where they’ll learn all 
kinds of nautical skills. 

Discerning shopping
With souvenir and jewellery markets 
twice a week, it’s always worth 
bringing your credit card to Puerto 
Calero. Step off the  prom and you’ll 
find also a small, elegant shopping 
street with designer items, clothing, 
gifts  and ornaments that you’ll find 
nowhere else on the island.  Armani, 
Lacoste, Hugo Boss, Tommy Hilfiger 

CaleroPUERTOCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCalero

Marina
Life
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All types of everything
On Lanzarote there are more treatments available 
than you could ever imagine. From calming 
head massages to pampering pedicures, every 
part of your body is catered for, and the range 
of treatments is amazing – sea water, mud, 
seaweed, chocolate, fragrant essential oils of 
your own choosing, mystical stones and crystals 

– it’s all out there for you to discover. Costa Calero 
Thalasso and Spa is one of those to discover, it 
is open to residents throughout the year and has 
some impressive offers to make us all feel like we 
on our holiday.

Your body is a perfectly evolved mechanism, and 
to get the best out of it you need to ensure its 
working optimally. Supple joints, firm muscles, 

illions of tourists mean that Lanzarote has de eloped 
a fantastic range of beauty treatments, spa therapy and 
general pampering  Choose the treatment for you, lie 
bac  and loo  forward to summer

CaleroPUERTOCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCalero

efficient circulation and digestion are all important, but in 
the summertime its your skin that will need to be in tip 
top shape.

From your head to your toes, your skin is a living, breathing 
organ, and will respond quickly to tender, loving care and 
treatment. It’s also one of the ways we can feel summer 
to the maximum, so ensure it’s almost tingling with vitality 
and life. 

There are several other treatments that can help 
to rejuvenate your skin. They include massages, 
presotherapy, mesotherapy, wraps and peels. There are so 
many treatments on offer that you can afford to take time 
and make the best choice possible, but always remember 
to put yourself in the hands of the professionals.

In good  
hands

What a beautiful day…  Hotel Costa Calero Thalasso & SPA… What more could you ask for …
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Urb. Puerto Calero s/n - Hotel Reservations: 928 84 95 95 - reservas@hotelcostacalero.es
Thalaso Reservations:  928 84 95 82 - infospa@hotelcostacalero.es

www.hotelcostacalero.com - www.spahotelcostacalero.es
Hotel Costa Calero          Thalasso-Spa Costa Calero

2 hour SPA Circuit, Lunch Buffet including drinks and lazy afternoon at the pools: 

40€  

JULY 
SPECIAL
PROMOTION

* for Residents

What a beautiful day…  Hotel Costa Calero Thalasso & SPA… What more could you ask for …
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rom brea fast or brunch to ladies who lunch, 
from coc tails and coffee to fine dining under 
the stars, Puerto Calero s a great place to ta e a 
table, loo  at the menu and place your order

Paseando
“El paseo” is the Spanish custom of taking a 
stroll, usually as the sun starts to go down. It’s 
when you dress up a little, see and be seen, 
and it usually involves a pause or two for a 
drink or a snack. Puerto Calero  is perfectly 
designed for this ritual, and as a leisure marina, 
it’s something that happens all day long. 

Snap happy
Puerto Calero isn’t nicknamed “Millionaire’s 
harbour” for nothing. The smart, opulent 
atmosphere tempts you to pause for a perfect 
cocktail or a more elaborate dining experience. 
Whether you want to Instagram that perfectly-
presented drink or plateful or just take your time 
and enjoy it, you’re in the right place. 

Where flavours meet
A port is a place where people 
arrive from all over the world, and 

the same goes for food. At Puerto 
Calero you’ll find classic Spanish fine 
dining, innovative restaurants that 

offer flavours from all over the 
world, seafood, Italian cuisine and 

classic British and Irish pub grub. 

Dining after dark
When the sun sets over the wild volcanoes to the 
south, Puerto Calero’s lights shimmer on the dark 
water and there’s a whole new, enchanting vibe to 
discover. This is the perfect time for an evening meal 
in the most sumptuous, elegant surroundings.   

CaleroPUERTOCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCaleroCalero Marina munch 

“The Upper  
Deck is Lanzarote’s 
craft beer capital. 

Don’t miss the 
Regatta every Friday 

at 4.30 pm!”  
- Andrea, Roberto,  

Paolo & Co
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MAP - PUERTO CALERO

1LA PAPPARDELLA
Welcoming and friendly restaurant serving authentic
Italian cuisine. Only a few metres from the sea.  
Tel: 928 51 29 11
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Avda de las Playas 19
Puerto del Carmen.
Tel. 928 51 40 27 

RUTA 66
Great atmosphere, good music and the latest videoclips.
Only a few metres from the beach.
The best fun to be had - day and night in Puerto del Carmen

3

MAP - PUERTO DEL CARMEN

+

Fariones
Hotel end, corner of
C/Timanfaya 1st floor
Tel: 928 514 931

BOOKSWOPS
BOTH ENDS OF PUERTO DEL CARMEN

Hotel
San Antonio end,

C.C Costa Luz - A6
Tel: 928 513 563

• 1000´s of Books, New & Second Hand 
• Up to 50% trade-in on our returns • Greeting Cards,

Party Goods • Stationery, Kids Books 
• Fax & Photocopying Service +Boarding cards BS II.

Mon - Fri 9.30 - 6.00 & Sat 9.30 - 2.00  Closed Sundays   •   Mon - Fri 9.30 - 5.00 & Sat 9.30 - 1.30  Closed Sundays

9
1 2Veterinary services Puerto Del Carmen

Calle Juan Carlos 1, 33
(in front of Hiperdino)

Tel. 928 070 421 • 603 649 020
Find us in        Smile Vet

• Diagnosis • Treatments • Vaccinations 
• Microchips • Surgery, etc.  
• Dog and Cat Grooming • Pet shop • Home visits www.smilevet.es

Monday - Friday 10am – 2pm  &  5pm – 8pm    |  Saturday 10am – 1pm

4 5 6
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MAP - PUERTO DEL CARMEN

Av. de las Playas, 55
C.C La Penita - Puerto del Carmen
Tel: 928 962 230 or 627 661 125
shivasaru@hotmail.com

HAPPY HOUR SPECIAL 1pm to 5pm
N E P A L I - I N D I A N - C U I S I N E

Opening hours: 1pm till 11.30pm
� Restaurant & Takeaway � Tandoories � Curries � Bhajies � Naans

Try our sister
restaurant

EVEREST
Tel : 928 511 181

10

20

28

7

7
8

• General Practitioner  
• 24 hr ambulance  
• E.C.G.
• Pediatrician  
• Orthopaedic Surgeon  
• Laboratory

The British Surgery of Lanzarote
offers a 24 hour medical service.

NEW in Playa Blanca  see Playa Blanca map
12 Calle Las Maretas (at the side of Catholic Church)

Puerto del Carmen
67 Avenida De Las Playas (Opposite San Antonio Hotel)
GP Surgery 9 Calle Acatife (Opposite Fariones Hotel)

English speaking doctors 
trained in England, 
experienced with the NHS.

Tel. (0034) 928 514 274
Fax: (0034) 928 514 553
Email: surgery@britishsurgeryof lanzarote.com

We accept all British 
Travel Insurances
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We speak Spanish, English, German & Italian

GP, Certificates
Surgery, Laboratory, Microchip, 
Passport, Check ups, Vaccinations, 
Ophthalmology, Cardiology... 
Dog and Cat Grooming. 

Tias – Calle Fraternidad, 23 
Tel. 928 833 990 - 629 356 514
veterinariatiaslanzarote@gmail.com
www.veterinariatias.com

Open Mon-Fri 
9am to 7pm  

Sat 10am to 1.30pm
by appointment

Since 1990Dr. Margarita Azcorra
Dr. MJ Dominguez

Cat Friendly 
Clinic 2

Fenauso 3
35500 Arrecife
Tel: 928 806 480
Fax: 928 806 480

Open Monday to Friday 08.00-20.00.
Saturday 09.00-13.00.
Email: 04902@grupomrw.com
www.mrw.es

NOS MOVEMOS POR TÍ - WE ARE THERE FOR YOU

902 300 400

8
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+34 626 492 701
+34 928 524 013

www.lanzaroteblinds.com   
info@solysom.es Sun & Shade Blinds

Call Louise for a visit and design ideas

We are specialists in awnings, windbreaks 
and interior window blinds

STYLISH AWNINGS
SUN & SHADE BLINDS

SHOWER ENCLOSURES
New in our showroom 

an elegante selection of shower screens 
Duscholux / Showerlux

MOSQUITO BLINDS

Closed 

from 15th of 

July till 21st 

of July
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1

Tel: 626527358
piscinasdirect@hotmail.com
www.piscinasdirect.es

� Pool lining (with 10 year guaranteed)
� Aljibe lining  � Solar panels  � Heat pumps
� Pool covers: Manufacturing of two types of
materials available  � Salt water Chlorinators Find us on Facebook

www.piscinasdirect.es

8
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9
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MAP - PLAYA BLANCA
Medical Center

Dr.Mager
German Doctors 

medical examinations
and treatment

General Medicine
Surgery
Urology

Dermatology

Our doctors are friendly, knowledgeable and approachable making 

any visit to the practice comfortable and efficient.  

We offer a comprehensive range of services and medical facilities.  

All our team members are very experienced and highly qualified in 

their respective fields. 

Puerto del Carmen
Playa Blanca

Costa Teguise
e-mail: info@lanzamedic.com

Medical Center

Dr.Mager
German Doctors

Tel: 928 512 611
emergency phone: 

649 973 366
www.lanzamedic.com

•  Internal Medicine
•  Gynaecology
•  Allergology 
•  Pediatrics

Puerto del Carmen
Playa Blanca

Costa Teguise
Tel: 928 512 611

emergency phone: 649 973 366
info@lanzamedic.com

•  Physiotherapy

1
2

3

• General Practitioner  
• 24 hr ambulance  
• E.C.G.
• Pediatrician  
• Orthopaedic Surgeon  
• Laboratory

The British Surgery of Lanzarote
offers a 24 hour medical service.

NEW in Playa Blanca  see Playa Blanca map
12 Calle Las Maretas (at the side of Catholic Church)

Puerto del Carmen
67 Avenida De Las Playas (Opposite San Antonio Hotel)
GP Surgery 9 Calle Acatife (Opposite Fariones Hotel)

English speaking doctors 
trained in England, 
experienced with the NHS.

Tel. (0034) 928 514 274
Fax: (0034) 928 514 553
Email: surgery@britishsurgeryof lanzarote.com

We accept all British 
Travel Insurances
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Tel: (0034) 928 827 257 
www.location-lanzarote.com
info@location-lanzarote.com
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Avda. de Las Palmeras
Complex Los Molinos
COSTA TEGUISEOpen every day 9.00am – Late

Monday Live Music
Tuesday Bingo Night   Wednesday Live Music

Saturday Live Music Sunday Quiz Night

Food 
Served
all day

RESTAURANT & BAR

SERVING: BREAKFAST, SNACKS, LUNCH
& EVENING MEALS (WITH DAILY SPECIALS)

REAL ALES – Come and try from our bottled selection!

Tripadvisor
recommended

ALL SPORTS SHOWN
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Hotel Beatriz Costa & Spa
Calle Atalaya 3, Costa Teguise 
(for more information 
Tel: 630 175 810)

RELAXED & INFORMAL
Come as you are, but do come.
See the map reference to find us.
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Ref 347 -PLAYA BLANCA

A well-presented 3 bed 3 bath detached 
villa on a large private plot in a gated 
community. Generous pool, spacious 
interior.

Price: 375.000€

Ref 456 - PLAYA BLANCA

Ref. 436 - PLAYA BLANCA

Luxury 4 bed 3 bath detached villa 
on walled plot close to Marina 
Rubicon. High quality finish, 
beautifully presented.

4 bed 3 bath detached villa with  
private pool, sea views, games 
room and many extras. Quality 
build. 

Price: 850.000€

PRICE: 475.000€

Ref. 353 -  PLAYA BLANCA

A  3 bed 2 bath semi detached villa 
located near Marina Rubicon and 
close to all amenties. Private pool, 
sea views.

PRICE: 299.500€

Ref  324 - PLAYA BLANCA

Ref 369   - PLAYA BLANCA

Detached 3 bed 2 bath villa with roof 
terrace, off street parking, sea views, 
extensive gardens. 

Price: 274.000€

Ref 278 - PLAYA BLANCA

2 bed 2 bath modern villa, centrally 
located close to  town centre. 
Private pool, access to tennis and 
padel court.

Price: 278.000€

Ref. 189 - PLAYA BLANCA

Ref 386 - PLAYA BLANCA

Semi-detached 1 bed 1 bath 
bungalow on gated community 
with communal pool and gardens. 
5 minute walk to the port.

3 bed 3 bath semi-detached villa on 
private plot with private pool and sea 
views. Near to Flamingo beach.

Price: 189.000€

Price: 320.000€

Ref 489 - PLAYA BLANCA

Charming 4 bed 3 bath detached 
property on 1000 + m2 plot offering 
garage, private pool nd lovely sea 
views. 

REF  397  YAIZA

Ref  394 - PLAYA BLANCA

Detached property with 3 beds and 
2 baths, private pool and garage. 
Walled plot, central village location. 

3 bed 3 bath detached villa on large 
corner plot with private pool, hot tub and 
sea views. 

Price: 338.000€

PRICE: 375.000€

  www.optimaestate.com             info@optimaestate.com
Calle Varadero No4, Playa Blanca, Yaiza, Lanzarote. 35580 / Mobile: +34 620 803 510 Phone: +34 928 519 383

Please scan to 
visit our website

Find us : 
OptimaEstateLanzarote

Price: 499.950€

NEW TO MARKET

REDUCED

Immaculate detached 3 bed 2 bath 
villa on large plot with private pool 
and sea views.

Price: 355.000€

NEW TO MARKET

NEW TO MARKET

REDUCED

REDUCED

CENTRAL

DETACHED

REDUCED

CLOSE TO BEACH

LARGE PLOT

REDUCED
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 PRoperty 
shorts

Why buy Canarian?
Here are a few quotes from property owners 
on Lanzarote, giving their reasons for why 
they love living on Lanzarote  

“It’s just that feeling of sun pouring in through 
the window in the morning, every morning. 
No gloom, no rain, no darkness at four in the 
afternoon” - K.C. 

“It seems like we discover a new favourite 
restaurant every month, but there’s always a 

new place round the next corner.” A.D.J.  

“Heating is something I no longer have to 
worry about. I’ve forgotten how to bleed a 
radiator, and my heating costs are the price 
of a warm jumper.”  D.J. 

“In the morning I’m up a volcano with the 
dog, later on I’m in the sea, at night I’m 
out with friends, and I still fit a full day’s 
work in.” G.G. 

Canarian changes 
The victory of the Socialists in the 
recent Canarian Government elections 
could signal a change to holiday rental 
policies. However, Socialist leader 
Ángel Victor Torres will need to form a 
government first.

The uninterrupted rule of the Coalicion 
Canaria over the islands for over 25 years 
looks set to come to an end, and with 
it that party’s comfortable arrangement  

 

with the influential hotel lobby, which 
has been behind recent measures to 
prohibit holiday rentals and issuing fines 
to owners. 

However, rental owners may not see 
immediate relief. The Socialists are clear 
that one of their main priorities is cheaper 
housing, especially in urban areas, and the 
holiday rental sector has been identified 
as a contributory factor to high rents. 
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Bumpy ride for 
Sterling
As the UK heads towards a Brexit deadline in October, 
the immediate future of Sterling seems less certain 
than ever.

A “no deal” exit (referred to as a “disorderly” or 
“chaotic” exit in Spain) is more probable than ever, 
given the victory of Nigel Farage in the EU elections 
and a new Conservative leader who is likely to be 
a hard Brexit supporter; and money markets have 
reflected their fear of this outcome, with sharp recent 
drops in the value of Sterling against the Euro.

Anyone who’s planning to transfer large amounts of 
British currency to Spain is advised to seek the best 
independent professional advice at this volatile time. 

Italians on top
Italians topped the list of foreign property 
buyers in the Canaries in 2018, knocking 
British buyers into second place. 

Italians made up 22% of foreign buyers, 
while British purchases remained strong on 
16%, although this market has undoubtedly 
been affected by Brexit uncertainty. While 
Italians are arriving on all islands, Tenerife 
has proved particularly attractive.

A slowdown in the market saw 12% fewer 
properties sold to foreign buyers, which 
experts ascribe to uncertainty relating to 
Brexit. Italian Consul in Tenerife, Silvio 
Pelizzolo said that the Italian boom is down 
to “young people who see the islands as a 
promised land and arrive by word of mouth; 

families who come to set up businesses and a significant 
number of retirees.” He also pointed out that many 
Italians are escaping a financial crisis at home, which has 
made living in the Canaries simply cheaper.

Youth brings hope
A property expert has identified Canarian 
young people as a future asset that will 
safeguard the region’s property sector. 

Felix Lores, of the Property Research 
Division of the BBVA bank, pointed to the 
problem of an aging population in many 
of Spain’s regions, which has led to a 
decreased demand for property and a 
stagnating market. 

He highlighted the fact that the Canaries did not fit 
this pattern - The islands have the highest proportion 
of young people in Spain, with 17% of the population 
in the 15-29 age group. “This potential demand will 
help the islands to compensate for fluctuations in the 
property market,” he said. 

However, the high youth population on the islands has 
already brought serious challenges in terms of providing 
well-paid employment.

A0894 – Puerto del Carmen
Upper floor apartment with sea views 

in a gated complex with pool.

  

Price: 200.000€

Price: 133.000 €  

H1693 – Uga
A high quality 3 bed terraced 2 storey 

house in a picturesque village. 
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TEL: (00 34) 681 124 323  |  INFO@VILLACHECKIN.COM  |  WWW.VILLACHECKIN.COM

Full legal compliance
• Verification that the passport matches the person 
• Signature collection
• Compilation and secure storage of the registrtion 

book
• Full Data Protection compliance
• Professional Indemnity Insurance

Guest Passport Details Collection
Our friendly team will meet your guests at the airport, securely 
scan their passport details and obtain an electronic signature.

This process ensures 100% compliance with the law as everything 
is completed before guests are given access to the property.

We take full legal and financial responsibility for this process.

Property Registration 
We undertake this process for you and register your property 
within our Guardia Civil account. 

LOCATION
WINS!

The house market in Spain is continuing to grow 
despite Brexit, and should continue to offer future 
opportunities throughout 2019. UK buyers are 
still number one in the home market throughout 
Spain, making up 14% of all foreign transactions, 
according to the Statitical Information Centre of 
Notaries in Spain.

Although Brexit still continues to make potential UK 
buyers worry, there is still, with all the uncertainty and 
no-one being able predict the outcome, an interest 
being shown in making the move. In some cases it 
has worked in Spain’s favour, as people who may 
have always wanted to make the move, have finally 
decided the time is right to do so.

With interest rates historically low in Spain, many 
see property as an investment opportunity, and with 

rental prices going up strongly, it has made people 
sit up and plan a future different to the life they are 
currently living. 

Housing prices in Spain have been steadily rising 
since the financial crisis in 2008 and during the first 

few months of 2019, the national average property 
price increase was 6%. Despite this, Spanish property 
is still considered very good value for money when 
compared to buying property in the UK.  

According to recent research, Spain ranked second 

out of 33 countries as best for first-time buyers due 
to a combination of reasonable property prices and 
the cost of living being 22% lower than in the UK. 

Spain is keen to attract foreign purchases and 
investments, so even if Brexit were to happen, British 
buyers don’t have to worry about being outside of 
the EU as a large majority of foreign buyers currently 
include those from Morocco, Russia and China. 

Foreign buyers, often with higher incomes 
appreciate and will pay more for location and 
something outside of the ordinary. The Islands, 
either the Canary Islands or Balearics, will continue 
to hold their prices and steadily improve, offering 
that perfect combination of financial security and 
the ‘wow factor’ when buying either a main home 
or a second property in stunning surroundings.

L OTE O E S  
BE T BLE L ES LE  

COST O  L
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PROPERTY BUYERS GUIDE

LOCATION
Is your property is intended for holiday use, longer 
term visits, or do you intend to live here year round? 
Your choice of location should take your needs into 
account, such as schools, medical services and 
recreational outlets.

RESEARCH
You need to know a great deal more about your 
property than you would if you were just spending 
a couple of weeks there. If there is a community 
association, ask your neighbours if it is well run. Ask 
about the community fees - don’t forget that if you 
are in a Community you are legally obliged to pay 
these.

BUYING THE PROPERTY
First, make sure that the person selling you the 
property is entitled to do so. Your agent will be able 
to supply you with a list of suitable lawyers to act on 
your behalf, or the British Consulate in Las Palmas 

The next step is to complete the transaction by 
making the outstanding balance of payment and 
signing the title deed, which is known in Spain as 
the Escritura. This must be done in the Notary’s 
Office. The Notary’s task is to ensure that all of the 
legal documentation is correct. He will also carry out 
a search in the Land Registry Office on the day of 
signing to check the current status of the property or 
land (and will require the last annual rates receipt from 
the council in which the property is situated), that this 
is up to date as well. It is essential to ensure that your 
lawyer has current receipts for all other payments such 
as water, electric and community charges, as debts 
such as these in Spain are levied against the property 
and not the owner. Notaries now also demand an 
Energy Performance Certificate. When in the Notary’s 
Office, you will be asked to produce your passport as 
evidence of identification. You will also be advised to 
obtain a NIF number, which your lawyer can arrange 
for you. 

MONEY MATTERS
If you are not resident in Spain and are buying property 
or land it is advisable to bring money from abroad to 
complete the purchase. It is simple to open a non-
resident account in a local bank, and your estate agent 
will normally help you with this. You can then transfer 
your funds from your own bank in the UK to this new 
account. On the signing of the new Title Deed your 

can provide a suitable list on request. Your lawyer 
needs to check out your intended property thoroughly. 

A check of legal title will be made through a search in 
the local Land Registry Office, which will also indicate 
if there are any mortgages or charges against the 
property. If you are buying a plot of land, the lawyer will 
also check if you can obtain permission to build on the 
land, and what size and type of property you can build. 
Once you have been assured by your lawyer that all is 
in order, you will need to sign a Contract of Purchase 
raised by a lawyer, and pay a deposit which is usually 
10% of the intended purchase price; this deposit is 
normally held by the lawyer who has been appointed to 
arrange the signing of the Title Deed. 

The contract will state the terms and conditions of the 
sale and will state a specific time for completion of 
the. If you decide, up to this completion time, that you 
cannot proceed with the purchase, you will forfeit the 
deposit paid, but if the seller changes his mind, he must 
return the deposit to you in full, plus a compensation 
payment for damages. 

This article is a general guide to buying real estate in The Canary Islands. It has 
been compiled from the knowledge and experience of a number of professionals 
involved in the selling, buying and conveyancing of property in Spain, but it should 
not be taken as a substitute for proper legal advice. 
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cheques for payment will be shown to the Notary and 
included as part of the documentation of the deed. 

They must be inscripted with details of the property of 
land to be purchased, or have an investment certificate 
from the issuing bank attached. The Notary will also 
require you to sign a Spanish ministry form, declaring 
that the investment has been made. It is also possible 
when purchasing from a non-Spanish resident to pay 
the completion funds abroad in any currency. In this 
case, the deed will state an equivalent amount in Euros, 
as this gives the value in which the transmission tax 
(stamp duty) is calculated. You will have to produce 
more than one cheque as you will be liable for capital 
gains tax. In this situation, a sum of 3% calculated 
against the value declared in the title deed will need 
to be retained and paid to the Spanish Tax Authorities. 

Estate Agent’s fees are normally paid by the vendor 
and the details of the specific percentage to be paid will 
normally be noted in the Purchase Contract. 

Some unscrupulous illegal agents have been known to 
charge the purchaser as well as the vendor for their 
fees, so ensure this is not the case. You may well also 
find that the price of your title deed is not exactly the 
same as the cost of the purchase, as some sellers 
prefer to treat the furnishings and fittings, if they are 
included, as a separate item. 

REGISTERING THE PURCHASE
To complete the transaction you must register the 
deeds at the Registro de la Propiedad (Property 

Registry). When the deeds are taken to the Registro, 
the purchase tax of 6.5% of the value of the property 
must be paid.  

Later the Registro will request a second payment to 
cover their charges. In addition, a tax to the Local 
Authority, based on the increase of values of land 
in their area since the property last changed hands 
(known as ‘Plus Valia’) is payable. 

This is often negotiated between the vendor and 
purchaser. Your Lawyer can get an estimate in advance 
of the purchase, so that you have the funds ready.  At 
the same time, a form should be entered to the local 
authority, advising them of the change of ownership. 
You should remind whoever is doing your paperwork 
about this, as it is often forgotten.

Residents must also be tax registered in order to 
sell property and avoid retentions, even if they pay 
no tax. 

OTHER COSTS 
Other costs include the Transmission Tax, the 
Notary’s bill, the fees from the Registro and your 
lawyer’s fee, which will probably come to about 10% 
of the purchase price. 

Your Lawyer will ask for these funds to be placed 
with him before the work is done as clients have 
often disappeared leaving these bills unpaid. 

Non-residents will be liable for property tax, while 
residents will pay the IBI assessed by the local council. 

OUTSTANDING BILLS
When you buy a property you become liable for any 
outstanding bills for water, electricity, local rates and 
community fees. Both the Electricity Board (UNELCO) 
and the Water Company (CANAL GESTION) have 
forms which you and the seller must sign, to transfer 
the bills into your name.  When you go to do this check 
that all payments are up to date. 

Local rates are payable at the Town Hall. You or 
your representative will need to visit the ‘Oficina de 
Recaudacion’ at the Town Hall to complete the form 
changing the rates into your name, and again, checking 
that all payments are up to date.  As bills are not sent 
out for the rates, property owners often forget to pay 
them, and they can soon mount up.

THE COMMUNITY 
OF OWNERS

The Community of Owners is a Spanish institution 
affecting any property owners who enjoy shared 
facilities and services, such as lifts, swimming 
pools, gardens and communal garages.

Information about your Association must be freely 
available to you, as do the accounts which have 
to be published to the members every year. You 
should check before you buy that your Community 
Association is functioning well, how much the 
monthly payment is, and whether the payments 
for your intended property are up to date. 

phone: (+34) 928 349 232 | fax  (+34) 928 518 984
email: info@fplanzarote.com | website:  www.fplanzarote.com

visit us at: Puerto Chico Reception in Playa Blanca (near the harbour)

Sales |       Management | Administration
Sales, property management,
 mortgage advice, holiday
  rental, property
maintenance...
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properties!

freedom properties has over 15 years of local experience with a multi-lingual team & local based offices.

We are actively searching for new properties to sell.
We offer the best Property Management Service in Playa Blanca. 
Call us today to market your property.

Buying in Playa Blanca? Contact  freedom 

  

Femés on the mountain-
side in a typically tranquil 
Canarian village
 
Price: €550.000

  
Price: 

 

For the best 
property 

management 
services

please contact 
Freedom Properties.

 
 
Price: €395,000

Playa Flamingo

Ref: 231849

Please see
Playa Blanca Map

for location 

10

Casa Yaiza stunning 
four bedroom villa,  lovely 
sea and mountain views 

Price: €199,950

Playa Flamingo 1 double 
bedroom, a bathroom, 
kitchen, lounge terrace

Ref:212058

Ref: 213000

Ref: 197832Ref: 231849

  Price: €189,000

Jardin 
Del Sol
Semi-detached 
bungalows
double bedrooms 
bathroom, 
kitchen, lounge 
& sun terrace.Ref:213001
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Lanzarote isn’t a place to follow the 
herd. Look at the wild and wonderful 
landscape around you, soak up the bold 
contrasts and inspiring colours, see how 
César Manrique’s vision transformed 
the island and find your own individual 
vision. 

There’s something about Lanzarote that gets the 
creative juices flowing. Maybe it’s the light and the 
space, perhaps it’s the laid back atmosphere, but 
you instinctively know that this is a place where you 
can express yourself.

And if you’ve made your home here, you’ll want to 

let the self-expression flow. We’re all individuals, 
with our own quirks and preferences, and there’s 
huge satisfaction in living in a place that’s just the 
way you want it to be.

We don’t just dream up our homes – we soak up 
influences, develop our tastes and end up with 
something unique, and on Lanzarote you have 

incredible opportunities to do just that. Just head 
out to local furniture stores, design studios, garden 
centres and let your butterfly mind settle on those 
things that you simply love. 

Whether you’re decorating an outdoor space where 
you can live the Canarian outdoor lifestyle to the 
full, or planning an attractive, welcoming interior 
where you can feel truly at home, you’ll find endless 
inspiration and ideas here.

This is your space, to be shared with those you 
love, who understand you and appreciate your 
quirks and know that no matter how hard you 
try, you’re never going to be normal. So embrace 
your quirks and get to work! 

On Lanzarote, 
there s no such thing 

as normal  

StyleStyleuir y
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Lanzarote’s stark contrasts 
and bold colours are 
everywhere, but look a 
little closer and you’ll spot 
subtler shades that are 
beautiful, evocative and 
mature, a deeply satisfying 
and rich natural palette that 
it ’s a pleasure to live with. 

César Manrique is one of the main influences behind 
colour on Lanzarote, and you don’t need to look 
too hard to know that he was a man with a taste for 
bold and vivid statements. The bright colours of his 
murals, the glowing red and yellow of his logo for 
Lanzarote, the hire cars bearing the pattern of his 
“flags of the cosmos” - they all show an audacious, 
adventurous approach to colour. 

But a closer look at Manrique’s work shows another 
influence – the subtle, shifting shades of volcano 
country. Take a trip to Uga or La Geria at sunrise 
and sunset and you’ll see how the volcanoes slowly 

change colour in the light, shifting from deep, dark 
blacks and greys to softer, stunning ochre, cobalt 
and rust colours. Another Spanish artist famed for 
his use of colour, film-maker Pedro Almódovar, has 
described this sight as “deeply moving”. 

These subtle, brooding shades can be seen in many 
of Manrique’s later paintings, and they also form the 
basis of the work of Lanzarote’s finest living artist, 
Ildefonso Aguilar, who accurately reflects the beauty 
of these landscapes in his sober, sweeping works, 
where lava blacks blend with honey-browns, russet 
reds and deep, cool blues. 

Richness
S BTLE

RichnessRichnessR
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SUBTLETY AT HOME 
In the home, shades such as this are generally 
regarded as neutrals – safe, calming colours 
that are used as a backdrop for bolder, brighter 
contrasts, but on Lanzarote there’s also a virtue 
in embracing subtlety and letting those soft, 
mystical volcanic shades surround you. While 
everyone else is outdoing themselves with lime, 
canary and flamingo shades, let your home be 
a soothing, relaxing place that breathes maturity 
and thoughtfulness.

You can use these shades as plain colours, 
painting an entire wall a rich honey or sand 
colour, for example. This allows other items 
in the room to step forward and do their 
thing, with elegant shapes and patterns 
pleasing the eye and bringing dynamism to 
the arrangement. And don’t forget that, with 
a large expanse of colour such as this, you’ll 

see light do exactly the same thing as it does 
on the volcanoes, bringing richness to some 
areas and cool shade to others.  

The more you examine the colours of Timanfaya, 

the more you’ll see – from delicate pink shades 
to chocolate browns, brimstone yellows and 
creamy whites. All of them will serve to add 

mystery and subtlety to your home, and all of 
them come alive with candlelight – fire is where 
they were born. 

VOLCANIC ART
Also forged in fire are glass and clay, and this 
allows you to bring more of these evocative 
colours into your home. We naturally gravitate 
towards these soft shades when choosing 
plantpots and other functional ornaments, 
but it’s worth looking for more delicate items, 
too. These will complement your subtle colour 
scheme and allow the light to bring sparkle or 
shine into the equation. 

And don’t forget that the volcanoes aren’t the 
only source of calm, beautiful, mystical colours 
on the island. Just gaze into the ocean for rich 
bottle greens and shifting shades of deep blue, 
or wander on Famara’s cliffs to see silvery foliage 
or delightful pale greenery.   

“WHILE OTHER 
COLOURS BRIGHTEN 
OUR HEARTS, THESE 

MOVING, SUBTLE 
SHADES SATISFY OUR 

SOULS.”
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Boutique Style
The word boutique originally denoted a small and 

exclusive purveyor of goods, whether it be clothes, 

gifts or food and wine. In recent years however its 

meaning expanded to include hotels which, that 

rather than displaying the grandeur of tradition, 

instead created an experience that incorporated a 

more homely feel. High luxury, but with the coziness 

of one’s own home. Often small with just a few 

individually designed rooms, these ‘boutique’ hotels 

set the template for a style of decorating which was 

to translate into people’s homes.

And today one will find that it is very simple 
to incorporate this style into your own home, 
as many interior designers and shops have 
brought this into the products that they offer. 
And it really isn’t that difficult to give your 
home that boutique touch and air of luxury. 
It’s all about attention to detail. 

 Boudoir Bedrooms
When considering boutique style, people often 

think about bedrooms, as this 
is perhaps the most obvious 
example of the boutique style. 
Here the bed will be the 
central focus of the room, 
soft and full of plump pillows 
with a beautiful eiderdown. 
Whilst the four poster is not 
usually associated with the 
boutique look, it being much 
more to traditional tastes, if it has 

a modern style frame, it can work. 
Overall, the boutique style is 

about creating a feeling of 
ambiance and luxury. It will 
have elements of the shabby 
chic look within it, sheer, 
white curtains, that let as 
much sunlight filter through 

as possible, as well as lighting 
that provides a soft glow rather 

than something that is too harsh.

‘‘ Boutique style  
is about creating a 
feeling of ambiance 

and of luxury ’’

Create a
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Summertime, and the 
living is easy, but if you 
really want to make the 
most of the Lanzarote 
summer, you need to get 

in touch with nature.

You don't need to go far to discover how 
gorgeous outdoor spaces in Lanzarote 
can be. Take a look at the gardens in any 

hotel,  wander around César Manrique's home at 
Tahiche, the Monumento al Campesino or Jameos 
del Agua, or just head up to rural areas and see 
how the locals do it. But many residents still fail to 
make the most of their outdoor area. 

Why? The answer is simple – new homes on the 
island often offer concrete floors, white walls and 
little else in their outdoor areas. The rest is up to 
you, and while nature can thrive on Lanzarote, it 

DEWI

penpen

Sense       sensibility

W e a v i n g
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&Sense       sensibility&Sense       sensibility

             a 
         Spell 
 
One of the most attractive visual elements you 
can choose for your outdoor space is woven 
materials. Birds, insects, spiders and even 
fish all weave nests, webs and cocoons, and 
humans have done it since the very earliest 
recorded history, too.

On Lanzarote, it’s easy to find locally made 
wicker baskets, boxes and containers, as well 
as the traditional palm-woven hats. Fishermen 
have also woven since time immemorial, and 
their nets can be a beautiful addition to any 
outdoor space.

As for fabrics, go for rough, loosely woven 
hessians; sacking and other functional textiles 
to add a natural element to your space. 

When planning your natural outdoor area, the 
first thing to take into account is the basic 
difference between indoors and outdoors – 
and that is sensory input. Interiors are static 
and unmoving. They rarely offer fragrance, and 
as they are a place where we seek peace and 
quiet, they are usually silent by default. The 
main sensory stimuli are usually visual and, 
perhaps, tactile.

Outdoors it’s very different. The clouds scud 

across the sky, leaves wave in the breeze, birds 
flit around and tweet while insects hum among 
the rustle of greenery. Fragrance can arrive from 
several sources – not all of them welcome. 

To take advantage of this you first need to be 
sensible of these elements, and choose the ones 
you wish to develop. Fragrance can be provided 
by herbs and flowers and the sound of birds and 
bees can also be encouraged by the flowers and 
plants you have in your garden. But sound can 

also come from wind chimes, mobiles, and the 
flutter of a canopy in the breeze.

Tactile sense is also different outdoors. While 
we value softness and smoothness indoors, the 
exterior is a place for rougher, gnarled, natural 
textures. The weathered surface of a piece of 
driftwood or antique farming tools, the rough 
texture of volcanic lava – these bring a real 
connection with the island we live on, and there 
are thousands of variations.

needs coaxing and care. 

The most obvious way to get in touch with nature is 
by planting and gardening. Trees, shrubs, climbing 
plants, herbs and flowers will all transform an outdoor 
space. But in this arid climate, and especially at this 
time of year, they'll also need care and attention.

If that's something you're willing to take on, then 
fine, but if you're busy or regularly absent then it's 
worth considering more hardy, low-maintenance 
plants. Ask at garden centres for advice, and you 
may be surprised at what's possible. 
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CALL 928 518 663

QUALITY FROM THE PROFESSIONALS
IN uPVC OR ALUMINIUM FROM MILNROW WINDOWS
FAMILY RUN AND ESTABLISHED BUSINESS

� � � �DESIGN       SURVEY       DELIVERY       INSTALLATION

WINDOW & CONSERVATORY SPECIALISTS

• INSTALLATION - 45 YEARS IN 
   WINDOWS, DOORS & ROOFS 
• FABRICATION - OVER 10 YEARS
• OVER 15 YEARS IN LANZAROTE

www.milnrow-windows.com - info@milnrow-windows.com 
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Wander around any rural village in Lanzarote and 
you’ll soon see tumbledown traditional houses that 
have long been abandoned. In Haría, for example, 
they’re everywhere. Now look closer and see how 
the wooden windows and doors deteriorate without 
maintenance. Charming they may be, but wood 
is increasingly a material of the past for the most 
important home fittings. 

Nowadays, modern materials such as PVC and 
aluminium offer much more durable alternatives, in 
a wide range of colours and styles. This is important 
for several reasons:

First, brand new, professionally fitted windows 
offer control. You can throw them open to let the 
sun shine in and allow fresh air into every corner 
of your home, or you can shut them tight when the 
wind blows or the rain comes down. With shutters 

you can have even more control over light and 
ventilation, and curtains and blinds also increase 

your options – but the most important thing is that 
they’re tough and tight. 

Secondly, strong windows offer security. If you’re 
leaving your property empty, you’ll want to know it’s 

secure, and windows are usually the first option that 
intruders look at. An alarm system can help, too, 
but first and foremost you want potential burglars 
to look at your home and quickly decide it just isn’t 
worth the bother. 

Finally, windows offer privacy on an island where 
there’s always the possibility of passers-by. Slatted 
shutters and light curtains can keep prying eyes 
out of your interior, and allow you to live your life in 
freedom and intimacy.

Always choose reliable, safety tested window glass. 
Lanzarote’s wind means that unsecured windows 
can sometimes slam shut accidentally, and full- 
length patio windows often come in for knocks and 
bangs that smaller windows don’t receive. If you 
have kids living in or visiting your property, safety 
glass is absolutely paramount.  

On Lanzarote, windows deserve 
careful consideration and wise 
investment. Choosing correctly 
will bring peace of mind and 
comfortable living.

“Windows let you 
control light, 

ventilation and privacy 
– use them wisely.”

Window Power

Lanzarote
Drain Services

The Best Drain Service In Lanzarote

Call Nobby 628 104 752

• Drains Unblocked
• High Pressure Water Jetting
• Camera Surveys & Reports 

• Sonar Drain Tracing
• Excavations & Repairs

• New Installations
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The practice of painting homes white dates from 
the days when Lanzarote’s main export was lime. 
Houses that required a little more protection against 
the elements were painted with whitewash – a 
simple mixture of lime and water.

This coating also looked attractive – the reason why 
César Manrique chose the colour for so many of this 
works and recommended it in his colour-scheme for 
the island – it also turned out to cool houses down 
in the scorching summer heat.

That’s because white reflects heat and UV rays. Put 
a tight black T-shirt on and go out in the sun and 
you’ll soon notice how dark colours absorb heat. 
On an island where interiors need to be cool and 
relaxing, whitewash turned out to be a close ally.

Even nowadays, white houses mean that we 
use fewer cooling devices in our homes. We can 

keep the fans and air-conditioning to a minimum, 
reducing the island’s carbon footprint. It’s true that 
a white roof will also reflect heat in cooler months, 
but on Lanzarote you’re unlikely to need any extra 
heating to deal with this. 

It’s not all good news – that reflected heat has to 
go somewhere and may help warm up particles in 

the atmosphere – but the overall effect of cutting 
down electricity appears to be more immediately 
beneficial.  

However, the best idea, according to experts, is 
a white roof with solar panels, which will not only 
absorb heat but turn it into energy that will vastly 
reduce your consumption.  

Flat roofs on Lanzarote can be used for solar panels, 
and can even be a good location for small gardens 
or clothes-drying areas, depending on the shape of 
your house. Calimas and dust, however, mean that 
they can often get dirty. 

However, if your roof is fully waterproofed, a quick 
hose down will return it to its original spotless 
whiteness, especially if have a more modern 
polyurethane coating. Make sure you catch the run 
off in a container and use it to water your plants. 

SE O

Lanzarote white roofs aren’t just there to look 
pretty. Those gleaming white houses also play 
an important part in keeping your home cool.

“White reflects heat, 
leaving your home 
cooler and cutting 

energy costs.” 

Roof
◆     Waterproofing and 
        maintenance free for 
        20 years guaranteed

◆     Fully water resistant   

◆     Fully UV Resistant 

◆     No discolouring

◆     Resistant to high 
        temperatures  

◆     BBA certified 
        & CE marked

◆ Rob +34 683 335 147    ◆ Lloyd +34 659 179 792 
◆ +44 7736 251 730  ◆ +44 7909 724 152

◆  email: info@futuroroof.com  ◆  www.futuroroof.com

POLYURETHANE MEMBRANE
liquid polyurethane membrane that 
seamlessly seals your roof with a UV 
protected top coat to give you 
peace of mind.

20 YEAR GUARANTEE
Our waterproof roof coating provides a 
watertight commercial and industrial 
roofing solution, warranted to be leak 
free for 20 years. 

FREE CONSULTATION
While we understand the techniques 
and materials that work best in our 
climate, we know that one size never 
fits all so we can always provide 
bespoke solutions. Contact us for a 
freesurvey. 

INTRODUCING FUTURO COLOUR REVIVE
Bring your faded aluminium windows, doors and
louvres back to life. Out products revives the colour 
and protects against sun damage.
   

See our display in Naturally floors showroom - Puerto Del Carmen

◆     Waterproof and 
        maintenance free for 
        20 years guaranteed

◆     Fully water resistant   

◆ Fully UV Resistant 

◆     Resistant to high 
        temperatures   

◆     ETA certified
        & CE marked

◆     Reflects the suns rays 
        and helps to keep your 
        rooms cooler

This is NOT a paint, it’s a specialised roof coating system
with a 20 year guarantee, made to withstand all weathers.

@futuroroof 

Promotional
Offer
Mention 

Gazette Life for 
Great Discounts

on Roofs & 
Colour Revive

Exclusively 
offering our new 
FR3000 range of
high performance liquid polyurethanes
This is NOT a paint, it’s a specialised roof coating system
with a 20 year guarantee, made to withstand all weathers.

Exclusively 
offering our new 
FR3000 range of
high performance liquid polyurethanes
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PROTECT AND SURVIVE
With a long, hot, dry summer on the way, now’s 
the time to offer some protection for your plants, 
whether they’re in the garden or containers.

Lanzarote’s heat can quickly turn soil bone dry, and 
breezes will strip moisture from leaves – if you don’t 
believe it, see how fast your washing dries here! 

As a result, it’s essential to conserve as much of 
that moisture as possible, and that can be done 
by protecting the soil around the stem of the 
plants, allowing moisture to remain and nourish 
the roots. Picón (black volcanic gravel) is perfect 
for this, especially in higher-lying areas where it 
also absorbs morning dew, but you can also use 

decorative stones and pebbles from garden 
centres (don’t steal from beaches!).

If you like, add some wood mulch, or even torn 
up newspaper before laying the protective layer. 

CUP AND SAUCER CREEPER 
The Cup and Saucer Vine (Corbaea) is one of 
most remarkable garden plants you can see on 
Lanzarote. Its delicate flowers and pale green 
leavers seem too fragile to thrive in this harsh 
climate, but make no mistake – as long they get 
regular water and a bit of nourishment, there’s no 
stopping them.

These vines have even been spotted thriving on 
the run-off from public showers on Lanzarote 
beaches, which accidentally provide the perfect 
combination of regular water and drainage, and 
they can be seen creeping over stone walls 
throughout the island. 

Also known as Cathedral Bells, they grow 
quickly and may need some training in the 
early stages, especially if you want them to 
adorn a trellis or wall, but later they’ll become 
thick and all you need to do is a little trimming 
and deadheading. 

HAVE A BANANA! 
Bananas 

remain an important 
Canarian export – the 

small, sweet local variety has 
fans all over Europe – but 

the industry is mostly 
located on the western 
islands, where vast, 
lush plantations sweep 

down to the sea. 

On Lanzarote, a banana plant 
is a spectacular choice for 
a garden, with its immense, 
deep-green slotted leaves the 

main attraction. It’ll require shelter 
from the wind,  well-fertilised soil 

and plenty of water, and a bunch of 
bananas always does better than a 

solitary plant. Pay attention and you’ll 
soon notice an exotic flower, with little 

bananas forming above it. 

For honest, knowledgeable and reliable service contact JULIE on      928 512 472
649 053 818

Email : juliescott284@gmail.com
www.islalandscapes.com

Isla Landscapes
Gardens 0f Distinction

Specialists in garden design, construction and 
maintenance, volcanic rockery, stone cladding. 

Paved garden paths and terraces, aquatic 
features,irrigation systems installed, pruning 

and ground clearance,
topsoil and picon delivered, advice and 

estimates FREE, no job too small, 
full fiscal licence. 

25 years experience in Lanzarote
Before After
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This month we look at how greenery can 
improve your life, and launch a new monthly 
series that points you towards some of the 
most wonderful green places on Lanzarote. 

If you’re looking for a green subtropical paradise, don’t look out 
of your window as your plane approaches Lanzarote. You’ll see 
a sandy, arid island of lava, rocks and wasteland, with just a few 
smatterings of green. 

This is the eastern Canaries – more similar to the African desert 
100 miles to the west than the lush, green western islands, 
where peaks and crags bring moisture and rain leads to an 
explosion of verdant life. 

But the island’s dry nature just makes those 
green spaces that do exist all the more 
precious and valuable, and gives those of 
us who live here the urge to create more of 
these oases of calm and tranquility.

Gardens do calm people. Research has 
shown that stress levels in humans of all 
ages decrease when they’re in a green, 
natural environment, and town planners 
have long known of the therapeutic value of 
parks and green spaces. These are places 
where people socialise, walk, play and live 
out their leisure time.

And creating your own green corner of 

EELush

www.mandragoragarden.com  •  mandragoragarden@yahoo.es  •  Tel.: 659 81 27 53
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No.1 artificial grass company in the Canaries
Payment option available, & any written like for like quote will be matched

THE LAWN SPECIALIST

• Product & Service Second to None  • Specialist Unique Installation • Can be applied to any surface  • Great around pools & Spas to avoid slipping

GreenAsGrass

Please contact Lucy on 696 270 282 or Peter on 625 946 159  Office 928 854 759  -  gagcanaries@hotmail.com

10 year guarantee

Artificial
Grass

Please find us on FacebookPlease find us on Facebook

Established 10 years

ed

ed to an s rface

We are now in 
our 13th year 
transforming 

people's outside 
spaces...

The first five star hotel on Lanzarote is also the home of one of the most 
stunning gardens on the island – an indoor jungle which was designed by 
César Manrique and was inspired by the Hanging Gardens of Babylon.

The inner atrium of the hotel, which was designed by the Pritzker-prize winning 
architect Fernando Higueras, is stunning, with creepers trailing from circular 
tiers that reach up to the roof, tall elegant palm trees and lush vegetation that 
thrives around pools and stone waterfalls. Elegant wooden walkways allow you 
to explore further.

It’s a place that inspires and delights, and the outdoor gardens, also designed 
by Manrique are just as wonderful. 

You don’t have to be a guest to visit the gardens, but make sure to ask 
at the reception.

Garden of the month
                                                        Hotel Melia Salinas, Costa Teguise

the world has also been shown to be immensely beneficial. There’s a deep 
satisfaction about choosing, planting and caring for a garden, slowly learning 
the rhythms and demands of nature, and losing yourself among other living 
things. This is no surprise - human beings have lived alongside plants and 
nature for millennia.

If you do have a garden space, then you’re blessed. Lanzarote has 
stunning garden centres where you can buy exactly what you need, and 
the island’s brilliant sunshine ensures that many plants and flowers thrive 
brilliantly here, with the help of a little tender loving care. 

But even smaller spaces can be greened. Any balcony, for example, is a 
suntrap where plants will be happy to live, and on Lanzarote, where the line 
between indoors and outdoors is blurred, even your interior can be made to 
look like a green paradise.

One of the most rewarding things a gardener can do on Lanzarote is simply 
get out and about. Discover charming rural villages where gorgeously unruly 
gardens spill out onto the street; discover those cool, green retreats that exist 
in nature and in the tourist centres; find restaurants and hotels where greenery 
is used to create a beautiful atmosphere. Just drink it all in, feel the inspiration 
flow through you, then return home, get your hands dirty and create your own 
green paradise.

The garden is an example of how Manrique 
blended nature with design.
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f you e been following the all new  onda Passport, you might be 
wondering how to ma e this awesome upcoming S  perfect for you  

on t worry, because here s an easy brea down of the Passport s trims 
and accessory pac ages  

Honda PASSPORT
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KEEP IT DOWN!

NO SPARE!

Noise cameras could soon be 
a fixture on UK roads after the 
Department for Transport (DfT) 
announced new plans to tackle 
noisy drivers.

The cameras, which detect cars or 
motorbikes exceeding the legal noise 
limit, will be trialled in several locations 
over the next seven months.

They’re part of plans to address the 
issue of noise pollution, and could 
be rolled out across the country if 
the trial proves successful.

The cameras could work in a similar 
way to speed cameras, automatically 
capturing the number plate of 
offending vehicles as they pass.  

The trial responds to growing 
concerns by police forces about 
excessive noise from car and 
motorbike engines, particularly in 
quieter residential areas.

Noise cameras are already in use in 
other countries, including Canada, 
Australia and Singapore, but this 
trial will be the first time the devices 
have been used on UK roads.

Flat tyres could soon become a 
thing of the past after a key player 
unveiled its latest innovation – a 
completely airless tyre.

The Unique Puncture-proof Tire 
System (Uptis for short) has been 
created by Michelin, and the French 
manufacturer hopes to see the tyres 
on roads by 2024.

Created in partnership with 
General Motors, the new airless 
tyre could revolutionise the car 
industry, improving driver safety, fuel 
economy and sustainability.

Although still in the prototype phase 
of development, the tyres could 
have significant implications for the 
future of motoring, particularly in 
terms of safety.

Airless tyres would mean an end 
to flat tyres, punctures and blow-

outs, which would in turn see 
safer cars and safer roads for all 
users, whether drivers, cyclists or 
pedestrians.

In fact, manufacturers say the 
tyres – which are made from 
resin-embedded fibreglass and an 
aluminium wheel – would need no 
maintenance at all.

Michelin predicts that improved 
reliability and the fact existing wheels 
can be fitted with new treads would 
eliminate the need for 200 million 
annual tyre replacements. 

The 2019 Honda Passport is set to come out in four distinct trims, 
each with more standard features than the last. Every model will be 
comfortable, powerful, and off-road capable.

The entry-level 2019 Honda Passport Sport includes lots of great 
features on-road comfort and off-road capability It comes in 2WD or 
AWD with 20-inch alloy wheels, Honda Sensing, and comfortable cloth 
seats. Its standard 9-speed automatic transmission gives you excellent 
control and capability on the road, as well as Smart Start, Remote 
Engine Start, and Auto Stop-Start technology. It comes decked out in 
LEDs, too, including projector headlights, fog lights, daytime running 
lights, and taillights. There’s a 215-watt audio system with six speakers, 
plus a subwoofer, and two USB ports to connect your device to. You’ll 
also find an eight-way power driver’s seat with power lumbar support. 
In addition to the Honda Sensing safety suite, the Sport has a three-way 
backup camera to help you reverse.
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The Rojillos (The Reds) went into their last game of 
the season at home on the 19th May knowing that a 
single point would be enough to clinch a playoff spot 
for promotion to the Segunda B (Third Tier).

The team that they were facing was second placed La 
Palma side CD Mensajero who had already qualified for 
a top four finish whatever the result; however a win for 
either team would guarantee the second spot and also 
a Copa Del Rey position for next season.

Lanzarote had plenty of chances to take the lead 
but the visitors hit on the break and went 0-1 up just 
before half-time. The Rojillos, urged on by over 2000 
supporters, huffed and puffed but could not find a way 
through and ended the season in fifth place, just one 
point short of the playoffs.

The fans ‘Player of the Season’ award was won by 
winger Miguel Gómez who had an exceptional year. It 
was presented to him by fans Carole and Fran.

The Socios (members) of the club voted in a new 
President on the 11th June. 48-year-old lawyer Claudio 
Doreste will hold the reins of the club for the next four 
seasons.

Claudio is from Gran Canaria but has lived on Lanzarote 
for 21 years and is married with two sons. He has an 
incredible passion for football and also speaks good 
English and a little German, which he enjoys practising.

The team will begin training in mid July and season 
tickets will also be available around the same time from 
me at the markets.

 

www.lanzarotefootball.com 

Lanzarote Football Club  

+34 649963943 (Ian) 

info@mercancialanzarote.com

Official club shirts and 

merchandise are on sale with 

Ian at the clubs stal l  at Teguise 

market every Sunday (near 

the public toi lets) and also at 

the Puerto Del Carmen Old 

Town market every Friday. All 

markets are from 10am to 2pm.

Carole and Fran presenting Miguel Gómez with the player of the season award.
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Carole and Fran presenting Miguel Gómez with the player of the season award.
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COSTA TEGUISE

POINTS
PUERTO DEL CARMEN

PUERTO CALERO

PLAYA HONDA

TÍAS

DEILAND

PLAYA BLANCA OUTLYING AREAS
• Newsagent & Bookshop
• La Caixa Bank
• Tourist Office
• Location
• Dr Mager
• Shamrock Irish Bar
• Red Lion
• The Mill
• Moonlight
• Hotel Coronas Playa
• Black Bull
• Motown
• Dolphin Inn
• The Swan Inn
• Sunset Sport Bar
• British Cafe
• Cactus Jacks
• Golf Course
• La Esquina
• Chemists
• Coronas Apartments
• Lottery shop
• Post office
• Playa Bastián Apartments
• Los Amigos Restaurant
• Nazaret Hotels
• Hollywood Bar
• Vet Los Charcos
• Ferretería Costa Teguise
• Teguise Broker
• The Grandfather
• Highlander Bar

• Gazette Life Office
• Bookswop I
• Bookswop II
• Smartie Pants
• Tourist Office
• Post Office
• Overseas Supermarket
• First Choice / Tui
• Casino
• Roper Properties                
• Colegio Hispano Británico
• Gee Gee´s
• Lanis Suites
• Las Calas            
• Real Estate Lanzarote 
• Mucky Duck
• White Lion
• The Tavern 
• The Galeon
• Finnigans Wake
• E.B.F.
• Clásicos Café
• Hospiten
• Old Town Sports Bar
• Chemists
• Lanzarote Investments
• Sculpture
• The Nags Head
• Iberoservice
• Health Centre
• Hotel Lanza Playa
• Rancho Texas
• Mario´s Restaurant
• Lolita 
• Tapas Tree
• Viajes Caravana 
• Indelasa
• Golf Club
• Lineas Romero
• British Surgery
• Music Hall Tavern
• The Codfather
• The Hot Spot
• The Cavern
• House Lanzarote
• Opti+ Vision 

• Pappardella
• Parafarmacia
• Le Parisien
• Sol y Arte
• Amura
• Puerto Calero Offices
• Submarine Safaris

• Overseas Supermarket
• Imprenta Minerva
• Chemist 
• Lolita
• Erik.it
• Terraza Concorde
• ITV Playa Honda
• Nakai Bar
• Gigabyte

 

• Tias Fruits
• Chemists
• Kuchen Kitchens
• Zafiro Tours
• La Caixa
• Galerias Laura
• Chacón
• Colorworks
• Town Hall
• Tienda Verde
• Cuco
• Health Centre
• A Little Bit Bazar
• Veterinaria Tías

• Lolita                    
• Liquid                   
• Worten                   
• Chemist

• Bookswop III
• C.C. Rubicon - Shop & Fun
• Chemist
• Aqualava
• The Big Blue Sea
• Tourist Office
• La Caixa Bank
• Irish Anvil
• Kirsty Hairdresser
• Optima Estates
• Walk - Fundgrube
• Jon W. Olsen
• Viajes Caravana
• Snug Bar
• Home Zentrum
• Port of Call
• Café 34
• Lanzasur
• Ursula Falcón
• Sandra’s Cafe
• Freedom Properties
• Dr. Mager
• Las Brisas
• Las Casitas
• Casas del Sol
• Milano Home Factory
• Property Solutions
• Lanzarote Investments
• Santo Zumo
• Plaice in the Sun
• Post Office
• Imagine India
• C.C. El Pueblo
• Mioptica
• La Rústica Pizzeria
• Overseas Supermarket
• Eco NATURALLY
• Arena Bar
• Bari Vets

ARRECIFE
• Tourist Office  
• Nortysur
• Arrecife Gran Hotel
• Ensueños
FAMARA
• Tertulia 
• Las Bajas Restaurant
HARIA
• Chemist  
• Rest. El Mirador de Haría
LA GERIA
• Bodega El Grifo 
• Bodega El Campesino
LA SANTA
• Club La Santa 
• Los Dolores Cafe
MÁCHER
• Flower Power  
• Sociedad Mácher
MALA
• Chemist 
• Health Centre
SAN BARTOLOMÉ
• San Simón 
• Chemist  
• Health Centre
• Biomeco
TAHICHE
• British School  
• Bakery  
• Chemist
TEGUISE
• Chemist  
• Bankia 
• Emporium  
• Tourist Office
• La Cantina  
• Bakery
• Hotel Palacio Ico
TINAJO
• Bakery  
• Chemist
UGA
• Cook in Lanzarote
YAIZA
• Town Hall
• Chemist

Available throughout the island, at the premises of all our advertisers 
and at over 500 selected distribution points, also at our office at: 

Montaña Tropical, Puerto del Carmen. 
Also for sale at main media outlets including the airport.

emai l :  d istr ibut ion@gazettel i fe.com
www.gazettel i fe.com

Also avai lable from our off ice in Puerto del Carmen at Cal le Toscón S/N C.C. Montaña Tropical, Unit 30-32 Available throughout the island, at the premises of all our advertisers and at over 500 selected distribution points,
 also at our office at: Montaña Tropical, Puerto del Carmen. Also for sale at main media outlets including the airport.

Also available from our office in Puerto del Carmen at Calle Toscón S/N C.C. Montaña Tropical, Unit 30-32

email: distribution@gazettelife.com
www.gazettelife.com

GAZETTE LIFE DISTRIBUTION
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MARKETPLACE
CONSTRUCTION SERVICES

Lock systems with non copiable keys 
   Need a safe for your valuables? 
                      Call us - we can supply and fit
                         Digital locks, window locks, door locks, 
                           patio door locks, padlocks - 

                       LANZ LOCKS for anything lock related

For a professional locksmith service 
contact Brian on 620 896 185 or 928 845 886

www.lanzlocks.com    info@lanzlocks.com

The Lock People

MOBILE KEY
CUTTING SERVICE 

Want 1 key for all 
your locks?

Official distributor for Lanzarote

Probably the best lock cylinder on the island. 
Only you can get a copy of your key!  

NEW AND REPLACEMENT LOCKS

TRANSPORT SERVICE CARPENTRY AND JOINERY

Single …. 37 x 58

Double ….76 x 58

Triple  ….116 x 58

Carpentry & Joinery

Kitchen design
and installation
Kitchen design
and installation   • Kitchens • Bathrooms 

• Bedrooms • Pergolas
• Gates • Shutters 

• Internal & external doors 
• Windows 

• Bespoke furniture

Over 30 years experience 

• Refurbishment 
• Property maintenance

Please visit our website 

www.geminiserviceslanzarote.com - Contact Adam on 0034 689775058 
Email : adam@geminiserviceslanzarote.com

www.aguaclara.eu
Call Ray : 661 041 155

All the fresh water you need 
for drinking and cooking for 

only 3 cents a litre. 
Domestic and commercial

WATER 
FILTER

WATER FILTERS MAINTENANCE & CONSTRUCTION SERVICES
City & Guilds qualified

Property Reforms, Carpentry, Bathrooms, Kitchens, Pergolas,
 All Building works covered • Over 30 years experience

CWS Maintenance 
& Construction

 info@cwsmaintenance.com • www.cwsmaintenance.es • Find us on facebook

Call Mike for a quote
636 828 031

City & Guilds qualified

Property Reforms, Carpentry, Bathrooms, Kitchens, Pergolas,
 All Building works covered • Over 30 years experience

CWS Maintenance 
& Construction

 info@cwsmaintenance.com • www.cwsmaintenance.es • Find us on facebook

Call Mike for a quote

636 828 031

As easy as 1, 2, 3

and enjoy your FREE CLASSIFIED

1  Click on Classified 
2  Login or Register    3  Place your Ad

ENTERTAINMENT MASSAGE

SPANISH PAPERWORK
MAKING YOUR LIFE EASIER

By Handling 
     All Your Spanish Dilemmas!
ByByByByByByByB HHHHHHHHanananananananddldldldldldd ininiinininng g g g gg
    AAAAAAAAllllllllllll YYYYYYYouououououur r r r rrr SpSpSpSpSpSpSpSpanananananananiisisisisisisshh h h h hh DiDiDiDiDiDiDilelelelelelemmmmmmmmmmmmmasasasasasasas!!!!
By Handling 
     All Your Spanish Dilemmas!

• Residencias • NIE’s 
• Electric/Water 
• Social Security
• Registrations at Town Halls
        ••••• And much more…

British/Spanish speaking 
with 15 years experience

(0034) 628 015 322
info@spanishpaperwork.com
www.spanishpaperwork.com

SPANISH PAPERWORK
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MARKETPLACE

STARLIGHT
• Do you need a carer?

• Do you need a home help?
• Do you need a babysitter?

We have a team of quali�ed carers.
Reasonable rates.

CARE & BABY 
SITTING SERVICES

For a free assessment 
with no obligation

This is a registered 
company G35794155

Please 
contact us on

636 582 076
Email: starlightservicesscp@yahoo.com

CARE SERVICES ROOFING SERVICES

FREE 
WRITTEN 

QUOTATIONS

in all types of
ROOF WORK & MAINTENANCE

SPECIALISTS

20+ years UK experience.
radleyroofsolutions@gmail.com  •  Find us on

www.radleyroofsolutions.com
Call  648 046 890 now 

for a professional service at an affordable price.
Calle del Catamaran, 6.  35508 Costa Teguise, Lanzarote

Tel: 628 272 993 or 608 594 870 or Phone 928 836 868
Email: lanzadecor@yahoo.com  •  www.lanzadecor.com

Reliable and Professional

Painter and Decorator

City and Guilds Qualified

Over 30 years of experience

•  Painting Interior and Exterior  •  Wallpapering

• Restaining and varnishing woodwork

•  Also available for any household maintenance

•  References can be supplied

Quality finish at affordable pricesQuality finish at affordable prices

•  All Areas Covered

PAINTING

WATCH TV!
UK and 

WORLDWIDE 

Simple plug and play 
devices

Call Mark 

Mob +34 679 321 823
O�ce +928 346 834

TV SERVICES DECORATING BUILDING SERVICES

THE COMPLETE BUILDING 
& MAINTENANCE 

SERVICE
Professional 

Specialised Trades 
with 30 yrs experience. 

Call : Paul Daly
678 802 666

DALY
BUILDING SERVICES THE COMPLETE 

BUILDING & 
MAINTENANCE SERVICE
Professional Specialised Trades 

with 30 yrs experience. 
The Islands Premiere finishers

Call : Paul Daly 
678 802 666

Email:
dbslanzarote@gmail.com
Visit our website to view our work

www.dalybuildingservices.com 

DALY BUILDING SERVICES

Visit our website to view our work
www.dalybuildingservices.com 

THE COMPLETE 
BUILDING & MAINTENANCE 

SERVICE
Professional Specialised Trades with 30 yrs experience. 

The Islands Premiere finishers

Call : Paul Daly
678 802 666

Email:dbslanzarote@gmail.com

DALY

Visit our website to view our work
www.dalybuildingservices.com 

BUILDING 
SERVICES

Email:
dbslanzarote@gmail.com

Visit our website to view our work
dalybuildingservices.com 

PAVING SERVICES

626 492 701 - 928 524 013
www.lanzaroteblinds.com   

info@solysom.es Sun & Shade Blinds

Call Louise for a visit and design ideas

We are specialists in awnings, windbreaks 
and interior window blinds

STYLISH AWNINGS
SUN & SHADE 

BLINDS

SHOWER ENCLOSURES
New in our showroom 

an elegante selection of shower screens 
Duscholux / Showerlux

MOSQUITO BLINDS

Closed 

from 15th of 

July till 21st 

of July

HOME IMPROVEMENTS

Single …. 37 x 58

Double ….76 x 58

Triple  ….116 x 58

SCOOTERS, WHEELCHAIRS 
powered or self propelled, 

HYDROLIC HOISTS, 
BATH & TOILET AIDS.

For further information or to hire any of these appliances.
DELIVERY & COLLECTION INCLUDED

PLEASE CONTACT ROY on
ENG - 606 75 43 42 / ESP - 650 257 097

www.mobilityaids-lanzarote.com
E-mail:enquiries@mobilityaids-lanzarote.com

Mobility Aids
Lanzarote 

S.L.

MOBILITY AIDS

For honest, knowledgeable and 
reliable service contact JULIE on      

928 512 472
649 053 818

Email : juliescott284@gmail.com
www.islalandscapes.com

Specialists in garden design, 
construction and maintenance, volcanic 

rockery, stone cladding. 
Paved garden paths and terraces, 
aquatic features,irrigation systems 

installed, pruning and ground clearance,
topsoil and picon delivered, advice and 

estimates FREE, no job too small, 
full fiscal licence. 

25 years experience in Lanzarote

Isla Landscapes
Gardens 0f Distinction

LANDSCAPING AND GARDEN SERVICES

COURIER SERVICES
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MARKETPLACE

Single …. 37 x 58

Double ….76 x 58

Triple  ….116 x 58

Lanzarote Drain Services
• Drains Unblocked
  • High Pressure Water Jetting
    • Camera Surveys & Reports
      • Sonar Drain Tracing
        • Excavations & Repairs
          • New Installations

call NOBBY  628 104 752

DRAIN SERVICES PAINTING SERVICES

From 15€ per month - 100 UK TV channels, including RTE 1/2 TV3 TG4
7 day catch up - upto 13000 additional recordings of latest movies and box sets..
ALL SPORTS ALSO AVAILABLE FOR BARS AND RESIDIENTIAL CLIENTS!!

CALL ROSSI FOR FREE ADVICE ON the above channels and much much more!!!!: 679 316 036
EMAIL ME ON : - santororossi1974@gmail.com

FREESAT Lanzarotes leading satellite & internet TV supplier for over 15 years 

From 15€ per month - 100 UK TV channels, including RTE 1/2 TV3 TG4
7 day catch up - upto 13000 additional recordings of latest movies and box sets..

ALL SPORTS ALSO AVAILABLE FOR BARS AND RESIDIENTIAL CLIENTS!!
CALL ROSSI FOR FREE ADVICE ON the above channels and much much more!!!!: 

679 316 036  or  EMAIL ME ON : - santororossi1974@gmail.com
FREESAT Lanzarotes leading satellite & internet TV supplier for over 15 years 

TV SERVICES GRILLS AND GATES
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MARKETPLACE

PEBBLE TEC
POOL FINISHES

•  Range of colours
•  Stain resistant
•  Non slip texture
•  Over 160 completed pools in
    Lanzarote & Fuerteventura
•  Skilled installers 
    with 10 yrs experience

Telephone Chris:
667 906 214

www.aquadreamspools.com

POOL SERVICES ALUMINIUM PRODUCTS

ALUMINIUM
DESIGN

& BUILDING SERVICES
Design to your speci�cation at a�ordable 

prices, doors, windows, pergolas, etc. 
Free planning and advice service. 

25 years experience 
of renovating property in Lanzarote.

aluminiumdesignlanzarote.com
Email: aluminiumdesignlanzarote@yahoo.es

Tel: 679 955 950

ALUMINIUM PRODUCTS

29 YEARS EXPERIENCE in Property 
Restoration, Renovations and Refurbishments.

• Kitchens • Bathrooms 
• Fincas and Apartments

• Tiling • Plastering • Decorating 
• Piedra Stone Installations • Patios 

• Landscaping • Pool Fibreing 
• Tiling and Pebble Tec Finishing.
Maintenance and Management.

Contact julian 637 832 982
Or visit www.lanzarote-builders.com

BUILDING SERVICES

B.E. Welding Services
bill.etchells@hotmail.com Over 30 years experience

Phone Billy for a free quote.  Prompt reliable service

Tel.: 639 916 557Tel.: 639 916 557

IS YOUR HOME 
SECURE?      
• Customized window grills 
• Security door grills 
• Iron gates & railings 
• All made to your design 

IS YOUR HOME 
SECURE?      
• Customized window grills 
• Security door grills 
• Iron gates & railings 
• All made to your design 

B.E. Welding Services

WELDING SERVICES

TEL/FAX: 928 519 252

Installers of UPVC windows, doors, 
conservatories, atrium roofs, patio & French doors. 

Complete with toughened DG units. 
All colours available.

WINDOW & CONSERVATORY SPECIALISTS

WINDOW & CONSERVATORY SPECIALISTS

WINDOW & CONSERVATORY SPECIALISTS

TEL: 928 518 663

Installers of uPVC 
Aluminium & Wood windows, doors, 

conservatories, atrium roofs, 
patio & French doors. 

Complete with toughened DG units. 
All colours available.

WINDOWS - DOORS - CONSERVATORIES BODY & HEALTH

COMPLETE MANAGEMENT 
& MAINTENANCE SERVICES

For villa & apartment owners.
We are an established family run

company that knows the importance
of customer satisfaction.

For more info on our services visit
our website: 

www.totaldevelopments.com

Email: info@totaldevelopments.com

Tel: 928 515 020 
Mob: 628 354 887

PROPERTY SERVICES

PLUMBING & POOL SERVICES

UPHOLSTERY CLEANING

CALL Cathy or Paul on 628 835 174

Professional cleaning 
services using injection / 
extraction machine. 
More than 22 years 
experience.

Perfect for all upholstery
• CARPETS  •  RUGS  
•  SOFAS  •  MATTRESES etc.
               Crystal Clear

CLEANING SERVICES PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
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For Sale

Art, Decor, Antiques, 
Home, Wear, Gifts, Yurts. 
Come and visit us on 
C/Notas 15 -Villa de 
Teguise

Telephone: 

928 845 069
www.emporium.es
PIC -H.S.

Motors

Tuition & Translation

Health & Beauty

CARS WANTED
Any condition. MOT 
failers. Cash paid
Tel Alan:

689 693 728
L-05.19

ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS
Los Lirios recovery group
Website:
www.aaloslirios.org
Tel: +34 655 835 411
L-12.19

Music & Entertainment

MOBILE CHIROPODIST
Fully qualified. 
10% Discount with this 
advert.
Call Kirsty on: 

605 153 137
www.kdfootsteps.com
L-05.19

A-Z PAPERWORK
What paperwork 
problems? From 
residencias, buying cars, 
NIEs, translating bank 
letters to police reports.
Tel Guy on

676 455 282
L-R.N. (04.18)

SPOTLIGHT 
Part time contract 
employment agency. 
Musicians, singers, 
dancers, DJS  & more! 
Call Lez Barber: 

+34 690 964 520
L-07.19

MOBILITY AIDS
Scooters, wheelchairs 
powered or self propelled, 
hydrolic hoists, bath & 
toilet aids. Delivery & 
collection included
Please contact Roy on: 

606 754 342 
L-J.F. 

BRITISH SURGERY
General practitioner
24 h ambulance
E.C.G, Peditrician
Orthopaedic surgeon
Laboratory
24 h Telephone 

928 514 274
L-R.N. (04.18)

Classifieds

DR. MAGER
General medicine
Internal medicine
Surgery
Gynaecology
Allergology
Dermatology
Pediatrics
Physiotherapy
Telephone: 
928 512 611
info@lanzamedic.com

L- B-B.F.. (04.18)

Physiotherapy Centre

Physiotherapy, 
Rehabilitation, 
Acupuncture.
Massages: Deep tissue + 
triggerpoints, Relaxing, 
Lymphatic Drainage. 
Half hour 20€
Full hour 40€
Gift vouchers available
For appointment call

928 515 836
amaya_barr@hotmail.com

PIC-B.F.

High quality furniture. 
Everything for your home. 
Personalised service.
Delivery & Assembly
No obligation quote

Telephone:  

928 520 405
info@mueblessansimon.com
PIC -C.M.

ENSUEÑOS
The largest showroom in 
the Canaries. 
High quality bedroom 
accessories. 
Sheets & pillows. 
Pillow & mattress covers. 
Immediate delivery
www.colchoneslanzarote.es  

B-C.M.

Bathroom fixtures, 
sanitary ware, taps, 
ferreteria & large DIY 
section. Marble, granite, 
natural & volcanic stone. 
All available and cut to 
size. Free estimates

Telephone: 

928 524 233
www.indelasa.com
PIC -C.M.

COOK IN LANZAROTE
Hands-on cookery 
courses in Uga. Spanish, 
Canarian cooking and 
more with local organic 
ingredients.
Informations and bookings:
cookinlanzarote.com 

+34 633 167 170
L-B.F.

Interior Design Projetct
Integral Reform
Sale of furniture, 
Decoration and Lighting 

Telephone:

928 521 413
www.pabloramosbaldi.com
PIC -B.F. (01.19)

IF YOU CAN’T SPEAK
SPANISH
and need help with: 
residencias, hospital 
visits, notaries, etc.

Call  Helen

646 777 833   : ) 
B-05.19

ITV PLAYA HONDA
Our highly qualified staff 
together with the latest 
technology, makes ITV 
Playa Honda the perfect 
centre for your next 
vehicle inspection.

Call 

928 582 555
B-B.F. (01.19)

OPTI+ VISION
Prescription glasses, 
Contact lenses, 
sunglasses, Glaucoma 
prevention.
Guarantee of adaptation 
to progressive lenses.

Book an appointment now:   

928 514 275 
B-B.F.

PERSONAL TRAINING
Whatever your age, 
shape or fitness level! 
Individual & group 
sessions
Holidays & fitness breaks
For more information call Mitch: 

928 529 854
614 498 662 
L-B.F.

Situation Vacant

ESTATE AGENT 
JOB OFFER
Must speak English and 
Spanish

Call:   

+34 629 531 472 
B-B.F.

We would like to thank 
our clients for their 
support over the 13 
succesful years we have 
been trading. 
But the time has come 
for Margaret to retire. 
We closed on June 29 
2019. 
Beauty & Holistic 
treatments with Leigh 
will be at Coronas Playa 
Hotel - Playa Bastian - 
Costa Teguise
Phone Hotel:  

928 826 640
Ext 120
B-J.F.

Beauty treatments 
Massages
Facials
Holistic therapies
Waxing
make-up
Chemical treatments

Telephone:  

666 676 572
laluzhairandbeauty@yahoo.com
PIC -J.F. (01.19)

GABIMEDIC
Medical Specialists:
Dermatology/PRP Plasma
Cardiology/Medical 
ultrasonics
General Medicine/ Stress 
ECG
Physiotherapy/
Traumatology
Aesthetic medicine
Special examination 
methods.
Telephone: 

928 597 766
WhatsApp:

+34 615 477 023
www.centrogabimedic.com
See main ad for more info
L-C.M.

Simple innovative 
solutions for a better way 
of living.

Telephone:  

928 521 387
info@biomeco.es

www.biomeco.es
PIC - B-B.F. (12.18)

SOL Y SOMBRA
We are specialists in 
awnings, windbreaks 
and interior window 
blinds

Call Louise for a visit and design 

ideas:   

626 492 701
928 524 013
B-J.F.

An emporium of local 
goods and souvenirs, 
unique pieces of art and 
jewellery handmade in 
the Canary Islands, and 
eco-friendly products.

Telephone:  

928 521 387
info@biomeco.es

www.biomeco.es
PIC -B-B.F. (12.18)

COSTA TEGUISE SALON
We create homes with 
their own personality.
See our main ad in the 
magazine
Telephone:

928 524 597
PIC -C.M.
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Personal

LANZAROTE 
FREEMASONS
Are you a freemason or 
ever thought of being 
one?
Please contact
+34 674 485 957
alanh5234@gmail.com
www.lanzarotemasons.com

B-05.20

Classifieds Email: classified@gazettelife.com - Classifieds from 0.70€

Cleaning

Property Management

UPHOLSTERY 
CLEANING
professional cleaning 
services using 
injection/extraction 
machine - perfect for 
upholstery, sofas, rugs, 
car interiors, bar stools, 
etc.
Call Crystal Clear on:

628 835 174
L- 07.19

Plumbing

PLUMBER
UK QUALIFIED
All plumbing works 
Heaters & pumps 
repaired + property 
maintenance. 
No job too small
Call Peter:  
636 611 408
PIC-06.19

Lanzarote Drain 
Services

BLOCKED?
Toilets, baths/showers, 
sinks, drains, etc. 
Unblocked Fast
Call Nobby: 

628 104 752
PIC-06.19

DOULTON WATER 
FILTER
All the fresh water you 
need for drinking and 
cooking for only 3 cents 
a litre. Domestic and 
commercial
www.aguaclara.eu
661 041 155
L- 07.19

PEST CONTROL
Offers professional 
services from residential 
and commercial pest 
control. 
All work is guaranteed
Call Alex on

689 085 508
B-06.19

General Services

ENGLISH TV!!! 
UK and Worldwide
Simple plug and play 
and watch TV
Call Mark:
Mob: 
+34 679 321 823
Office:  
+34 928 346 834
P-06.19

TOTAL DEVELOPMENTS
Professional cleaning 
services
Telephone:

628 354 887
L- J.F

FUTURO ROOF
Exclusive Canarian 
Supplier of Permaroof 
500
Polyurethane membrane
20 year guarantee
Free consultation
Roof coatings
Rob: 
+34 683 335 147
Lloyd: 
+34 659 179 792
info@futuroroof.com
H.S.

OPTIMA VILLAS
Villa cleaning, preparation 
and inspection service, 
including Egyptian cotton 
sheets and towels (incl. 
beach towels)
24 hr emergency service.
For more details visit:
www.optimavillaslanzarote.com

H.S.

Sewing services in 
Lanzarote. 
Curtains & cushion 
covers made to order. 
Alterations to curtains 
and any item of clothing. 
Specialising in alterations 
to Bridalwear & Mens 
tailored suits

Give me a call:

630 490 441
for free quote
PIC-R.N. (08.18)

CORGI GAS/PLUMBER
UK qualified. All works 
undertaken Heaters and 
pumps repaired. 
+ property maintenance.
Call Peter:
636 611 408
B-06.19

Gas

ELITE VILLA 
MANAGEMENT
Our services include:
property management, 
villa cleaning, villa 
maintenance, pool 
& spa maintenance, 
gardening, laundry, 
holiday letting, property 
sale, construction, 
administration
Call:  

928 518 980
info@elitevillamanagement.com

H.S.

Property management, 
administration and legal
www.lanzaservice.com
info@lanzaservice.com

Telephone:

+34 928 513 867
B.F.

WASHING MACHINE
Cookers, M/Waves, 
Water heater repairs. 
Qualified engineer. All 
work guaranteed.
Call Alan on:

699 708 238
L-06.19

TEL/FAX: 928 518 663

WINDOW & CONSERVATORY SPECIALISTS

Installers of UPVC windows, doors, conservatories, atrium roofs, patio & 
French doors. Complete with toughened DG units. All colours available.

WINDOW & CONSERVATORY SPECIALISTS

WINDOW & 
CONSERVATORY 
SPECIALISTS

Installer of uPVC 
Alluminium & wood 
windows, doors, 
conservatories, atrium 
roofs, patio & French 
doors. 
Complete with 
toughened DG units. 
All colours available 
Telephone: 
928 518 663
PIC-R.N.

Pools/Jacuzzis

CLAIRVOYANT 
READER
Provides clarity. 
Answers. 
Guidance.
Contact
+34 649 157 725
B-09.19

WATER & POOL PUMPS
repaired & overhauled
From 40€
Ring Nick

616 304 718
L- 06.19

No pool too big or small
For free quotation
Call Graham on:

676 010 200
B-10.19

TEL/FAX: 928 518 663

WINDOW & CONSERVATORY SPECIALISTS

Installers of UPVC windows, doors, conservatories, atrium roofs, patio & 
French doors. Complete with toughened DG units. All colours available.

WINDOW & CONSERVATORY SPECIALISTS

WE SUPPLY 
AND FIT SOLAR
polycarbonate to your 
existing pergola. No 
painting or refelting ever 
again. No  maintenance 
required and comes with 
a 10 year guarantee. 
Telephone:

928 518 663
PIC-R.N.

PLUMB CRAZY 
PLUMBER & POOL 
ENGINEER
Over 30 yrs experience in
* Domestic plumbing
* Bathrooms conversions
* Kitchen fitting
* Tiling 
* Small building works 
* Painting 
* Pool & Spa maintenance
Reliable service.
No call out too small.
Call Steve Thacker:

669 663 602
928 520 640
L-06.20

REGENERATIVE 
TREATMENT
100% effective.
Removes cellulitis and 
reduces the abdomen
Revitalises skin and 
smooths out wrinkles
Call
+34 622 010 801
to book an appointment

B-J.F.

*Solar pool covers
*Salt Chlorinators
*Pool liners
*Pool & Spa Chemicals
*Desjoyaux Parts
*Astral Pool Parts
All pool covers are made 
measure and cut on site 
to match the shape of 
your pool.
928 518 980
info@mvplanzarote.com
PIC-

GENERAL 
PLUMBING SERVICES
Hot water thermos, 
pumps repaired & 
replaced. 
All your plumbing 
requirements catered 
for. Swimming pool 
maintenance & cleaning. 
Aljibe and swimming 
pool laminate lining. 
Domestic water and 
swimming pool leak 
detection and repairs.
Tel Sean:

669 399 403
B-J.F.
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TEGUISE
BROKER

General insurances
Call Emily & Gabriella
Telephone:

928 504 239
619 641 164 
teguisebroker@gmail.com
www.teguisebroker.com
PIC-B.F.

Insurance

Financial Services

WE MANUFACTURE, 
SUPPLY & INSTALL
powder coated 
aluminium windows, 
doors, pergolas, shutters 
and mosquito nets. 
Fast - Efficient & Reliable 
Service.
theallyshop@gmx.com
Telephone:  
928 524 597
Fax: 
928 833 378
Mob:  
679 568 700
PIC-B.F.

B.E WELDING
Is your home secure?
* Customized window 
grills
* Security door grills
* Iron gates & railings
* All made to your design
Telephone: 
639 916 557 
Facebook:
B.E. Welding Services
L- J.F

FLOORCARE 
LANZAROTE

MAURIZIO PIETROBON

TILE CLEANING EXPERT
Are your ceramic floor 
tiles and grout looking 
tired and dirty? 
Deep cleaning of tiles 
and grout can make a 
huge difference. We can 
transform dull marble 
floors to a mirror shine. 
Re-polish and 
protection.. seal kitchen 
tops and bathroom vanity 
tops. Marble craftsman
Ceramic tile cleaner for 
homes/patios/pool areas
Repairs and sealing
Free quote prices 
per sqm
Telephone: 
642 170 866
www.floorcarelanzarote.com
PIC-04.20

Legal Services

ASG LAWYERS
Premier legal firm for EU 
residents, ex-pats and 
investors. 
25 yrs experience, 
bilingual staff, qualified 
and reliable professionals 
at your service.
Telephone:
(0034) 928 806 363

info@asginterconsulting.es

L- . (04.18)

IZQUIERDO Y DE LA 
CUEVA LAWYERS
Spanish wills and advice 
on English wills
Conveyancing and 
transfers of lease
Personal liability. 
Litigation
Family law. 
Specialists in Holiday 
letting laws
Telephone:
(0034) 928 815 262

info@lanzarotelawyers.com

L- R.N. (04.18)

insurance
928 517 709 
678 451 168
www.fia-lanzarote.com
PIC-R.N.

ALUMINIUM DESIGN & 
BUILDING SERVICES

Design to your 
specification at 
affordable prices; doors, 
windows, pergolas, 
conservatories, etc. 
Free planning & advice 
service. 
25 years experience of 
renovating property in 
Lanzarote.
Telephone:  
679 955 950
aluminiumdesignlanzarote@
yahoo.es
aluminiumdesignlanzarote.com
P-J.F. 

Classifieds

INSURANCE
Best prices ever for your 
car, house, health & 
commercial insurance. 
No claims bonus 
respected.

Veronica on

928 801 985
928 801 929
676 217 329
After 2.00 pm
928 845 348
B-09.19

LANZAROTE ABOGADOS
*Unfair Spanish mortgage 
clauses
*Mortgages “floor 
clauses”
*Refund mortgage costs
*Family law
*Criminal law
*Conveyancing
*Official translations
*Spanish wills
Telephone: 
928 816 513

erardo@lanzaroteabogados.com
L- B.F.

RM-LEGAL ABOGADOS
Your English lawyer 
on Lanzarote. We can 
attend you at any of our 
offices in: Arrecife - Playa 
Blanca.
Call for your appointment
928 349 761

info@rm-legal.es

L- B.F.

ELECTRICIAN
English-born Spanish 
qualified. No job too 
small. Fault finding, extra 
sockets to full rewire. 
Bulletins. Free quotations
Sean

615 179 233
L- 06.19

ELECTRICIAN
UK QUALIFIED
NICEIC + 17th Edition 
Installation & repairs, 
heaters & pumps 
repaired. 
No job too small.
Call Peter:  
636 611 408
PIC-06.19

ElectricianBuilding Allied Trades

Painter/Handyman

HANDY TANDY
Tiling, interior & exterior, 
painting, joinery work, 
flat packs assembled. 
Property maintenance. 
Any odd jobs large or 
small
Call Richard

638 734 491
L- 09.19

QUALIFIED PAINTER 
& DECORATOR
Playa Blanca
All aspects covered. 
Fully qualified NVQ 
level 1, 2, 3 painter and 
decorator 
Lee Womersley
655 781 735
leewomersley@yahoo.co.uk
L- 06.19

RELIABLE 
PROFESSIONAL 
PAINTER/DECORATOR
City & guids qualified with 
30 years experience. 
Also available for 
maintenance jobs etc. 
References can be 
supplied. 
Prompt and reasonable. 
Contact me for free quote
Keith: 

628 272 993
608 594 870
lanzadecor@yahoo.com
L- 07.19

TILING  PLUMBING
and fiberglass resin works
Call Kay

636 384 397
L- 02.19

HUNTER’S PAVING
Anytype of groundwork:
- Driveways  
-Terraces    
- Patios        
- Paths
- Tiling          - Painting
Creative desi
gn done to particular 
specifications.
Over 30 years 
experience
Free advice and 
estimates given
Tel Brian: 

+ 34 686 970 425
B-J.F. (03.19)

WE CAN FIND 
A SOLUTION
to get rid of your tax and 
paperwork headaches 
for residents & 
non-residents. A 
professional service from 
a  simple NIF application 
to setting up a company 
with tax declarations.
928 513 311
928 513 300
www.ebfconsulting.com
PIC-R.N.

CWS MAINTENANCE 
& CONSTRUCTION
Property reforms, 
carpentry, bathrooms, 
kitchens, pergolas. All 
building works covered. 
Over 30 yrs experience
Call Mike for a quote

636 828 031
L- J.F.

Locks opened, windows 
& doors repaired. + 
property maintenance.
Call Peter:  
636 611 408
PIC-06.19

LOCKSMITH 
UK REGISTERED

Locksmith

Door opening. Lock 
replacement and repair. 
UK security products 
available.
Call Brian: 
928 845 886
620 896 185
PIC-J.F.

More than 15 years of 
experience in designing 
and manufacturing - 
PVC Carpentry, Metal 
Structures, Metallic 
Carpentry, Aluminium 
Carpentry, Glazing 
Services & Commercial 
Distribution.
See main ad in the 
magazine
Call us:  
928 817 114
680 448 584

www.cepal.com.es
PIC-B.F.
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F E L I C I T A S   H O F A C K E R
R E C H T S A N W Ä L T I N

Main area:
* Spanish wills and 
advice on German & 
English wills
* Inheritance tax
* Death duty
* Precautionary power of 
a attorney
* House purchase
* Defects in construction
Tel: 928 801 351
info@kanzleihofacker.com
P-B.F.

CLEAR INDEPENDENT 
FINANCIAL ADVICE
on: Modelo 720 
‘Asset declaration, 
Cross Border Tax 
Planning, QROPS, 
QNUPS, Inheritance 
and Succession Tax, 
Pensions, Investments.
For free consultation 
contact
Ian Whitby:  634 706 748
George Whitby:
965 020 444
Email: 
info@logicfc.com
www.logicfinancialconsultants.
com
PIC-R.N.

CURRENCIES DIRECT
Don’t lose out on your 
overseas transfers.
- Bank-beating exchange 
rates
- Fee-free transfers on 
over 60 currencies
-Expert guidance and 
tailored transfer services
Contact us today to start 
making great savings:
+34 922 971 781
L- R.N. (05.18)

Classifieds Email: classified@gazettelife.com - Classifieds from 0.70€

PUERTO DEL CARMEN
Bungalow for sale 
opposite San Antonio 
Hotel with seaviews 72 
sqm, 2 bedrooms, full 
kitchen, car driveway, 
community pools, 
community garden.
For info please call:
607 528 977
L-R.N (03.15)

Computing

SICK COMPUTER?
Call the doctor! 
Virus removal, repairs and 
upgrades. Systems built 
to order. Web design and 
hosting. All credit cards 
accepted
Phone:  696 473 446
Web:  compdoc.es
L-06.19

ENGLISH TV!!! 
UK and Worldwide. 
Simple plug and play 
and watch TV
Call Mark:
Mob:  
+34 679 321 823
Office:  
+34 928 346 834
P-06.19

MAN WITH A VAN
Large van for removals, 
deliveries and 
collections. 
Any size of load.
Tel Brian:  

928 514 497
606 823 718
B-07.19

Transport/Hire

GARAGE PARKING
space in Arrecifre.
For info please call: 
606 446 550
B-S.A. (10.18)

Property for Sale

www.RealEstateLanzarote.com
We are looking for 
properties. 
Call us if you wish to 
market your property.
650 436 964
828 609 001
info@realestatelanzarote.com  

PIC-B.F.

MANDRAGORA 
GARDEN
Natural and artificial 
grass. Garden design.
Telephone: 
659 812 753
L-B.F.

FLOWER POWER 
GARDEN CENTRE
Professional service
Healthy plants  
Delivery service. 
Decoration for events + 
plant rental, landscaping. 
Moais, fountains and 
lots more for your garden.
www.flowerpower-lanzarote.es
Telephone:  

928 510 562
Mob:  

619 609 518
L- H.S.

Home & Garden

PROFESSIONAL 
PALM TREE 
MAINTENANCE
Certified with licence 
Nº 1803. 
For free advice and quotations 

call Estif & Raul, Mon - Fri on

686 846 958
655 683 272
or visit my website

www.palmtreespecialist.com
L- 06.19

PREMISES
C.C Costa Luz 1st floor
Seaviews. 
200 sqm.
For info please call: 
607 528 977
B-R.N. (04.18)

LANZAROTE BIKE 
SENSATIONS
Visits us in one of our 
shops in Puerto del 
Carmen for bike rentals, 
sales and repairs:
New and second hand 
bikes Repairs: mechanic 
and equipment Check 
for rental prices, tour 
days availability and 
reservations
Tel: + 34 928 511 301
www.bikesensations.com
B-B.F. (01.19)

Miscellaneous

HOUSE LANZAROTE
Thinking of selling?
Call for a free no 
obligation valuation of 
your property.
Telephone:

928 596 220
www.houselanzarote.com

L- B.F. (01.19)

ESTABLISHED AND
successful hair and 
beauty salon for sale. 
Fully licensed with busy 
client base.
For more information call
Telephone:

609 330 940
L- B.F.

THE TOTAL 
LANZAROTE 
RELOCATION SERVICE
*Door to door
*Full range of packing 
materials
*Storage UK and 
Fuerteventura
*Free House surveys for 
relocations
Telephone:   

928 344 580
Mobile:  

666 504 625
Email: 
info@woodsidecargosl.com
www.woodsidecargosl.com
Find us on Facebook
B-J.F.

Wanted

WE BUY HOUSEHOLD
Furniture, bric a brac, 
tools, etc
Tel Alan: 

689 693 728
B-05.19

VILLA IN TIAS
2 bedrooms 2 
bathrooms, extended 
kitchen, swimming pool. 
Situated in  quiet area.
Telephone:
928 524 973
L-06.19

Sales - Property 
Management - Holiday 
Rentals - Professional 
experience in Lanzarote 
since 1974
Telephone:

+34 928 349 749
UK 

+44 203 150 0181
info@lanzarotedreamhomes.
com  
PIC B-B.F.

RUNNING BAR 
TRASPASO
First line seaview - 
promenade
C. C. Jameos 
Puerto del Carmen
199.000€
Call:
690 205 830
PIC-R.N.

Business Opportunity

Over 15 years of local 
experience with a multi-
lingual team & local 
based offices. We offer 
real estate, building, 
maintenance and rentals. 
We are actively searching 
for new properties to sell. 
Call us today to market 
your property.
928 349 232
info@fplanzarote.com  
PIC-B.F.

FREESAT
100 UK TV channels, 
including RTE 1/2 TV3 
TG4. All sports also 
available for bars and 
residential clients!
Telephone:

679 316 036
L- J.F.
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Mosquito Nets:
Fixed - Roll down - Sliding

C/ Matorral, 6–Tias. Tel: 928 524 597    Open: Monday to Friday 8am - 5pm  

Up to date machinery for manufacturing
and construction of aluminium products

 email : theallyshop@gmx.com  •  www.theallyshop.com

TWO COLOUR
ALUMINIUM FRAMES

Interior & Exterior
   Factory produced - 

        powder coating

We manufacture, supply & install 
powder coated aluminium windows, 

doors, pergolas, shutters 
and mosquito nets

Also fly screen doors

NEW RANGE OF PRODUCTS 
NOW AVAILABLE: 

UPVC WINDOWS 
AND DOORS

       
PLEASE CONTACT
US FOR FURTHER 

INFORMATION

FAST 
EFFICIENT 

& RELIABLE 
SERVICE

Find us 
in the 

Tias Map 
No. 1
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AIRPORT 
Iberia General Info ...................901 111500
Aena General Info ....................928 846000
Flight Information ....................928 846001
Thomson..................................928 516930

AYUNTAMIENTOS
Arrecife ....................................928 812750
Haria ........................................928 835251
San Bartolome .........................928 520657
Teguise ....................................928 845001
Tias ..........................................928 833619
Tinajo .......................................928 840021
Yaiza ........................................928 836220
Lanzarote Cabildo ...................928 810100

BRITISH SCHOOLS
British School of Lanzarote .....928 810085
Colegio Europeo Daos ............928 515818
Colegio Hispano Británico .......928 173066
Colegio Arenas ........................928 590835
Queen’s School (Playa Blanca)
.................................................928 518899

CHEMIST
Puerto del Carmen  .................928 513207
Puerto del Carmen (Old Town) 928 512282
Playa Blanca ............................928 518942
Costa Teguise (CC Jablillo) ......928 826628
Costa Teguise (Islas Canarias) 928 590423

CHURCHES
Anglican Chaplain....................928 514241
Family Church .........................618 186755
Christian Worship Centre ........620 309684
Sunday Worship.......................630 175810
Pastor Norwegian Church .......616 407693

CONSULATES
Britain ......................................928 262508
Ireland ......................................928 815262
Germany ..................................928 491880

CREDIT CARDS - LOST OR STOLEN?
4B ............................................902 114400
AMEX .......................................900 814500
Visa International .....................900 991124

EMERGENCY SERVICES
Police, Fire, Ambulances ......................112
Spanish Emergency Services ...............061
Red Cross (Ambulance) ...........928 812222

FERRIES
Naviera Armas .........................902 220225
Fred Olsen ...............................928 517266
Líneas Romero ........................928 842055

GAZETTE LIFE OFFICES
Reception.................................928 515860
Editorial....................................928 514591
Advertising...............................928 515860
Website .....................www.gazettelife.com

MEDICAL SERVICES 
British Surgery Lanzarote ........928 514274
OR FREEPHONE .....................900 811555
Hospital Arrecife ......................928 595000
Alcoholics Anonymous ............638 484113
Dr. Mager Clinic .......................928 512611
Hospiten Lanzarote .................928 596100
Overeaters Anonymous ...........662 116415

POLICE
Arrecife ....................................928 811317
Haría ........................................928 835252
San Bartolome .........................928 520712
Teguise ....................................928 845252
Tias ..........................................928 834101
Yaiza ........................................928 830107

POST OFFICES
Costa Teguise ...........................928 827268  
Playa Blanca ............................928 518389
Puerto del Carmen ..................928 510381

TAXI RANKS
Airport ......................................928 520176
Arrecife ....................................928 800806
Haría ........................................620 315350
Teguise/Costa Teguise ............928 524223
Puerto del Carmen/Tías...........928 524220
San Bartolomé .........................928 520176
Tinajo .......................................928 840049
Yaiza/Playa Blanca ..................928 524222

TELEPHONE (MOVISTAR)
Faults .................................................. 1002
Directory Enquiries ..........................  11811
International Directories ................... 11825

TOURIST INFORMATION - LANZAROTE
Arrecife ....................................928 813174
Costa Teguise ..........................928 592542
Puerto del Carmen ..................928 513351
Playa Blanca ............................928 518150

TOURIST INFORMATION - 7 ISLANDS
Lanzarote  ................................928 820704
El Hierro ...................................922 550302
Fuerteventura ..........................928 860604
Gran Canaria ...........................928 771550
La Gomera ...............................922 870281
La Palma ..................................922 423340
Tenerife ....................................928 635192

TRANSPORT
ITV Station (MOT) ....................928 582555
Intercity Bus ............................928 811522

UTILITIES
Endesa (Electricity) ..................800 760909
Canal Gestión (Water) ..............928 814400
Iberdrola ..................................900 225235

VETS
Jane Burke.......928 513895 or 649 910784 

Telephone
Numbers

Fiesta Season
Summer sees dozens of local fiestas on Lanzarote. Here’s 
what you need to know to fully enjoy them.

Fiestas are, first and foremost, religious occasions, when the 
Virgin or the Saint that the town has adopted as its patron 
is venerated. This usually takes place on the Saint’s Day, or 
the closest Sunday to it, and often involves the statue in the 
local church being taken out and paraded. Songs are sung, 
flowers offered and mass is held.

However, this is usually the culmination of the fiesta, which 
may start up to two or three weeks before the day in 
question. It will be marked by various activities for locals of all 
ages, from art competitions to walks, from sporting events to 
concerts and verbenas (open air balls).

Each town or village will issue a programme of events in 
advance, although it may not always be easy to get hold of. 

However, fiestas are also known for celebration and wild 
abandon, and this usually takes place at concerts or dances 
held towards the end of the festivities. If you’re joining the 
fun, remember to avoid drink-driving. 

This month, fiestas will take place in Femés, Valterra in 
Arrecife, Arrieta, La Graciosa, La Santa, Masdache and 
Tahiche. Puerto del Carmen Old Town will hold its unique 
celebration of the Virgin of Carmen on the second weekend 
in August, and Arrecife fiesta de San Ginés will dominate the 
Charco for most of this month, too.    

Need
to Know

Mosquito Nets:
Fixed - Roll down - Sliding

C/ Matorral, 6–Tias. Tel: 928 524 597    Open: Monday to Friday 8am - 5pm  

Up to date machinery for manufacturing
and construction of aluminium products

 email : theallyshop@gmx.com  •  www.theallyshop.com

TWO COLOUR
ALUMINIUM FRAMES

Interior & Exterior
   Factory produced - 

        powder coating

We manufacture, supply & install 
powder coated aluminium windows, 

doors, pergolas, shutters 
and mosquito nets

Also fly screen doors

NEW RANGE OF PRODUCTS 
NOW AVAILABLE: 

UPVC WINDOWS 
AND DOORS

       
PLEASE CONTACT
US FOR FURTHER 

INFORMATION

FAST 
EFFICIENT 

& RELIABLE 
SERVICE

Find us 
in the 

Tias Map 
No. 1
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H:    00:42     2.5
L:    06:52    0.5
H:   13:04     2.6
L:   19:21     0.4
H:    01:27     2.6
L:    07:36     0.4
H:   13:47     2.8
L:   20:05     0.3

H:    02:12     2.6
L:    08:19     0.3
H:   14:31     2.9
L:   20:51     0.2
H:    02:58     2.7
L:    09:04     0.3
H:   15:16     2.9
L:   21:37     0.2

H:    03:45     2.6
L:    09:50     0.3
H:   16:03     2.9
L:   22:26     0.2
H:    04:34     2.6
L:   10:39     0.4
H:   16:52     2.8
L:   23:17     0.3

H:    05:26     2.4
L:   11:31     0.6
H:   17:46     2.6

L:    00:13     0.5
H:    06:24     2.3
L:   12:29     0.7
H:   18:44     2.5
L:    01:14     0.6
H:    07:28     2.2
L:   13:34     0.8
H:   19:50     2.4
L:    02:21     0.7
H:    08:37     2.2
L:   14:46     0.9
H:   21:01     2.3

L:    03:29     0.7
H:    09:47     2.2
L:   16:00     0.9
H:   22:12     2.2

L:    04:34     0.7
H:   10:50     2.3
L:   17:05     0.8
H:   23:15     2.3
 
L:    05:30     0.7
H:   11:45     2.4
L:   18:02     0.7

H:    00:09     2.3
L:    06:20     0.7
H:   12:33     2.5
L:   18:51     0.6
H:    00:56     2.4
L:    07:03     0.6
H:   13:14     2.6
L:   19:33     0.5
H:    01:38     2.4
L:    07:42     0.6
H:   13:53     2.6
L:   20:12     0.5

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24
25

26

27

28

29

30

31

H:    02:16     2.4
L:    08:19     0.5
H:   14:29     2.7
L:   20:49     0.5
H:    02:52     2.4
L:    08:54     0.6
H:   15:05     2.7
L:   21:24     0.5
H:    03:27     2.4
L:    09:29     0.6
H:   15:39     2.6
L:   21:59     0.5
H:    04:02     2.3
L:   10:03     0.6
H:   16:14     2.6
L:   22:34     0.6
H:    04:37     2.3
L:   10:39     0.7
H:   16:51     2.5
L:   23:11     0.7
H:    05:15     2.2
L:   11:17     0.8
H:   17:29     2.4
L:   23:51     0.8

H:    05:56     2.1
L:   11:59     0.9
H:   18:13     2.2

L:    00:36     0.9
H:    06:44     2.0
L:   12:50     1.0
H:   19:04     2.1
L:    01:30     1.0
H:    07:42     2.0
L:   13:52     1.1
H:   20:07     2.1
L:    02:33     1.0
H:    08:50     2.0
L:   15:04     1.1
H:   21:18     2.0
L:    03:41     1.0
H:    09:59     2.1
L:   16:16     1.0
H:   22:27     2.1

L:    04:45     0.9
H:   11:01     2.3
L:   17:20     0.8
H:   23:29     2.3

L:    05:42     0.7
H:   11:56     2.5
L:   18:15     0.6

H:    00:23     2.4
L:    06:33     0.6
H:   12:45     2.7
L:   19:05     0.4
H:    01:13     2.6
L:    07:21     0.4
H:   13:32     2.9
L:   19:52     0.2

Day Hour Metres  Day Hour Metres

Tide Tables for Arrecife, Lanzarote. Height are in metres. 
(Times may vary by a few minutes around the island)

July 2019

H=High Tide   L=Low Tide

Tide Times

Last
Quarter Moon

New 
Moon

Full 
Moon

First
Quarter Moon

1
2
 
3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15
16

We have already seen a calima in June with temperatures over 
30 degrees. Last year in July we started and ended the month 
with a calima - this happens when the wind direction changes 
to Easterly or South Easterly, as opposed to the usual North 
Easterly trade winds that we see here in Lanzarote. The wind 
then brings with it the hot, dry air off the coast of Africa and also 
the Saharan dust and sand. This can leave an orange haze in 
the air and temperatures are often plus 30 degrees and may feel 
oppressive, although I guess for so many of the holiday makers 
seeking the sunshine this is what Summer holidays are all about!

July days are warm and long with the sunrise just before 7am 
and setting just after 9pm. There are also lots of festivals to 
enjoy. During the first week many of the towns and villages 
celebrate San Marcial del Rubicón in honour of this saint. 
Then there are celebrations of the Nuestra Señora del Carmen 
with processions in almost all villages 
and towns. With the weather being so 
glorious you may see lucha canaria on 
the beaches (Canarian wrestling), as well 
as folklore performances, street parties 
and artisan fairs.

Follow @TerrieWeatherLanzarote on Facebook 
for Weekly weather videos and daily posts!

July 2019

Weather Watch
With Terrie Weather

What to expext in July
    Day Time Temps  

Average 28°C (ranges from 25°C to 30°C)  

Night Time Temps 
Average 20°C (ranges from 18°C to 21°C)

Sunshine Hours 
9 hours

Sea Temp 
Average 21°C

Rain  
0 days 
 
Wind 
Trade winds NE dominate with chance of calima 
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21 May to 20 June

Gemini 
Do you ever spot your 

reflection accidentally in a shop window 

and wonder who that weirdo is? 

Well, that weirdo is you, and it’s time 

for you to smarten up and do some 

clothes shopping. And don’t worry, 

you’ll still be delightfully weird on the 

inside. 

21 Jun to 22 July

Cancer
You’re feeling strong and 

determined this month, Cancer, 

but you need to pick the right project to 

channel this positive attitude into.  There 

are several candidates, so think long and 

hard, talk to those you trust, then go for 

it – full steam ahead.    

23 Sept to  22 Oct

Libra
Dancing when no one’s 

watching is fun, but if you’re 

going to make some moves in 

public it pays to learn a few steps. 

You’ve got a big event coming 

up, and some preparation and 

rehearsal is going to make all the 

difference, so start getting ready.   

 21 Dec to 19 Jan

Capricorn
Time to pack your 

toothbrush and take a 

trip, Capricorn. Try to see something 

new, rather than just returning to the 

same old haunts, and don’t worry if 

it’s just a short break – it’ll renew you 

and nourish you for a good while . 

March 21 to April 19th

Aries 
You can’t travel back in 

time, Aries, but dealing with 

the past can help you understand the 

present. It’s a great time to rekindle 

old friendships, revisit old stomping 

grounds and get a deeper knowledge 

of who you are and how you got here. 

23 July to 22 Aug

Leo 
Romance hardly ever pops 

up where we expect it, and this 

month you’ll be surprised by attention from 

an unexpected source. Take your time and 

enjoy the spotlight, and even if it’s not what 

you want right now, remember that it costs 

nothing to be kind.  

23 Oct to 21 Nov

Scorpio
We’re expected to be 

passionate about everything 

these days,Scorpio, but as you well 

know, passion can be destructive, too. 

Try and keep things on an even keel in 

your romantic and professional life, and 

try and keep the drama to a minimum. 

20 Jan to 18 Feb

Aquarius 
You’ve been almost 

saintly recently, Aquarius, so 

you can afford to let your halo slip a 

little this month. Team up with some 

old partners in crime, live, laugh, 

have fun, and don’t worry too much 

about the consequences.  This is life. 

20 April to 20 May

Taurus 
Take a look at your diet this 

month, Taurus. Try some new 

flavours and ingredients, and try and 

avoid those comforting bad habits. Just 

a little effort will leave you feeling fitter 

and healthier, and full of the energy you’ll 

need for a socially exciting time. 

23 Aug to 22 Sept

Virgo
The world isn’t what you see 

on your screen, Virgo. Put your phone 

down, get up from that computer and 

get out there into the real world. You’ll 

find a place that’s a lot more friendly, 

accepting and fascinating than you’ve 

been led to believe.  

22 Nov to 21 Dec

Sagittarius
You’ve looked for 

assistance and discovered much more 

than that – a friend who also stimulates 

and delights you. Enjoy this moment, 

and never forget that you’ve got just 

as much to offer, and don’t be afraid to 

spread it around a little.  

19 Feb to 20 Mar

Pisces
This is a month when you 

genuinely need to do some 

exercise, Pisces. Not only will it 

make you feel zingingly healthy, 

but you’ll enjoy it and find that it’s 

the perfect way to channel some of 

that undirected energy you’ve been 

burning up recently.    

By Clairvoyant Shona Langholm
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@Loving_Lanzarote
see us..    feel us..    touch us..

u s e  # l o v i n g l a n z a r o t e  a n d  w e  w i l l  p r i n t  y o u r  p i c t u r e s

@lanzalex@carlosmzphoto

@_woodwave_ @jessozlo

@aleksandra_kielensinka

@mazkade @carolsuarezz

@ajacheshowroom

@cx3_studio

@sabrinalefebvre_hair

@dahlia_sake

@nicoladux
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